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Introduction. 
The XIII -th and XIVth centuries have been named the Golden 
Age of lysticism, and it is certain that the mystical 
temperament 
seems to have flourished greatly during that period. It was an 
age of great intellectual activity dominated by such figures as 
St. Bonaventura and St. Thomas Aquinas, they being proceeded by 
the most lovable of all mystics, St. Francis of Assisi. In 
Germany, the names of Eckhart, Taule,r and Suso stand out, in 
Holland, Ruysbroeck; in England, Richard Rolle of Hanpole, Julian 
of Norwich, Walter Hilton and that unknown diciple of Dionysius 
Cef 
the Areopagite, who has £1 behind him the "Cloud of Unknowing" 
'1,nd other kindred writings. 
The mere fact of this phenonenal developipment of mysticism, 
supplemented as it could be by many other names, is bound to hold 
some importance for philosophy. It is significant that this 
development of mysticism should take place towards the end of the 
Middle Ages, a period full of intense and suggestive activity 
not only in the realm of thought, but in that of art, general 
culture, and political developments as well. limy it not be th -t, 
from the point of view of spiritual development ,the epoch of the 
mystics represents the crowning glory of medievalism, an 
expression on the side of human personality of its highest 
developments 
It may be maintained that the English mystic., in whom we 
are specially interested, are important, because they express 
in their characteristic outlook and their type of life, a body of 
truth that had been systematised and elaborated by the great 
doctors and teachers of the Middle Ages. Doubtless, such 
teaching had been passed through the crucible of their own experience,' 
and had therefore received such intense personal expression that 
it was transformed. 
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But even so, the chief contribution of nediovt,l life to modern 
tides can be shown to consist in just this deepening and 
transvaluation of Standards of value. For the modern values that 
have called for a reconstruction of life were brought into the 
fore -front of modern thought under the stimulus and discipline of 
medieval conditions. It is this aspect of i,;ngli sh mysticism, so 
important from an idealist point of view in philosophy, Frith which 
we are mainly concerned, more so than in the details of their 
teaching or the special forms that experience nay have to en. 
In so doing we are not guilty of injustice to the perconnl 
nature of their experience. For every individual must approach these 
Lltin to truths from his own individual point of view. since 
experience is our only adequate criterion of truth, it is also 
rersonal and private to each individual. The sole question that 
can arise from the point cif view of the philosopher, is its adeouacy 
as a criterion. And the _answer to the problem is that the more 
systematized, the more detailed such experience is, then to that 
extent, it is the more adequate. 
We tiri rah therefore again to emphasis$, . that this thesis is 
mainly concerned with the philosophic character mkt of English 
XIVth century mysticism, and not with the personal details of that 
mysticism. r±, certain weahnees nay be detected in this standpoint. 
For the study of almost any group of mystics would yield similar 
results. ßpt that is what gives significance to nysti:ci sn bbth 
for philosophy and theology. In any case, as we shall seek to 
indicate later, mysticism conforms to certain general types. The 
mystics are all motived by the desire for reality. Thery believe 
in a deeper spirituality than that revealed to the senses, they 
believe that it can be known intimately, and that being known, 
it can enter into the frame and fabric of their lives and transform 
their personAlities. Since Reality is one, coherent and self - 
consistent, rational through and through, the conformity to tree 
in all genuine mystics is to be expected, Again we may-note that 
all mystics are impressed, more or less, according to their powers 
of discernment, with that structural unity of Reality discernible 
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in its appearances. 
We shall therefore require a large canvas, since we must seek to 
determine the conditions that Made their experience possible. 
That again ie to be expected in a philosophic study. For the 
mystical experience presents just this problem to the philosopher, 
the task of determining as far as possible, the conditions of that 
experience. And the problems of philosophy are non -isolable. 
In attempting to answer the question raised by this special sublect- 
matter, the philosopher rn st answer in such manner as to indicate 
the bearing of that answer on other aspects of human experience, 
and with regard to other problems that present themselves. For 
instance, it is impossible to give an adequate account of the 
relationship of spiritual values to the Mystic experience without 
reference to theory of knowledge, and that again would involve, 
if t,] e answer were to be detailed, a philosophic theory of the proposi 
tione t;e shall therefore deal with out special subject-- natter 
ir. broad philosophic fashion, having regard to such aspects as are 
involved in our answer. We are not justified in drawing a hard and 14 
fast line between the experience of the myetics, whatever group we 
minded 
study, and that of the average religiously /person. The difference 
between there, in our view, is with respect to a certain depth of 
'insight' into the nature of things together with the resulting 
effect on character and conduct such insight brings. Prom hin 
who knows more, more may hm well be expected. 
We shall find that our study of the conditions of Mystical 
experience, where these are of philosophic importance, will yield 
insight into the nature of Reality. That is, a netahpysic is 
involved, and also, we shall further find that the problems centre 
round Personality, and an ethic is likewise involved,having wide 
teleological implications. Our main point here, is, that 
universal spiritual values play a determining part in the ordering 
of the Universe, and moreover, condition all that is best and 
deepest in human personality. Our study of values will likewise 
be found to establish a satisfactory ground for Theismi,especially 
Christian _heiem. For the path of values is that which leads us 
to God. 
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We have rot attempted to correlate our results with the 
latest developments in physics and biology, but believe that 
the conclusions we have reached will not be found to conflict 
with these. Rther indeed, they may be found to supplement and 
complete both physical and biological theory. 
Our study is centred round the four outstanding mystics of 
XIVth century England. Some reasons may be given for this 
selection. They represent a sort of first movement of t-at hind 
in England, and they .yet forth a gray of life. They are very 
balanced in outlook, for though they do state their preference for 
the contemplative life, yet the group is noted by students of 
mysticism generally for its 'practical temper'. Our vies, is, 
that this balance i8 trac.able to the domina:r,t influence of 
Platonism in :íngland,as it is mediated through the teaching of the 
great Augustinians and Franciscan doctors and mystics. We shall 
deal briefly with this in the thesis. 
_._oreover, the English group of mystics, situated as they 
were at the close of the iliddie Ages and at the dawn of modern 
times, were fortunately placed. They fell heirs to a rich 
heritage. Through the teaching of Augustine, Boethius, Bernard 
and Bonaventura, as well as others, they received the cream of 
Platonic and Neoplatonic 1)hilosophy, and also the main body of 
their theology. They also acquied, through the wkitings of the 
Pseudo -Dionysius, in Erigena's Latin translation, a fairly close 
acquaintance with the teaching of Plotinus as systematised by 
Procihus. The "Mystical Theology" Was tzslated, presumably by 
the author of the "Cloud of Unknowing" and had a premendus vogue. 
The influence of Aristotle carne through the doctrines of Aquinas, 
though not quite so dominant as that of Plato. The Aristotelian 
influence was much more strongly marked on the Continent. The 
Platonic tradition as mediated by Augustine remained dominant in 
English Theology. 
They were, of course, deeply influenced by their studies in 
the Christian scriptures. Rolle was the first to translate the 
psalter into English. still other influences are due to the 
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Franciscan movement. Rolle has been called the 'English Francis'. 
The passion and zeal of the Franciscans help to mould their 
outlook on life and nature. 
Despite Rolle's protests and reaction, somewhat overstated by 
Horstman in his edition of Rolle's English Works, schclaeticism 
hlso played an important part in shaping their outlook, and in 
giving form to their thought. This influence is seen in the 
manner in which the English mystics have schematized and catalogued 
their doctrines. Perhaps it is most marked in the writings of 
Hilton and those of the aut',or of the "Cloud ". Rolle's reaction 
was really complementary to the scholastic teaching. He breathed 
life into the scholastic cat/'gories by exhibiting in his own 
experience that vital union with the Ultimate Reality the scholastic 
sought to describe. Whe spirit of .3t. Francis is seen most 
clearly here. The quality of deep devotion, rich imagination, 
and zeal for the person of Christ, so charactistic of the 
Franciscans, must have deeply affected our English mystics. 
More generally, the sense of nationality was growing. 
Norman and Saxon were becoming fused into one nation, and English 
was well on its way to becoming the language of literature and 
official business. It is the century of Chaucer. The English 
Universities of Oxford and Cambridge were rising in prestige. 
Rolle, himself, studied for a time at Oxford where the Franciscan 
influence was remarkably :strong. He has even been claimed as an 
alumnus of the Sorbonne. European travel was general, and a 
clocase relationship was maintained with the Continent. 
Then there was the atmosphere created by the Miracle Plays 
an 
/ 
by Gothic architecture. Perhaps the national sense of independsf 
ence is strongly apparent in the new varities of :style of 
architetture deveboped in these centueies. It is one of the 
great achievements of the age. The wonderful decorations of the 
Gothic cathedrals, with all their suggestive symbolism, express 
the intense emotional life of the time. In them are symbolised 
the hopes and fears, the desires and aspirations, the lights and 
shadows of the soul. This is one way in which the spiritual 
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values that condition our moral and religious experience, make their 
appearance. It is the expression in art, of the truth, that such 
values make their appearance in the general life long prior to 
their theoretical establishment. 
These, then, summarise sore of the main influences that are at 
work in our mystics. A71 of this i s deeply signi-'icant from the 
point of view of our thesis. Rooted and grounded in -the cultural, 
social, a ]-tistic and religions life of their time, specially endowed 
as they may have been, such influences passed into the warp and 
woof of thei mystical experience, and the spiritual values of 
Truth, Beauty, and Goodness, involved in their environment, gained 
thus a deeper orientation, and a richer significance, and were 
demonstrated to be the very values that condition the human 
personality in all its relationships and, at the same time, make 
manifest the nature and purpose of that :reality which all men 
seek to attain. 
Our thesis falls into four main sections. First of all ne shall 
give a very brief account of Platonism, or r, -ther, these aspects 
of it that most concern us. Then we shall study i , thL are 
restricted manner, such parts of the teaching of Augustine, 
Bonaventura, and others who have deeply influenced our mystics. 
We shall also notice the general bearing of the doctrines of 
Aquinas and the \Tictorines. The third section deals with such >R 
matters in the teaching of the English mystics have value for a 
thesis on the philosophic character of their mysticism. The 
fourth and main section deals with that teaching from the point 
of view of philosophy, and teen ends with a general conclusion. 
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SECTION 
(a) The Influence of Platonism. 
(b) The Influence of Floti.nus. 
(e) The Influence of Proclus. 
(ä) The Influence of Iii onysi us the Areopagite. 
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rho Influence of Platonism. 
We must now retrace our footsteps and set down at greater 
length some of the various influences that have moulded. the 
experience of our English mystics. We shall begin with a study 
of Platonism. 
The Christian Church early fell heir to the Platonic 
philosophy. This was almost inevitable, for the nedd soon arose 
for a systematised, well thought out body of Christian doctrine. 
The implications of Christianity had to be worked out in systematic 
fashion if Christianity was to maintain itself in the face of 
determined opposition on the part of pagan thinker's. Wonderfully 
enough it was the work of pagan philosophers that supplied the 
Christian theologians with the philosophic structure that was 
required. For Christian doctrine was to be dominated for the 
next twelve hundred years and even longer, by theinfluence of 
Plato and Plotinus, and then account had to be taken of Aristotle. 
Moreover, as Liss Underhill points outs this Union of Christianity 
and Platonism is especially helpful in giving a satisfactory 
rational basis to mysticism generally. (1). VThat then arethe 
main characteristics of this philosophy? 
?.Mysticism is, from one point of vice, an overwhelming passion 
for truth; for the mystic can rest only in what is ultimately Real. 
The need early arose in Plato's mind to secure the principles of 
scientific knowledge for there is, in this sense, a deep strain of 
mysticism in his dingkmigilmn dialogues, hnd hence we find this 
passion for truth. (2) . 
(1) "Systi cism p.125. see also "Platonism and its Influonco" 
by A.E. Taylor, p.17. 
(2) We note, that though Plato quite evidently understands 
mysticism, he himself was not a mystic but a yiationalist and 
a jurist whose ideal it was to be a statesman. His interest 
may have been due to the probability that Socrates was a 
1-7,75.vid. We fin Hï s strain of nys ..i cism in such dialogues 
as the Symposium, Thbatetus, and Phaedo. Other important 
dialogues are the Meno and especially the Timaeus. 
 
Plato distinguishes between 'thinking' and 'sensing', that is 
having sensations; these are fundamentally different. But Plato 
further distinguishes between thought that its scientific, i.e. 
that involves real knowledge, and opinion o belief. Scientific 
thinking engages itself with the eternal and immutable aspects of 
truth; opinion and belief are mainly concerned with matters of 
fact. Where, however, the grounds or reasons of belief are 
investigated and made clear, the paS.3 ¿age can be made fron opinion 
and betide to scientieid kno;rlc~ e. 
Plato maintains that this type of philosophic thought and 
scientific kno :ledge is possible. Its object is eternal truth, 
and since man is endowed with capacities of detachment fron what 
is mutely temporal and :sensory, thenthe highest type of life is 
the life of contomlation, and its object is the Eternal and 
Immutable and Universal. :Similarly in the realm of ethics. 
We may pass from the practical aspects of character and conduct, 
as these are related to everyday needs, to the contemplation of 
th.e'eternal good. That is, we can pass to the contemplation of 
the spiritual values of Truth, Beauty and Goodness. Such 
.scientific knowledge or philosophic knowledge, i3 the ,pork of the 
mind itself independent of sense impressions. .;here any 
degree of dependence on self impressions is involved, then at best, 
we have beliefs or opinions that ate not real knowledge. i 
deep a "d clear out distinction having ontological implications 
is obviously involved, and it bears on the philosophic character 
of all mysticism, the distinction between 'being' and 'becoming'. 
The realm of 'bein. :' is the real world, the world of ultinate 
reality. It is the realm of Ideals or Values or Forms. The 
realm of 'becoming' is the realm of facts or rf things. The 
mystic, like the platonic philosopher, desires with all his heart 
to pase from the world of things to the world of values, and to 
root in ocntemplation of these, fiding in union with, and in 
contemplation of what is eternal, the ddepest satisfaction and 
Mysticism is thus not singly a 
happiness possible to the soul. 
state of feeling, nor is it predominantly emotional; it involves 
the highest mental activities and the function of the fdoling of 
enoticn or love is to reinforce and amplify the powers of thought. 
But whilst differing, sense data, and universals of thought, 
are not to be held as absolutely distinct. Nature herself, of f4 
realm of the senses, partakes in a measure, of the real world. 
"gat- reality the sensory world possesses is clue to this circumstance. 
It possesses symbolical value, and as such, suggests a further 
reality which lies behind it, supports it, and gives to it its 
measure of order-and coherence. lie may therefore ascend to the 
contemplation of eternal truth, as by a ladder, from the particulars 
of the senses to the universals of thought. Plato's influence 
has on this point been very marked, and is of the utmost importance. 
It can be traced ire the thought of Augustine and Íuinas, and ie 
also found in the writing of Bon_aventur-a, notably in his 
Itinernrium l!..entis in Deum, and through them it has impressed our 
English group of mystics. 
more night be said, but we raubt now pass on to consider 
the ethics of Plato in their bearing on our subject. The 
discussion of the foregoing has been necessary in view of ,aueh such 
questions as Plato raises in the Tiriaeus, Mßno, and Lheatetus. 
We have now to consider ?pis ethical theory as we find it in such 
dialogues au the Sysposiur, Phtwdo, .Lthaodrus and Republic. Again, 
the :_rbarest<,, outline must suffice. 
Plato again draws the fundamental distinction between 
temporal and eternal Good. The soul of man, as we have already 
indicated, is the meeting place of these two orders. He is the 
child of time, but he is also the child of eternity, ana being so 
he cannot rest or find final satisfaction in what is merely temporal 
Good. 
In the Symposium the discussion turns upon Jhm human desire or 
love. k professor Taylor points out in analysis of the 
Symposium, love is "desirous craving' . (1) 
(1) "Plato, The Man and his Work ", pp. 209 -234. 
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Flato there suggests its universality in nature. Butthis implies 
two things, as . ocratee soon demonstrates. It ouggeE3ts, in the 
first place, an 'object' as its correlative, for desire or love 
is a relative tern, and secondly, it inpliee a judgment of value. 
The ob jectlcve is that which is not yet attained, and the 
attainment of which is conceived to be nccossary to our happiness. 
The desire for happiness; itself is perfectly reasonable and is not 
to be confu: ed with the idea of agreeable feeling. But this 
happy :n,osc can only be attained if we secure that which we desire. 
Thie deí3ired object will be the Good for man. But in order to 
attain the Good, we must first know, that it is. Here is raised 
the problem discussed in the ?Zeno. Fence arisen the need for 
scientific knoyrledgo, for we cannot rest even in right opinion 
or belief, but must think out the grounds of these in order that 
we may be led into knowledge of that TT'.ich ie eternal. 
The quest for the Goer? begins with the h noti+ ledge that we 
desire something that We have not yet got. Eros, or 'desirous 
c..ravir..g' will perform certe7 n services for uc. It will lead us, 
if our hearts are set upon the attainment of the highest good, 
through love of physical beauty to beauty of soul, and thence 
to science and intellectual be uty, until suddenly the gger : 
will be revealed, and we shall attain the vision of Absolute Beauty. 
Scientific 1 howl e-lge is necessary if thi e 'ascent of the soul' 
is to be accomplished, for the suer erne function of knowledge, 
es Plato teaches in the Republic, is to command and direct life 
to the ettainment of our abiding and true good. But in the 
supreme moment of direct apprehension and attainment of The Good, 
the soul passes beyo1d science itself, and is posèeseed of, and 
possesses, the supreme object of its desire. 
ioreover, the vision of the Perfect will have its immediate 
effect upon our own lives; far thus kn_o'-ing the perfect we shall 
strive to become like it,in order that we may remain it union with its - 
The mysticism of the Symposium is developed in the Phaodo 
where Plato sets out to justify the life of the 'tendance of the 
There, as else where he maintains the divinity of the sour (Á1E. Taylor, p.177. 
C/). P,e1,40!7 
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soul, and that the ' iriit ati on of God' , iB the 'right and 
reasonable rule of conduct'. His knowledge of mysticism is 
aA 
strongly in evidence. By virtue of iildist powers of thought, the soul 
is at least relatively independent of the body, and the life of 
thought is, as we have indicated, a life of progressive purification 
so to speak, until it is enabled to concentrate on the great 
eternal truths. The best life will therefore be the life of 
contemplation which is not by any means an indolent life, for the 
soul will only be enriched by unremitting contemplation of the 
Hi 'lest Good. (1) . Thus the Phi losophel4 ultimate airs, and 
:surely here we have the counter. part of the Christian mystic, will 
he to enjoy this vision, and as he enjoys it he will allow it to 
possess him, lift hin above, and out of, himself, to the progressive 
enrichment of his own life. Thus *ill he attain that final 
satisfaction or happiness that is at the bottom of our desires. 
It is as we have indicated, a life that involved purgation. 
In the Phaedrus Plato sets forth under the figure of the charioteer 
and his two steeds, what amounts to a doctrine of purgation. The 
unruly steed must be diciplined until he is trained to tbedience to 
the will tn of the charioteer, so our unruly desires must be 
diciplined, our 'love' ordered under the stimuloui and dicipline 
of an enlightened intelligence, until the whole soul 'tends' to the 
contemplation of the Highest Good. Then will the soul receive again 
its wings and may take flight to the realm of ineffable vision. (2) . 
But even then, Plato teaches, and again he anticipates the 
teaching öf the mystics, the soul does not yet receive the full 
fruition of it purgation or desires. The Good remains inconprehensí`t 
the experience eludes all our powers of expression, and moreover, 
complete fruition lies boyoñd the bounds of finite experience. 
(1) See Theatetus on Contemplation. 
(2) A similar thought is found in the Republic where Plato 
discusses the relation: between reaon, the spirited 
element, and appetition. 
At best, the good man, will .3o order his desires, that life here 
will be but a preparation, long or short as the case may be, in 
order to fit himself for the ineffable vi.3i on,\rhen death cones to 
set the soul free. The highest life is thus a dying life; the 
philosopher dies to live. In this wag the Platonic doctrine of 
immortality is bound up with the pursuit and vision of the good. 
Yet, whilst Plato is preoccupied with the Eternal Good as 
that alone in which happiness can be found, as in the eaee of the 
Eternal Forms and their relation to the sense symbols od 
terrestrial life, he has not forgotten temporal good. 
We have already seen that the vision of the Perfect will 
awaken rthe philosohper the deoire for perfection, and so in the 
Present life he may in some measure partake of the ultimate reality, 
nor will he forget the goods of body or of fortune, for these too 
are desirable. Only, having apprehended that 'which is far 
better?, he will not be enslaved by then. The right, 113e of these 
can also give happiness, but they must4like all the institutions 
of the State as well, be subordinated to goods of .soul, for the 
manifest end of creation is that men should live good and noble 
lives, and all other things must subeerve this end. 
On the other hand, all unhappiness arises from an inner 
conflict which occurs when sone other and lower good is set up 
as the supreme goal of a manta life. For men choose not that 
which is evil because it is evil, but because they mistake it for 
good. Thus, inevitably, there arises a conflict between the 
passions, 'the indisciplined steed' and the judgment which can 
rest alone in what is highest. Thus again, philoeplahic thought 
is required in order that life may be rightly directed by a certain 
knowledge of what is our true good. We shall be delivered from 
evil and foolishness as we are guided by a sound judgment, And 
as we set our hearts upon Virtue and 1A_sdon and the Ideal Beauty, 
so shall our lives be full of true and abiding happiness, and our 
scull will be truly noble. 
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Again we notice '1ato's insistence that discipline is 
required. The pati) of the philosopher or mystic is not an easy one, 
nor is hi r life of contenplation an idle life. The unremitting 
dicipline of real hard thought is conste tly required, but if 
maintained, the rewards will be found to be more than a sufficient 
recompense. Such are the, doctrines of Plato, all they bear on our 
study of the philosophic character of inglish mysticism. They 
wills continue to influence all that is best in religious, thouitht 
and practice for many years to come. 
The influence of Plotinus. 
Platonism passed into the main body of ;1estern theology 
through the medium of the great Alexandrian mystic and philosopher, 
'lotinus. (1). it this wehi many mystics have drank deeply, 
and found spiritual refres}" ment, for though it may be maintained, 
as by Whittaker, that the systematic pholosophy of Plotinua can be 
held apart from his mysticism, yet his teaching, as we have it in 
the Ennoads, offers a fairly satisfying rational basis and 
explanation of the experience of the mystics. The quest of 
Plotirlus is essentially that of the mystic. It is the journey 
from the world of Becoming to the Real World of Being, from the 
realm of sense- experience through that of thought, to.uiii on with 
the One who is above thought and knowledge. This is the authentic 
Platonic note. 
a lotinus, like Plato, is in.spirpd with zeal fo:2 the sternal 
and Invisible, and his philosophic system is an attempt to draw 
such a map as may guide the human personality on its journey through 
(1) .'iee "The Influence of Platonism" A.E.T. p.20, also 
"Christian Mysticism" Dean Inge, lecture 3. and 
"The Neopla tonists" by T. Whittaker, Intro. p.1 1 , 2nd Edn. 
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13á:'e to its real homeland. His desire, is akin to that of Plato, 
namely to invoke faith and hope in the Spiritual Reality that gave 
, birth to all creations Like Plato, ho therefore ctreseee contemplation, 
in. the platonic; sense of the term, as the highest activity of the 
soul. (1) His 'philOI;oplly, then, is in the nature of a ueseage of 
hope to Mankind, for through oontouplation man ovin achieve union 
with the supreme Good, 
The Flotinian sy.3tem is a trinity, but a trinity of subordimtion. 
The three principles of which it is oompooed are not perdons, nor 
is it an order in tune, but in all its aspects, spiritual and 
visible, one of logival causation. It furniehee a rational account 
of Reality as it is e::perienced, and individual persons aro Bet in 
definite relationship with. the reality thus conceived. 
His first principle is the 'One' or Self- Sufficing' or the Good, 
and the 'One' is the source of all existence, including thought and 
actiki tÿ. Its creative power roaches out to and includes matter, the 
ii i t of creation, yet the 'One' maintains its own existence separat 
and d etinot, The 'one' is like an overflowing Spring that in 8o 
doing, causes the subordinate orders of existence, but yet remains 
self -contained and self-sufficient. ß'2t 
From the 'One' there deecend;3 second in order of being the 
Divine hind or Intelligence. In '':'i:telligenue' the sense of 
'othernesß' is begotten, the distinction of subject and object. 
Perfect unity is thus lost. It is nearest in order to the Ineffable 
'One' around whom it circler. In it is comprehended the world of 
Ideals, Forms. or Universals, and also individual existences, that is, 
it contains and comprehends multiplicity. It too, like the 'One' 
is related to the third and 1pvrest order of existence, but maintains-- 
distinct, its darn existence. Intelligence directs i te3eif wholly to the 
'One' whom it apprehends by an unerring intuition. (3). 
e1$. Lnneú.ìi, 1TI C. 5. 
It 
C.10. 
V. 1. . 
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The third order of Emanation is that of Vorld :3ou1, which 
occupies the realm of appearance. The ó7oä'1ù. joui is produced 
by ïntellige.ace, and functions in giving form and beauty to matter, 
ö:!7i le matter itself ia degenerate owing to ît{3 distance from its 
origin. 21otry.nus vould seem to teach that matter has thus 
dt;gc;nera,teú. into non-existence, the t'lUtiîi:ian conception of é;T1i1. ( 1) 
This Yorld ù0u1 is the abode o5:' all souls, but certain ücula may 
from a desire to be independent, separate tllem:ie_v.a.a from the '.'orC1. 
Soul «nd thus bî3coï1e3 embodied. tii.î euch they are simple, partaking 
of not-'beinb, and absorbing themselves in pursuits and pleasures 
an:: other follies altot;elrlï"'r umrcrthy of their high descent. 
1levertheless, all things, including ñunan saula, and it is the 
human personality in which 2_ot.Lnu:+ is really interested, d"vz:i1"e to 
return to tha ar,saurce whence they came, for in union with it is 
their highest Good and a.)idirlb in'c:af3. For i.h(:I'í3 i(3 an inner 
witnv:.;ù in the soul O$ man to hi:: '21.'Iiï7V origin. He too, 3..s ú, 
trinity composed of :p`.ir3.t, soul and body, and at his centro he is 
identical with 11:.a Creator. :::1ìc: One, T7C re:l:c;i.l )Or, though :3G_ f- 
jç.;ti. r_ , 1 .. , :° to the .>.,.wi...%.._ .ïile: self-contained, .t.î::._.;ttl"v,. and reaches out C,
limits os: creation. ailes is t_ler3ee a means .^,f communion 
and union between 'i;i1.; avill :ì11r:. :wí1Ù Good. ";3ine;e th,: :Seul is so 
exalted a power, so divine, be confident that in v?.r"Guí, Of its 
possession you are o1 oso to God. Begin, therefore, with the hel§ 
of this -k:ri:ficiplr.I( tî3.o intelligence Yrinciple;p,,to make your way to 
Hirn: you have not far to go; there is not much between. Lay 
hold of that which is more divine than this god-like -Lls.ing, lay 
hold of that summit of the soul which borders on the Supreme from 
which the L3C3ul immediately derives, the intelligence i>:^inciplo, 
of which tele soul, 
is but an imagen. 
glorious Princ`.1.1e though we have ahow,.z it to be, 
(2) 
(1) . Ennead, V. 
(2) . See Ennead 
1. 
V. 
7. 
1. 3. 
:V. 3. 1 -9. V. i;. 4. 
(Preller- Ritter extracts given in 
first vol. Mackenna's trans. 1.134) 
"Springing from the Intellectual Principle it is intellective, 
operating in the sphere of the Divine Reason: it draws its 
perfection from this superior Principle which is like a cherishing 
father who has given it existence though not a nature as perfect 
as his own ". (1) . 
There are inconsistencies in the account Plotinue gives of 
the descent of the soul into contact with matter. He gives no 
adequate reason why the soul should descend. At one time he Tould 
seem to teach that it is due to an act of self -will, a desire for 
independence, at another time, he indicates that it is the ordinance 
of God. For the soul, being divine in origin, seeks to fashion a 
world after the likeness of its own Creator. But in so doing it 
falls into sin, sensuous entanglements, and it is thus in danger, 
unless it return quicly to its divine source, of becoming partially 
separated from the realm of Being and partaking of non -existence. 
But each is at least an implicit desire to 
reascend to the source whence it care, The soul cannot be at 
peace with itself nor can it achieve a lasting satisfaction until 
it rest in contemplation of the one adequate object of itnouledge, 
the divine 'One'. An inner conflict is thus set up until the 
soul orders its desires and concentrates all its powers umil its 
true homeland. . There is an inner fuclaus which cannot sin; the 
imá.ge of the divine FeLt1ser which renains to inspire and reinforce 
every impulse to rise above the level of 'couplement' with matter, 
and to achieve true freedom. Plotin w therefore teaches how the 
soul may reascend to God. 
Here we find his doctrine of purgation, and also that of the 
vi lnegativa Which Tas so influential in the teaching of subsequent 
mysticism. This doctrine, as we shall sc;m, is in evidence in our 
English mystics. 
(1 ) ÑeE: i1?'Ifr-'ad III Ú 9. From R.P. notes 1:3t vol. p.134. 
.-..._ . 
17. 
The 'irst stages of nreparatio-ì a:ce to bo found i4. the 
practice of the 'civic' virtues. Self-discipline is necessary. 
These are the ordinary virtues of the average Greek citizen. 
They are purgative in their effects, and moreover, teauh the soul 
the Dlv principles of rule and measure, but those are only the 
first steps of the ladder by which we ascend. 
Then comes the next stage in the purgation of the soul, the 
practice of the II cathartic" virtues. By means of ascetic practices 
the saul .10 weaned fron objects of sense and mitndane desires and 
ambitions. 111 love of life and fear of death is to be purged 
away, and when the pranticeo have completed their work, the sou] 
is purged, and a stage of positive virtue is reached. Plotinus 
himself, as Perphry tells us, practised asceticism aesiduously. 
But just as the natural world is only a symbol or a shadow 
of the super-son -sible world so is al /action but a sharlow of 
ccntemplationr and having purged iaself the soul must now turn in 
upon itself and give itself to the contemplative life. For contemp4 . 
lation is ae far above aotion as the heavens are higher than 
the earth. This is the true life of the soul. Thus is it broul 
ght into immediate cchataot witb reality, and ent,rs spon the first 
stages of blessedness. 
At the came tine, PlotinUs is net unaware or neglectful 
of the duties of everyday life. He, himself, was a ran of 
sound caTTonsense, and, as Porplbsy tells us, undertook the 
educatibn and supervision of the property of young lade over 
whom he waa appointed guardian. But 'tit is only the plain call of 
duty that will induce tlhe contemplative sage to take part in 
worldly affaira. For this Is hic true life, the life of 
contemplation. 
Ennead III, g.S. 
Na. MEW =M. 
In this way, then, contact with Mind is attained. We 
have noticed how this thought is worked out by Plato, and we 
weed F6en_1arge on it here. But even at this stage perfect 
blessedness is not yet achieved; ecstasy is necessary. Here we 
touch upon the doctrine of. the Via Negativa. The One is 
absolute unity, There is in the Super-Essence no shadow of 
duality, far Less of multiplicity. As the later mystics teach, 
the soul must 'nought' itself until it rises above and beyond 
even thought and knowledge, and is lost or rather abeorbed in 
a cloud of 'unknowing'. Perfect union with. the Divine Source 
of all being is then attained. It was recorded of Plotinus 
that he attained this stage four timos at least. Undoubtedly, 
the full consummation of union may only be secured when the 
soul is delivered by death from the body, but even in this 
life; for brief intervals, it is poseib3 e. In ecstasy the vision 0 
of the Good flashes in upon the soul and enchante it. 
"The soul restored to likeness to like and holds 
of the Supreme all that the soul can hold .... that which is before 
all things that are, over and apart from all the universe of 
Existence. This is not to say that in this plunging into the 
Divine the soul 14eaches nothingness: it is when it is evil that 
it sinks towards nothingness: by this way, this that leads to the ' 
Good, it finds itself: when it is the Divine it is truly itself, 
no longer a thing among things. It abandons Being to become 
Beyond --. Being when its converse is in the Supreme. He who knows 
himself to have become such, knows himself now an image of the 
Supreme; and when the phantasm has returned to the Original, the jour 
-ney is achieved. Suppose hin tp fall again from the Vision, he 
will call up the virtue within hin and, seeing himself_ all 
glorious again, he will take his upward flight once more, through 
Virtue to the Divine Mind, through the Wisdom -here to the Supreme. 
And this is the life of the Gods, and of Godlike men, a life 
without love of the world, a flight of the alone to the Alone." (1) . 
(1) Ennead VI, 9.11. see t.2ackenna, Vol 1, pp 157_e. 
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In this nar.r_er flctirrus s3ß/ca to account for ,eint,, inability 
to find any lasting sa.tic3factior. in finite things, nor can he 
see infinite things any satisfactory explanation of thear.r3e3ves. 
He is thE;r. efor.3 cast back on to the conception of a llivinf. 
Author of all T:.:x&w:átnce who has left the imprints on finite things 
of his own Unc::^ atnd '.`i sdor7. The order and harmony and bC;at7t?'s 
cf nature, <`i.i.i. ;e with íF,11t? inner witness v!'_ th::_ _ the human :4Cu.'., are 
syrl;ris, that nightly rcnacl by an understanding mind, will lend the 
úGiZ ï back to G^d .Lr'n.'_':"EeCt'.o?"s in his theory lllldol:lbed_.y exist, 
but even so, his teaching has been influential ir later ages in 
helping the h:umn ninci to cone to an understanding of its own 
nature and its high destiny, nor is his in.i'?_tzerc;e as yet on the 
wane. Our own '_,ngl i.3h ::rtTth century mystics ht,vc; fe" t the 
? nE3'î;-.'s,tic. ,f l._i: teach inr: in s'i;t_+_rr their own outlook and in í . .t- i 
gz.ï*iv:g direction to their deepest inspirations. 
We must now contiY:'.J.e to trace the influence of Plotin17f3 as ti7e, 
find it in Proeluf3 and L'ionyn i us . A very bricf snrvey must 
suffice, for ?--roc?u:3 is little more t,hnr, the outstanding st,Tstertatizer 
of the TTeonla tcn i c school, and in D'zor_y<>ins we have the teaching 
of ProcIus together with the tiolievl':?zt superficial edition of 
Christian doctrines. None the less, the Dionysien. writings 
were one r.ean. 3 of bringing the English mystics into contact with 
Neolat nic doetri: w- , and thu: They merit our attbntion. 
We do not forget the Augustine, the i',ost influential figure 
among those who h ".ve infï'tenced all subsequent mystics, '7a`3 the 
older contemporary of Proclus and prior in tirs to ]ionys3ius, 
but for the sa1n of continuity We shall first deal with the two 
latter. 
20. 
The =nfluerece of 2roclu43. `410 ki) - 4f;5 AD). 
Ti ., vtï'ilTili:' of Pr{?clus is Ci.'.ii.isinïl'cìr to that of .l`i otinu.L3 whose 
follower he ol:s.i '3 to be. Iîuch of his work was to GcrmeY't,' or the 
teaching of i'lt:, i;G, but his writings are largely infused, as Whittaker 
points out, with itec_elatonic doctrines. :r'lotintis was of .,'_ntuttive 
genius, whilst that of Proc:lus was discuesive. We are not 
surprised in view of this that hirs works are distinguished by a 
logical firish that marks them off from those of his 
prede;c es st).C's . .Proolus w.s.s the last of the great Neoplatonists. 
His E.c .k was founded upon by the Christian theologians,, and his 
doctrine of the via negativa :influenced later mystics. 
Viiil t accepting the general structure of the metaphysical 
system of Tioinus, . rocius carried much further the z ethod of 
finding t iado at every stage of emanation. The cl'feot of this 
is sean in the Liofysian writings, especially in such works as 
Thy =%eIestì j Hierarchy, a,nd ï'he. icciesiastical Hierarchy, in 
works such as these are to be found the foundations of medieval 
a olo1c . 
`Tee iroGressioïe of emanation is from simplicity, which is most 
neee :' y perfect, o Eu1t .pnaity which is less sop Yet the 
.,-r' S ce-.;1 ; cY . iTr, ._U 1..tv or cf unity is involved even in multiplicity. 
"Ì II-altitude participates in a manner in the Ore ". There is a 
twcfcld novement in ul'eation, one away from the creative Emerge, 
and the other towards it. i:he principal or primal cause of all 
being . is the Good, and towards the Good everything aspires. To 
attain union with the Good is to divest oneself of multiplicity, 
and all participation in zlultiplicíty, and to return to the One. 
As in .P2 otinus, so in _' roclus, the activity of the One extends 
as far ae matter 'which also has its existence from the One. 
ran :inter °stireg 'development found in the teaching of Proclus 
is his attempt to Place the cause of plurality in the universe at a 
higher stage than the l'? otinian Intelligence, The One acts through 
many points of origin, these Proclus names the divine henads, or the 
gods, and from these start many minds, each of which is the principle. 
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of further differences. The providential order of the world 
directly Cte,se end 3 from the divine henad .. 
The (%ne remains unknowable, but since all things deeire to 
return to their source, they can do í ;o by passing through these 
internedite stages, that is by divesting thericelves of riultinlicity 
and proceeding from the particular to the general. t; e can here 
readily recognise Plato's teaching on the nature of scientific 
ii_1í7w i edge. This is rt?clus r reasoned defence of the via 
negativa. Since the One is 'Simple', the soul must strive afte7' 
E;iriipi.icity, %:ii]king into the ;livit?e ;round", "forsaking the ' 
manifold for the One", and so en. it was thie aspect of his 
doctrina that profoundly influenced Jionysius, th whose writings 
..re now turn. 
The Influence of Dionysius the :, eonagite. (475 do? - 5L5 1) /) 
Dionysius wrote towards the end of the fifth century: his 
real name is unknown; it is supposed that he was a Syrian monk, 
and of works, four eur,íive. These are, 's Concerning the 
Celestial Hierarch ", (Joncerning the Eeclesias tical Hierarchy'', 
Concerning the Divine Name; ", and ''Concerning the Mystical 
Theology ". Of these, she two latter are the most important. 
His writings,as we have already remar kef :1, are a superficially 
Christianised uve :lion of the teachings of Proclus, but in the Middle 
Ages, and until their authenticity was challenged by the Humanists 
of the i century, they were accepted as the work of a disciple t 
of the apostle Paul, and thought to contain an account of Mystical 
revelations made to his.,. John Scotus 7,rigena f+l_rni shed a 
version of these works: and ; e V became accoasi b e to the West 
in the :Xth century. 
IJ:i.Cnyskus, like the great Neopiatoni s íts, attempts to set 
down a theory of Being,, It is the 1'Tooplatonic theory; of tho Trame 
-cendent One, and an account of creation by emanations from that 
2 e 
One. Thu rord. 'hierarchy' el:prEsses very well his r,otapr.ysì.ea1 
scheme. God ie identified ri th the Ore of the r1enpTaton:!.s?ts. 
He i: transcendent over all qualities, is above thought arid 
knowledge, anc:. as such can only be said to exist. `.imis -tï,ought 
underlies the tT'eatiso on. the Divine Names, and the T.lysticR,l 
Thooï oy . (1) . The One is t1iv. Origin and end of all things, 
anc_ the universal condition of 'Being' is to participate ì.r the 
One. But Bionlg-sì.t?s also teaches, there is no object that does riots: 
in some way partake of the Ono, for it is the Unity that smbraccs 
all things (2). 
i E- r an [} ; therefore, 171 <? ;oCp 3.0 7P p HE 1.t 1 tterl y 
U'ayfK1"nf e nn 4-11C' 04-J1-1.. liard' we port-:Zrs at 1 ep, 't. 
ti ? of Hic F,i r.r on1 st ii E, <;. p[ir ?r1 u Partially O_ ? . H. _..,, ...V O. F' Ou:r - .Z . E_._.,elt,. God 
h-,s, however, gi t'.^..?_ to ala beings the power, of .>at7^7.v i pp, to share 
ir! Riç? Boing, arc;_ :t i;i rne to npr;;iF:t in their c>rn. 
i'F"Fd_Z''.. -u:.l:ì_t,y'. does not teaf'.i, that t.lrLon with God, 
which is the sJ T3.r.îa úO Foal of all t}2o desire the pert'ect happiness, 
, , 
means the c.nYr.i.1:L1.`t:[OI"1 O'! tihEî e .f, bu, rather .t.".0 trc,rls Grrsa,ta.on 
into ;3oI_Ie't,h*rig nnfii'IJ.'r.d)?.y ricer :=snd batter . God 7.^ a unity that 
cU"ì7Jr::he?ndHy :.)".íi does not aÎ:)n].1 st2s :t2îï'izT?_iiur:,3. d].fI.'fií'P,i'1Cs:3 (3). 
at 
Thus L i on,Ts;ius tempts to encare pintheì. srI Creation is an 
Emanation fror, the One, and it r!.grrors its ftut cause in various 
degrees. The nnrfee.t 1ovE, ;,nd goodness of God is e::ter.dec',. t-,o 
what is most reIYlot,o li'_n universe, and to all who strive towards 
the source of their being, God gives a divine likeness. "hnd 
'tis the porE3r of the 1!iv?.ne, ;i?.v:+.l itude fi,12%±t t,ilrneth all created 
things to their cause". (4). In this connection the fur.ct;ion of 
the Anfre? i c Hierarchy i.3 ts purify illurîir.e and rende:' perfect, 
the creature, xe the (attt:sP of -17.l. t?1ì.n.gs: He sustains them, 
loves them, and worl:s in then that they night return unto Hir:tself. 
(1). Dionysiu.s the Aremagit°, tram. :ttolt: Myst7.ca:t Theology" 
Ch.1, p;e.193-4.) 
(2). st 
11 If St ("The Divine Hanes", 
c}I . XIII, par.2, 
(3). 
a n n it ti oh. IV. para.g. 
(4) . a n a it If c},. Tx. para.6. 
23. 
!Ill this bein co, how are we to account fcr 
f;ionysius discusses this problen at some len,sth. His con,Jlusion 
is tli.t notl-,,:tng is inherently bad. All that 'is i co1., ince 
Sc 12ar as things tvAve existefice they partake of the Ono o Good, 
Again we find here the Nooplatonic dectrine of a sinless Nucleus 
in the soul. Evil is ultimately tctal:y evil 
thinr could not exist. 
.Dionyi-us is new able to ;.eEl with the qustier of th relation 
of rrtial beinz and Abolute Bein, His teaching iv that all 
things '.re geed, but he di-riOef; tuer', with apparent pervel:sity, 
into Exitert and 1Yo..,i2intrt, He meLm aaI things have 
two as-vects to their 1Deinge 01) the one :ard, tTLey partaks cf 
the Zuper-Essence, I- relation tò it, they are eLo2nally iT,00d 
even bn-Pore t'heir 3reatio1.1, rut, on t6tr hanC, in themselves, 
their created essece, they were iilly icn-::itc:L before their 
toeral ore,Aion, a,nd after it ar.; partially non-eEistent, and 
FO far are tatriltd with evil. 
Nil is tlien a lc:, a deff7,iency, T 7eal.71ìoss,, a disproportion, 
an error, pu:osele'ss, imlevely, lifeless, unwise, unree,sonble, 
irr-)erf9t, unrap and never in itself posoes3ed of any exist4 
eneo hatever". (1), 
7.croblem is to make good doficiencyt an to restore 
the harmony between th soul and God. Dionysius teaches, at by 
e::ercise of its higherit fculties, tht aspect of the poL'son.Taity 
that partakes of the .vin a Essenoe, the soul illzv apprehend the 
tJivintia :i'st d1retly0 E.Id by diciplining and consentrating 
the lo7er poYers the roul may 11:,:a ilze of symbols that Trill assist 
the whole man to rise to God. The method of his pilgrimage back 
to God is to be a comentratien of all ipiritual powers, and 
here we met again the via negativa. 
(1). The Divine Names, W. 32. 
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by this cencentration th o individu:. draw 
away from all outward tilingo into the centre of bis boing, tilus 
gradually becoming unified and simplified, like the first cre,yted 
ange12, until ho rests in God. 
0; ull the titIes of God, the One i8 th,,t in wich alone 
It io therefore towards this that all his thought man can rest. 
will tend. 
IT1 Jyu3tiod Theology Dionysiuc carries us futhor into 
these J.A.vinc mysteries. ',Jomplote union can only be accouplishod 
by a process leading to ocstasy. Even sel-f-hood must be cast aside; 
true being can only be achieved by losing oneself in the .;uper- 
L;seence. Thf.n.1 romuntary glimpse nay be ,i;-ined. Jothing can 
deacribc this ineffable al:perience. The soul is lost in a 'Cloud 
of Uninowing': is hidden and enwral)ped 1-)y the 'bivine barkricsol, 
over the exporienco, or rather.tho reality experienced 
transcends ail our power of apprenension, far ILOBB einsressiGn. 
But, even so, the soul ib enraptured, because it has attained its 
deepest desire and relioed its highest good. Life for it will 
new bo filifforel]t, and the sou' itself wonderfully- enriched. 
inch, in brest outline, are the v,oachings of this remarkable 
They had a tremendous vogue, and in Ensiand where some part nir:%,119 
of his works efe translated by ths unnown author of the 'Cloud 
of Unnowing his doerinos ran through the country, "liko wild 
Lee.. There is in them u trumendous4uosion for truth alid 
reality, a deep conviction that the full I:Illation of the hul-J:an 
personality lies in the attinment of th Íuflt possible reception 
into the soul of that ï.eality which for Dienyoius is suramd up in 
(;Oct. And his thought is so intensely reinforced by his ey!otions 
that he is compelled to express himself in strange outlandish terns, 
0114E; car ;-f.06-.y doubt, borrowed though his metaphysics may have 
been, that hi mystical experience ut least was real, and in a 
obherent systematized e:q)eriencc alone do we have any adeeuate 
criterion of truth. The message of Dionysius found its way into 
25. 
ny receptive hearts, among which were those of our 1g1ish mystics. 
Like -1-hose .::)o inspired him, he teachos tiLs_t contemplation is the 
highest activity of the human soul, and uniop with the tUndreated 
Light' it bisqlest destiry. 
L;LOTIO1; 
(a) The Influence of St. Augulic, 054 AD - 430 AD). 
(b) Thp influenca of :)t. EiGne,vonturk.4.;i22 - 1274 AD) , 
(c) The InfiJence of ib. inrci 1,091 AD - 1153 AD). 
(d) The Influence of The ViotorincE, 
T-no Influence of St. :Z110111RE3 !A_Cfainas (1226 All -12740 
The II,f1-20nce cif ..02P'u3tine. 
Vìe must now 7ffitrace our :.tsps sonewh2t, fop as we hava already 
1)ointe(A out, Lu-ustne precedes In order of time both iToclus and 
4.44,44:wa 
Iiichysias. He is the greatoat figure of -makiwilimi- times and his 
influcno renins with us. Ue can hardl hopo, L view of 
his many-ldodness and voluminous .iritinga, to do anyt:iug like 
full jur,tice to hL ipfiuonco. hut since hiu is the pj(,CarAnant 
influonce L;11 uht)L-1,61ish illystles of the ::IVth centu.ry, (Ateript 
muut be hide to set doun tho ;pain linos of 11:_ fletttinoi; so far 
thecje are involved. 
1t;lauh it is hardly corrt.-,op to u.soribe Augustine L,.s a 
rlystic, yet mai.v of his sentences words arc truly liyitical 
in character. There is his work as a theological statesman 
whose supreme task uas 'the construction of an impe2ial 2,,v1em', a 
Catholic church, as the mysterlous instrument cf graoe in the 
world, yet, the mystic in him clung to the belief tht his true 
wL,s'-,yenderl, thLt his siritual hone was God, that there 
was a way tor a man to rest and csntsr into union with CJne. 
Perhaps the nost characteristic of his many writings is his 
Cinfessions where Augubtine givea us the story c1f ri Ii own to 
hi bitium,and his interpretation of it. There is to he found 
in theldonfessions-nuch oí the self-tleeciatiery spirit the 
saint, but this may i. corrected by 2, study of his oarlier Yorks, 
such as the "Soliloquies". The picture j..ven us th tho Soliloquies 
is that of a seriously nindect young li&E of character who is noved 
by a passion for truth. Thpy were written shoray after his 
converuion; thesdonfessiensgare at least twelve years 
Augustine tells us of the early influemes that helped to 
shape his outlook, and in retrospect, he realises that all the i.1e 
Gua iì s been seeking and guiding him, until in abandoning himsitif 
to God as the only adeuate object of knolilode, :;v:t the Highest 
Good, he found satisfaction and bliss. 
Born of a dhristian mother and a pagan fath.e.o, Augustine was 
not baptised, but was "sealed with the nark of Christ's cross and 
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seasoned with his salt" and received instruction_ in the ehri:3tian 
faith. (1) . Yet he did not become a Christian until much later. 
in the course of his secular studies he came upon a volume of 
Cicero's Hortensi us, and this awakened within him a desire for 
wisdom, and a love for philosohpy, a debt which Augustine never 
really forgot. (2). His studies in the Christian scripture. he 
tells us were disappointing after reading the IIortenaius, and 
moreover he desired to vindicate the claims of reason as independent 
of authority. 
Then he turned for a time to Manichaeanism, a formidable 
rival to Christianity at that time, and for nine years remained 
more or leas attached to it. Studies in Aristotle, however, 
enlightened him to the inadequacies of the I.ianichaean mythology, 
and Augustine then became a sceptic, a very natural phase. Yet 
he never really believed that in the mere search for truth nen 
could find happiness. His own highest happiness was to know 
truth itself. (3) . Augustine from this period bEtied himself 
with questions regarding the relat:ons of reason, faith, and 
authority. But a still deeper influence was exercised on him by 
his studies Of the Neoplatonic philosophy. Its influence is very 
marked in many of his writings; it is obvious in the Soliloquies 
and other early dialogues, and is also evident in the Confessions. 
In Lilian he had encountered Ambrose, and the personality of the 
great Christian teacher had powerfully influenced him. Still, 
doubts remained with him of the spiritual conception of God, and 
His relationship to the world. The Idealistic syntem of the 
Neoplatonists made an immediate appeal to him. It directed all 
his thoughts upwards to the Supreme One,, taught him that reason 
must be guided by revelation, that evil was nothing but separation 
(1). Confessions. I. pari 17. Ed. by Gibb and Ilontgomery. 
(2). III. 7. also VIII. 16. 
(3). Soliloquies. Bk.I. sect. 3, "I seek what I may know, not 
what I may believe. For it may, indeed, be said that we 
believe all that we know, but not that we know everything 
we believe ". also sect. 6. 
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from God, that the world of sense had only a symbolic value, that 
the main airs of a man's life, if he desired to attain his highest 
sac 
Good wan to mount up to God the : reality, that this could be 
furtmered by ascetic .practices of self- dicinline and self #restraint, 
that by intense contenplation the ineffable Vision would be revealed, 
and that in ecstasy the soul could be united to God. 
Such teaching profoundly satisfied the rlind of Augustine. 
Indeed, he tells us later how he was hepled by his studieg of the 
Neoplatonic doctrines, and acknowledged that by their means he was 
delivered fron materialism. He lost his scepticism for ever. (1). 
Yet, though his intellectual difficulties had been solved, 
moral difficulties remained, and Neoì?iatonism failed to neet the 
deeper need. "Uuon these, I believe, Thou therefore willedst 
that I should fall, beDUr.e I studied Thy scriptures, that it might 
be iprinted on my memory, how I was affòotòd by them, and that 
fter cords I might discern and distinguish between those 
who saw whither they were to go, yet saw not the way, and the way that 
leadeth not to behold only, but to dwell in the beatific country ". (2). 
Augustine. turned therefore to the study of scripture, especially 
the Pulino epistles, and submitted himself to the authority of the 
church. (3). He then learned that redemption was attained by means 
of the Incarnate God, tl?nt hrush Hin lr,y the vray to the Truth. he 
so anxiously sought. (4). But the Christ was where the church is, 
hence the necessity for acknowledging the authority of the church, 
and believing what the church believes. Augustine therefore became a 
Catholic Christian. He now acknowledged that "Fides praecedit 
intellectum ", and that "Aucutoritas praecedit rationer. r ". Yet 
he never forget that faith implies reason, and its object requires 
the apprehension of reason for its full exercise. We shall return 
to this point again. 
(1). Confessions. VII. 16. 23. 
" 
tr 
" 
VII. 26. 3. 
VII. 27. 
VIII. 29. also 'The City of God' Bk.. I. 
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But though he had comp to acknowledge the truth as revealed in 
scripture, by the church, and through the Incarnate God, he was not 
at peace with himae1f or with God. In his Confessions he tells of 
the need that arose in his own soul, the nedd with which the mysticki 
quest begins, the need to resolve an inner conflict. He had indeed, 
found 'the pearl of great price', but still hesitated to sell all 
that he had; the law in his members warred against the laver of God 
in the inner mans The final stages are vividly recorded in the 
Confesions, in the descr:_ption of the famous Garden scene. (1) . 
Debating the issues with himself, in tears, he heard the voice of a 
child saying " take and read, take and read ", and on taking up the 
epistle to the Romans, which he had been perusing, he read the words, 
"Put ye on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make not provision for the 
flesh ". The light shone; he broke irrevocably with the pact, 
renounced all sinful lusts, and .yet himself henceforth to devote his 
life to God. (2) . 11e now possessed the truth for which he had so 
Song searched, the truth as assured by the revelation of God in 
Jesus Christ, through scripture, and by the authority of the church. 
This record of his spiritual pilgrimage as we have it in the 
Confessions, together with the earlier dialogues could scarcely 
fail, setting forth, as some of then do, Christianity as a personal 
way of life, to influence subsequent thinkers, and in particular, 
the mystics. (3). We may now turn to the consideration of the main 
trend of his doctrines so far as these affect our thesis. 
As we have already noticed the church early cane to recognise 
the necessity for a reasoned defence of the Christian faith. The 
Patristit, philosophy was thus wholly concerned with apologetic: and 
dogmatics. That is, a two fold task was involved. The Patristic 
philosophers on the one hand, attempted to set up a defence of the 
Christian faith as against the Greek philosophers. Augustine 
expanded this line of treatment in his great work, The City of God. 
on the other hand, they attenpted t000rmulate definitely and 
precisely, the doctrines involved by Christian teaching, an,? the 
(1) . Confessions. Bk. VIII. 
(2). 
(3) . Contra Academicos: De Beata Vita: De Ordine: Soli losui a. 
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dogmas upon which it rest:. The problems discussed involved. que:stioncs 
concerning the nature and function of reason, and its relation to faith. 
The church was forced to propound its chief dogmas as mysteries that 
transcend our powers of human understanding. As we have seen, 
Augustine was for a tine hindered Eby his attempt to found entirely 
upon reason,from accepting the authority of the acriptures and of 
the church. There were three central dogmas, These were, the 
Cosmological dogma of Creation out of Nothing, the Theological 
dogma of the Trinity and the Incarnation, and the Religious dogma 
that alvation is only possible through Divine Grace. This third 
dogma was most difficult to solve even from a mystical point of view. 
It raised problems of an ethical and religious nature. Nt was 
central in all the most influential philospphies of the time. We 
have already dealt with it from the stand -point of Plato and Plotinus. 
It can be traced in Stoicism and Epicureanism. It raised the question 
which is central in our study of the Erglisfi mystics ,along with others 
AS 
of their predecessors, gliMM. to the path whereby man might hope to pass 
to true blessedness. It first received adequate treatment from 
Augustine, and in the 'both in Catholic and Protestant churches 
his teaching is still the official doctrine. We shall therefore deal 
with the teaching of Augustine from this central stand- point. 
. Augustine, throughout, is strongly influenced by the platonic 
teaching. There runs through his works his deep desire to know 
truth, for in the knowledge of the truth along can he find rest 
and satisfaction. (1). The truth that he seeks is comprehended 
after the nanner of Plato, that is, as involving the deep Ontological 
distinction to which we have already referred. He, like Plato, makes 
a sharp distinction between the sensuous and the suprnsenaduus, 
between what is transitory and what is eternal, between the earthly 
Babylon and Jerusalem, the heavenly city. Thus he arrives at the 
point of view that God is the only independent and complete reality, 
and as such, the sole adequate object of knowledge. This is the 
(1) . City of God. Bk. V. 
keynote of the Soli loquie : >, and it is central to the Confessioi13 
as well. The things of sense must be abandoned. (1) . No other 
object is self -subsistent or self -explanatory; in ro far as it 
possesses` being' at all it is as it partakes of God. God is 'the 
true and perfect life, in whoa and by whom and through whom those 
live who do truly and perfectly live'. Since truth is reality 
that has come, as it were, to a consciousness of its ovin meaning 
in and through the individual mind, it follows that only God can be 
fully known. Other ob joc°.ts and beings partaking as they do of 
non -being, i.e. of unreality/cannot be fully known,.nor can that 
:which is creaturely, hope fully to apprehend God. An adequate and 
full knowledge of God is forever impossible to the creature, and in 
the last resort, can only be possible to God Himself. ' This brings 
us to a discussion of Augustine's position on the lir- :litations of 
reason, and the necessity for faith and authority, and also to his 
conception of Divine Grace. 
Again we have the Platonic influence revealed in Augustine's 
contrast between the evil and the good. He works it out in his 
Confessions as involved in his on personal experience. So- called 
nature is fallen nature, and it is therefore distorted and corrupted. 
It is thus difficult for man, reroved to a distance fron God by his 
SINw4 Maness to apprehend God. Man, certainly, was created in the 
image of God, for "He created for him a soul endowed with reason 
and intelligence, so that he night excel' all the creatures of the 
earth", but because of his sin he has lost God.(2)His salvation will 
lie in acheiving union with God, and in a more adequate 77notrledge of 
How is he to cone to this knowledge; by what means is it to 
be achieved? Augustine's answer is that of the mystic. Salvation, 
in the acquisiton cf knowledge of Geld, and restoration of 
(1) , Soliloquies. Bk. 1. para. 24. also sect. II. para. 7. 
(2) , City of God, Bk. XII. para. 23. 
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communion with Him, is due to the working of Divine Grano, and it 
acts through the present agency of the Holy Spirt. In other swords, 
God in Hie love, is pleased to reveal Hi rise i f and His purposes. 
If knowledge is to he possible, Divine revelation is required. 
lugurtine teaches that God rani f eets Himself in nature. (1) . 
It is a symbolic systeM t 'at will carry the reflective mind beyond 
irself to the contemplation and consideration of Hin who is its 
-author. G4e thue cy7.bol? Í.:e God in natural beauty, in 1 ieht, and 
other natural phenomena. God has also revealed himself through 
the scriptures which Augustine cam e to accept as infallible. (2) . 
The Christian .doctrines ias taught in scripture will subject the mind 
to God, and the ,passions to the mind. (3) . The churchie authority 
must also be accepted, as she iB the custodian of the scriptures and 
of doctrine. 
But above all, God has revealed Himself through Christ. In 
the City of God, Augustine teaches that through the mediator 0 
Christ we attain knowledge of God, for (!hl.°ist is God, thus in every 
way, by nature, through scripture and the church, through the 
mediator 'Jesus Christ, the human soul is assisted back to knowledge of 
God.. 
But Augustine teaches, th t reason alone cannot sustain the 
journey back. Faith is noces.!ary, not in the sense that it contradicts 
reason, for Augustine never held this, but in the sense that it 
transcends reason, and embraces love as well, si nco it is a wider term 
than reason. The main function of reason, from this point of view, 
is to reinforce and confirm faith. For the teachings of scripture 
must be ecceptod. How this worked out in Eluguetinels own experience 
have already seen in the account given in his con'erstali.A When 
faith is exorcised, and authority accepted, and love is directed upon 
God, God Himself illumines the intellect and enables uc> to discover 
and apprehend Himself. (4). 
(Î ) s City of GoÇi, Bk. IV, pr: t . 33 (3) 69.1 4,40--e'6 i 
. ,k 5- 
(2), CclLnc°seion"a t:i. 2. 
(4) 
3. 
This position is worked out very fully in the Soliloquies. 
Augustine teaches that reason is to the mind what sight is to the 
eyes. The task, theref ore, of the soul is three -fold. It nor.3sesses 
eyes fit for use, it must look, and it must see. It is fit to 
accomplish this only if free from all earthly taint and all desire 
of mortal things. Faith alone is equal to this task. Hope, too, 
is necessary, and love, for we must love the promised light. Without 
faith, hope, and love, we cannot see God. 
"The gaze of the soul is Reason; but since it does not follow 
that every one who looks, sees, that right and perfect looking, 
which is followed by seeing, is called virtue, for virtue is rectified 
and perfected i:eason. But that very act of looking, oven though 
the eyes be sound, cannot turn them toward the light unless three 
things persist: Faith, by which the soul believes that that toward. 
which the gaze has been directed, is such, that to gaze upon it will 
cause blessedness: Hope, by which, the eyes being rightly fixed, 
the soul expects the vision to follow: and Love, which is the soul's 
longing to see and enjoy it. Such looking is followed by the 
vision of God Himself, who is the goal of the soul's gaze, not 
because it could not cont'nue to look, but because there is nothing 
beyond this on which it can fix its gaze. T.'is is truly perfected 
Reason - Virtue - attaining its proper end, on which the happy life 
follows ". (1). 
God is thus, in Augustine's view, accessible to the Intelligence, 
yet, illumination is required; as in the case of earthly objects, 
for perfect vision the sui %s required, so in the heavenly vision, 
the illumination of God is necessary. (2) -. The supernatural 
light comes from God Himself. 
Soli1. Pk. I. -i(,c: t . VI o 
" Bk. T. » ;_ 1. . also City of God, 
Bk. X. para. 2. 
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In other words, the power which directs and illumines the soul 
stimul ting him into ever deeper ':nowledge and insight, lies beyond 
the individual in the gre thr I?n.`'l .Li ty to u1 oh he belongs s, in which, 
and through which ,he has his being. The objective reality thus 
acting upon him and through him, progressively reveals to him ití 
inexhaustible wealth of meaning and value, and, ae we shall see, 
constantly impels hin to develop and purpue ideals that are in 
harmony with, and give expression to, itself. 
As Augustine further teaches, we must see to it that we are in a 
sow'. condition for our first stumbling steps. His teaching here has 
also left its impression our English mystics. We must get rid 
of our lmrer desires. If the pearl of great price is to be ours, then 
we -uet sell all that we have. sensuous entanglements, all 
unworthy desires, all things that hinder us from swei ng the light, 
'must be driven out of our lives. Our love must be ordered, and 
every desire subordinated to the desire for wisdom. (1). Augustine 
embraces asceticism as the true node of life, and teaches insistent]. 
that humility is the root of all virtue. T is is the Platonic 
ascent of the soul from the transient things of sense to the 
contemplation of the Bternal, or rather it is the mystic 'noughting' 
of the soul; on its inward side, it is 'dying to live'. 
Augustine had set out to do two things, he wanted to know the 
truth, the path to the ultimate Reality, and he sought to realise his 
true self. in the vision of God he found the only? and adequate 
object of knowledge, and in union with God he found that true and 
perfect life in whom abd by whom and through whom those live who do 
truly and perfectly live. This for him is the blessed life, to 
partake of the supreme Good; this is the end of the City of God 
"that, for the sake of which other things are to be desired, while it 
i to be desired for its own sake ". Again, "He shall be the end of 
our desires who shall be seen without end, loved without cloy, 
praised without weariness ". (2). 
(1) . Souil. Bk. I. sect.10. 
(2), City of God, Bkk.XXII. para. 30. 
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Thus Augustine came to teach that salvation is not found in 
the self, but in that which, by its indwelling poorer, delivers 
the self from itself, tllat Goodness, happiness, and clisdom, is a free 
gift, that it comes, not by merit, but by Areiriwi grace. 
We shall row turn to the consideration of the teaching of 
Bonaventura in whom the Augustinian tradition culminated, and who 
exercises a very direct influence on the I,nggli.sh mystics of the 
XIVth century. Again we shall confine ourselves to such aspects 
of his teaching as bear directly upon bur subject. 
The influence of 3 Bonaventura. 
Tonaventuea was born at Bagnorea near Viterbo in 1:he year 
1221. in him Pranciscan zeal and ferelour ia linked with a 
deep a'epreciation of the teachings of Augustine which he received 
from his teacher Alexander of Hales, under Whom he studied in the 
University of Paris,gaving graduated in the year 1243 he became 
the occupant of the chair reserved fer the Pranoiocans in that 
university. Later, Aquinas and "bonaventura were contemporaries, 
o 
and he died on the 15th of July, 1274 (1) Bis doctrines have 
profoundly influenced Rolle and the other English mkstics of the 
XIV th century. 
Gilson points out that in the doctrines of Bonaventura one 
thoroughly defined end is continually kept in view, that isIthe 
love of God: The study of theology will lead us to acknowledce 
this aim, philospphy too, ought to help us to realise our end. In 
his well known mystical treatise 'Itinerarium Mentis in Deum we 
are given in concise form the developed doctrines of Bonaventura. 
;e shall therefore confine ourselves to this doeument, whilst 
we acknowledge in passing, the interest and value of such Treatises 
as the Breviloquium and the Heductione Artium Ad Theologium. 
In the Itinerarium, Bonaventura sets forth the Ellumiated way 
of the souls journey from Egypt to Canaan, from sin, and inward 
discord to righteousness and the harmony of joyful union with the 
everlasting reality. 
The true progress of life is thus a journey of the soul towards 
God, and blessedness in union with Him. This journey has as its 
object, according to Bonaventura, the recovery of that contemplation 
of God, and communion with him, that mankind enjoyed before the Fall. 
The consequences of the Fall were the blinding of the human mind 
and spirit with ignorance, and the concupiscence that troubles the 
flesh. Hence veils were interposed between the soul and God, and 
(1) La Philosophie ou moyen Age. Gilson. Ch. IV. 
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man became unable to discern the í.?_ivire l'sce. Man has -chus lout 
his highest happiness, for as Bonaventura teaches; "Since blessedness 
is none other than the enjoyment of the highest good, and s7.rice the 
hif ;hest good is above us, no man can be rendered blessed unless he 
rioes above hire eif, not in body, but in he aat. '`' (1) 
To recover that enjoyment, Divine Grace is necessary, for 
!V e cannot be raised above ourselves unless through a superior 
virtue which ra.ieeä us up." (2) Divine aid is necessary; the 
way must be illumined; but the aid and the illumination are forth- 
-coming God.  if we really seek from our hearts to return to 
by ignorance and sin, reason of itself will not avail 
to help us. '.`e cannot return to our first unblemished wisdom 
in which the contemplation of eernal Truth and Goodness was enjoyed. 
The 'Divine object is toc high, to far removed for reason to 
att.a,in.. The evil consequences of the fall must first be dealt 
with before our means of knowledge are adequate to our need, There 
is first the need for Purification. This is obtained through 
prayer, whereby .reforming grace begins its work upon us, justice will 
cort.inue the work of purification, and finally, knowledge will 
illumine our minds to the nature of the steps whereby we may ascend 
to God. (3) 
Since knowledge by means of reason,,owin to our sinful conditions 
is sure to fail BLS o we must bave recourse to another type of know- 
-ledge, that which comes by faith. Our knowledge will still be 
imperfect, but none the less, c er tss,i n, Faith will enable us to 
apprehend, if dimly, an object too high for us to apprehend otherwise, 
.end more, will carry with it a depth of conviction and assurance 
unequalled by any ether means of knowing. As Augustine imaches, 
so also Ponaventura states, l v e is likewise necessary, for it is 
through love for the supreme object that the act of faith is made. 
For Bonaventura;, as for Augustine, faith precedes ratiocination, 
although, having come to a definite belief through our love for the 
supr ere object, we oho ll do wel.l to secure the same by working out 
the reasons for our belief. 
(1) Itinerarium a Ca.p.14 par.lm (2) ibri:d. Cap.l. par.7. 
Thus philosophy and theology, though differing in their methods, are 
seen to be complementary to one another. Each in its own way 
will lead vs to God. -ehilosopl_y is born, as Gilson noints cuts 
of a need of the heart which wishes more freely to enjoy the object 
of its faith. (1) The erne is given by faith, Lut as yet, having 
only started on our pi ' grineege, though we truly adhere to God through 
faith and love, our hold is uncertain, and our ,adherence unsteady, 
because clear knowledge is not yet attained and hence perfect love 
and joy are not yet realised. 
110w, the foundation of a will that is rightly directed, and of 
a knowledge that is clear and adequate, is the work of Grace. Here 
Jesus Christ, the Incarnate Words ;arill corne to our aid, if we approach 
him in humility ayld with prayerful reverence. °a He is made to us, 
of the will of God, `wisdom and righteousness, sanctification and 
redemption '° since he is the virtue of God ..nd the wisdom of God, is 
full of love and truth ; he made love and truth; he infused the grace, 
to wit, the love, l hich, since it is of a pure heart and a good 
conscience and an unf 
cr +. 
ed faith, harmonises the whole soul. He taught 
thoroughly the knowledge of Truth in accordance with the triple mode of 
theology, viz., symbolic, peculiar and mystic, so that through symbolic 
theology we make right use of the things that can be perceived by the 
senses, through peculiar theology we make a right use of things that 
can be understood, through mystic theology we are carried to super- 
-mental excesses" . (2) God is thus the source of our illumination 
in our pilgrimage; the path is ill z inated from beginning to end. 
Through the light we receive by faith in and love of, the revealed 
Vold, we are awakened alike to the suggestiveness of natural things, and 
Aladi 
to the truths of holy scripture, and by means of these are ladd on to 
our Divine goal. In all these things Christ himself is our teacher 
and master. Thus the illuminated way is open to us and our veiled 
and darkened sense of the universe is again rendered intelligible. 
(1) Phil. , au i :_o y e n ag e . Ch. IV. 
(2) Itix;. Cap. 1. Para. 'i, 
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For Donaven.tiara, as for the IS1ator ste, anu. for .:Aigu:: tins, the 
one supreme and sufficient e ,.- ° adeqsate oBje.t of all ear 
knowing, is the transcendent God. (1) All else depends on him: : al 
other truths are but reflections or representations oT him, the 
wiiveJ2.3e, therefore, is a 1adrie2 ':hereby 've may ascent', to ifi.mi end all 
its objects are symbols and repeesen tsti.one of him, and these to the 
illuminated mind, convey countless suggestions. inviting u:-: to return 
to ht m. The way of salvation is to tread this paths to climb 
this lad.der.; starting with the things of sense; and ending with ineff- 
-able union with. God Himself. 
In this ascension from the transient to the eternal and iì.nutable, 
from t!ie sign to the significance, from shpt is created to the Creator, 
there are three principal stages. The first stage concerne things 
'outside ourselves' ; the second state concerns things 'within ourselves , 
and the third stage thinpe that are 'above' us. nach stage involves 
two eteps. r.L`here are therefore six steps in the ladùer by means of 
which we aecend to ,coca by the aid of. Divine Light 
Corresponding to these six steps there are six powers of the 
spirit whereby we may rise from the lewest to the highest. These are, 
sense, imagination, reason, intellects understanding, and 'the crown 
of the mind'. 
A. The first sta ue. 
The whole world of sense is a mirror through which we may pass 
to God who is its artificer (2). By contemplating; the harmony, 
beauty and order, rend not only the essence, virtue and beneficence of 
things sensed /the mind is carried to the understanding of the boundless 
powers wisdom and goodness of God the Creator (3)e ",!mod so if a 
tan's mind is not lit up by the splendours of things and creatures, he 
is blind; if he is not awakened by clamour so mighty is deaf; if 
he does not praise God for ail these works, he is dumb; if he ases 
not pay heed to the first beginning because of these signs so great, 
he is a fool 4 (4) 
1) Itin. Can 5. Para 1 & 3. (2) ibid Cap. 2 para. 
J 1 ì t . .Par e,á , 1 V ú 1i. ` Q) r .1 u V iJ 1 li .:.ne. . 
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But further, turning to the second step in the ladder of ascent, 
Bonaventura points out, not merely do things and living creatures 
presented to the senses, refer us back to their Creator, 'but God is 
himself directly prec ent in them. (1) Each object betrays the 
real presence of the Creator, to a, heart that is purified by Divine 
Grace. There are aspects of the universe that are endowed with 
the power of generation, there c're 17kewi:>e piwitual substances, 
'heavenly spirits', ' inteili °ends y that have the right of rule, to 
whore administration of the universe is attributed., and this they 
receive from God by the 'instrearning of virtue'. Be. means cf 
sense we perceive that all sen.sibJe things are subject to these 
moving powere. "Through the five senses we are led to the knowledge 
of the motions of the spirit : es if through effect to the knc.wledge of 
cause." (2) . The pleasure that results to the observer in 
a)prehendi rc the things of sense 7.e due to the proportion, beauty and 
order of sensible things A? J.. these things are signs in which we 
can ob.aerve our God, who is everywher. e throla *gh the first generation of 
himself. (3) "God therefore is also the spring of true pleasure, 
and we are led in search of that very pleasure as a consequence of all 
pleasure" (4 ), and the pleaeure tililich we enjoy in nontemplation of 
nature is therefore a step on the lathier to the eternal God. (5) 
This then is the first stage on our ascent, the realisation, 
by our minds, under the enlightenment granted by the eternal Word, 
that natural things suggest God. They are the shadows cast by a 
reality greater than themselves. As a frond of : eaweeR suggests 
the ocean, aaz light suggests the sun so does the order, beauty and 
multitudinous variety of nature suggest God. It possos ,es a 
sacramental significance for our minds, and rightly understood will 
lead us on our way to the reality that lies behind it and sustains it. 
Put otherwise, the world offers evidence of coherence and etructur 
that makes a fundamental appeal to our powers of aj rehension and 
appreciation. Further, it is not self -explanatory, but refers us 
back to the fundamental Unity t:iat lies behind it, to its efficient, 
final. and Divine Cause. Here as in Plato, Plotinus and again in 
(1) Itin. Can 2. Para. 1, (2) Ibid Cap 2. Para 2 & 3. 
(3) Iáid a 2. y `ï. (4) " " 2. " 8. 
(5) " u 2. 's 11. 
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Augustine, we have the deep ontological distinction between the real 
world of immutable ;.° orù!s and the ehanie2r.ii; world of ot3i1s:: seTLL.:C`2.Yl.Ceo 9 
yet the latter possee.3rs for our powere of a.ppnHherisJert symbolic 
significance that will lead us to reflect on the su.per-naturwl order 
that is symbolically revealed. it .i a the medieval mode of 
a,ceounti ng for the t.ra,necendence and immanence of God in the universe. 
, 
B. T.1^eú second stage. 
Bonaventura, however, h^.steris on to the coneideratioti eí the 
second stage in our ascent te God. He hardly stays to elaborate 
the ve,rious modes in which tha sense-world reveals God to o'er minds 
so he passes to a higher steg e of illumination, and seeks. for God 
in the human soul. He:ï _ we discover, not faint 4r'aces or Td estiges, 
but the very i .a e of the Divine Trinity. ' -ee have ¿i w left the 
porch and seek to see God in the interior part of the Tabernacle (1). 
The Trinity is reflected in the threefold power of mind itself, 
that is, in love, understanding aad. iìe1nory. Each of these peeeesses 
three anodes of opera .tiae. Thus the mind appears in a triple manner 
as the Image of God. Jet as natural beauty is conditioned by the 
super -natural Beauty, so Bonav'entura would argue, the native powers 
of the mind are likewise conditioned by the super -natur al I4ave, Under - 
-standing and Memory of God. Coneider. ation of the powers of 
memory will lead us to r.,f.1cet on etern:í ty, for its function is to 
deal with things past, present and fut?7.x:e; u.nderotandi.ng will lead 
us to the consideration of Truth since its function is to deal with 
! 
understanding derstandi of ends, prepositions, and inferences, eact we are 
thereby lea from consideration of particular things to that which is 
most general, and love, or elective virtue proceed to the censider- 
»ation of the highest goodnese in accordance with its own o¡ erations(2) 
The full resolution of enns lends tde soul to rod. 
"But all these sciences have certain and infallible rules like 
lights and rays descending from eternal law into our mind, and on 
that account our mind irradiated and filled with so great splendours, 
imleso it be blind, can be led through its own self to the contemplatioi 
of that eternal light which constrains the wise to admiration, and on 
(1-) itin. Cap 3. Para 1. ibid. Cap. 3. Para 4. 
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the other hand leads the foolish, who c'.o not believe, into perturbation 
in order that they may understand. o that that prophetic utterance 
may be fulfilled, namely, when Thou dost shine in wondrous wise from 
the eternal mountains all the feels are disturbed in heaxt ". (1) 
Thus according to Bonaventura, the mind is definitely joined 
to Eternal Trntht, for it can only understand in adequate measure, what 
is relative and. particular, and recognise these as such, in tee light 
of what is uriversal anc, absolute. The p,rea:ter ie seen everywhere to 
condition and elucidate the leaser; to the enlightened understanding 
the universals are everywhere revealed.. Thus, as Augustine himself 
had taught, 'our changing and uncertain spirit' is in need of the help 
of Goc. who is the necessary truth, it is in and. through God. we apprehend 
the truth. 
Tone the less, we know God more directly by thus ex±.tering into our 
=minds, for according to Bonaven_tura, the knowledge of our ewr minds 
and their working is a more direct, more immediate type of knowledge 
than is knowledge of exterior things apprehended by means cf the senses. 
Thus if the evidence of God's existence appear to be lacking, it 
can only be that we have not reflected deeply enough, and that fleshly 
cone piecerce and ignorance due to sinfulness have veiled the truth from 
u3. (2) 
But intellectual illumination is not sufficient, there must be 
moral illumination as well, and without it there can be no real 
intellec tuai i. l.lutnino"ti on. ''fie cannot without it sufficiently 
appreciate the trnthe revealed to the understanding. (a) Here 
we arrive at the fourth. step of the .1 .dd er a ar,.d thus to a higher type 
Of illumination and a nearer approach to our goal.. 
(1) Itin. Caw: 3 Pa,.ra. 7. 
The g /n/ yy /r. 71 1 n» "The 2, Á[:l -k7.lc`toiJl.Vr of 73^r.arcn.±t:Naa E. f.l".tfC,.i`I1'v. ,7.Ld.c: human intellect" 
,:; ÿee 346 FF. 
(3 ) Itin. Cap 4 Para 1. 
.. 
(*) The phi.î.oron;xy o." Bonaventura, E. Cileura. Chae. 13 Q4:í'he moral 
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More than ever i:3 Divine help and xllhminst7.or_ reg,u3 s eri .'.:sre, 
for the mind is easily ai5trwcteá by cares, an does not ente; into 
itself thrcLS?'h memory; c.m..Oud.Gd by fhH,nta :mT.a it does not T.'l3tLal'Y to 
itself thro?h intelligence; :' r yy concupiscence z ,t by -o  c 1 0 .. triw. a azu. n ,e . ;.à 
means returns tc 1 tel.f through c'r.i:si.re of tiissta 4ileáí3 wi.tiiiil 
spiritual joy-. Lying completely aasonE; these sensible things 
it n. ,n^ o ; rcr.Inter i; u c itself a; into t1` image of Cvd. . ( 1) 
Cince man kiss fallen he must lie `i.T'i"ti.l someone ¡Lids him to 
riss, and the soul is not pNrf'sct'y rained a.3 yet by the things 
revealed in sense experien^c to a view of itself and of eternal 
truth in itself, "unions' truth waen the human form Was assumed 
in Christ should be-come a la.itißr for itself, thus_ :tepe,:;_ri.,`° ß':.le 
former ladder which had been broken in Adam." (2) Christ, 
therefore, i:., the sole door by which we can enter within ourselves 
in ^:^de:r to be delighted in the Torci within ourselves. (3) äe 
draw near this door in frith., hope ad love with regard to Christ, 
for Christ is the mediator betwee :^od and :man. Iie alone can lead 
us into enjoyment of truth. 
This is done when our mini is invested with the chief 
theological virtues; their effect is to ppirii`,';?y illumine, asei 
perfect our souls so that the image of God is o.gain reformed within 
us. TI3.^ r; the mind will becorle :Ulm to the S31;c;ern.;.7. .Tet°t;..3_z1eu, 
nn;.i further, -tiil.l be disposed to tht.s:"menta:3 ex.oesoFU'c, whereby 
completo union maYV be attained. Through devvi;i.(1m?.11ov(?k23,i,c+, 
exultation in the highest things, the will shall be drawn towards 
L 
these things ,'3.,r3 by a law of :tp7,3"it.17al gr,'V;;t stioml. and th.'. lave of 
Christ ^7.:ï± tn:f u:..ie:v o'.2I.° hearts by t:^.:? holy (nest will _e? u,9 into 
?,^nowlns s: of these things. This i.n ltanmi.na,tioxi of thti virtues 
is effer,ted in s, r.m.a..1se.r similar to that of the eterna,]. truths, Ibcl 
are nade to t.°.Yld t'1 ws.r:js the same end. The ray of Divine light 
penetrates the soul and leads it back to its origin. 
(1) 'Win. Car 4. para. 1. (2) , ibid. Ctn.). 4 Para s. 
(3) ibid. Cap 4. Para. 4. 
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Put otherwise, the moral virtues, like intellectual truths, 
ore conditioned by universal spiritual valueN . Man is not 
self-contained as renards virtue any more than he is selfTc;enta:ined 
a.s regarde knowledge. Revelation is cverythere required. What 
13 necessary is, that in virtue, as in knowledge, there must be the 
initial sc;c=i r e to apprehend and acquire. Ir the case of virtue 
the soul must be prepared md purified; the will muet be rightly 
directed, the desired muet be cleansed. this is the work of 
Divine Grace as made manifest in Christ. Given the desire for 
gr,c,dneea, the epirit of God made manifest in spi ritual. values;, 
espeoial.l.J ae the are revealed in the ch;,.=-aeter and conduct of 
Jeui+.s Christ wi:3 do the rest, and ,13 thFSP value: deepen oh^r. ecter 
and direct conduct illumination becomes greater, and the mind is on 
the way to union :ïita ecstasy, 
third C. T'a 71a.  c'.. e . 
of 
-:le may no.`; teem to the coil9i:?F,?.°e,tÿ..(7r /t'!1.6? last stage `+yl(1 "Ghe 
final steps in the way to God. Here we turn to the contemplation 
of God Hi.me el.f, or to that which i e "above me". The two steps are 
to contemplate the being of Cod. b and the goodness of God. In this 
third étage we have entered. with the High. Priest into the Holy of 
Holies wherein we may contemplate these eternal and invisible things. 
As Gilson :eoints out, Eonaventurn incorpo.retea the bntolo ,ical 
argument of pit. Ans elm. (1) Since the presence of God is the 
londition of. knowing 1im, so the idea of God. implies 1°ïie existence. 
We may not be poeseesed of a clear conception_ of his essence, 
)Ut >Ye may know indubitably that Ne existe. To Be" j. the first 
lame of God, and the soul must set itself to the con_- er:!p Lntiori of 
;he Purest Being. Hera is the everlasting realitS, on rhich the 
oui is cet; el contemplation of Him will consist our highest 
?x,. eedneeo. foreeker shedows- tokens, symbols, and 
est in the reality itself. (2) 
1) Phil. Au moyen ag e 9 ühep 4 .. 
2) Stin, Cap 5. Para 4. 
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But we met aluo set oureelvee to the coneempJn:Lien ef tho 
Goodnees of God. Through the vision uÍ eternal Being we come to 
now ether thingo, eo through eontemplaticn of the Geod do 
we underetawd ite emanations and manifestations. Ood is the chief 
foundation of both. 1'02 the Trinity as Bonavontura pointu out, 
diffuses iteelf throughout all creation.(1) The two aspeatu 
of the supreme abdhead can be contemplated in the Inoarnrite Word. 
There we have made manifeet for ?ill flesh the Eternal Beirg 
and Goodness of God. (2) 
In the consideration of these things the highest perfection 
of the mind will be found to eonsiettand again' in Christ ,we are 
made to realise how wonderfully exalted 0172 humanity may also be. Here 
is the illumination of the whole pereonality. All that now remains 
havi teRen this sixth step is to await the day of quiet" wherein, 
through ecstasy, union with God may be ettained.(3) 
But this highest and last etace is beyond ceecripton and exceeds 
the powers of the understanding. The world, of sensible things and 
the mind itself must be transcended.; in the traiwiit to union eri.th 
God, Christ Himself is the way and the gate, the ladder by which we 
attain to God. (4) 
Bonayentura is here very much influenced by the Mystical Theology 
of Dionyeius. (5) ',But in tee crossing if it ie to be perfect it is 
neceesary that ail operations of the understanding should be left 
beeind, and the crown. of love completely transferred end transformed 
into God. But this is myetic end met oecret, e thine which nO 
one knows but him who accepts it, nor anyone accepts unlees he desires 
it$ nor desiree unless the fire of the Holy Spirit inflames bin 
heartily, whom Christ sent to earth, and on thnt account the Lennjfle 
says that the mystic wisdom he been revealed through. the Holy Spirit.(6 
.1.1111ma.....MININIIIIMPF0pleam.r 4.1111MOrive.  11...m.. 
(I) itin. Cae. 6 Paree. J. & Z. (2) ibid. 6. para. 7. 
(3) ibid. 6 leira 7. %4) Cap 7, parae. l 1 4. 
(5) Cap. 7, pane 5. (6) Cae. 7p pare 4. 
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'We eaall conclude with another 'Illotation whlc% ours up the 
whole m-ttcr, t'5ut if yo aBli the reaz.w taebe clut.;stion 
8race, not doct1nE..11.2ire: not underota,.4n, 
not the zeal u; reading, tie liridezroon ,tot LI.j.,er God, not 
lYLafl, a-Ir7<no$, not brittness, not lizht "kwt fire ihat eom.;Nlely 
1nf1r,m:38 travofer'3 tr) God with el:ce.3sive zer,1 noot barning 
affection,F, He who loves thi2 can ee '7.'.cd because 
it iz indubitably true, "no man s e ic caLd 1ive4. let us 
thereftre and entr 1íto darkneoz; let us imene ailene 
upon c...ree, conou'oisences aAd -ohlAntAzm. it .xs cross with 
the crucified Christ to the Father, tirvt when the Father been 
shown tu us we may at* with Philip "He 13 krotfLien; f:):v I;t3% it 
us IL;rx with Pfaa, qy Grace lo oufficient for The".(1) 
So we end viherc we began, Bo,iaventura is all the while 
conner led with thr...t love of God which iss.;ias in ti,,,:trz,,w.Corriation 
of the soul that love5 in ret'Arn, into the DAvine Again, 
it means, 'L'ying to livF-,,ibut in elf-negation n ths tyle alone 
is true and full pereonelity posel.ba. Thet:,e doctrin salik very 
deeply into the mind of RIchaz.d RolDe, and as wi uhall see coloured 
even his mode!) of exrxessionl-nd their influence i8 al bo very 
apparent in tfto writing of the other English mystics of the XIV-th 
century. 
kid .1. itin. Cap 7, Para 3. 
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The influence ofi` St. r..3err1-rE; 
1.rci r. we must retrace our footsteps somewhat in . order to 
c^r.rfd^r briefly the great iz:.fluerce eNce,resod on our group of 
rzystics amon{l mFr.y others, by Bernard of Clairvaux . He wrote 
and ftzt r:,t during thn first half of the X?i th century. His 
theology, :like that of 3ona,ventura, is derived from Augustine, 
but the im;corta:ne P of hie work lice less in the speculative 
aspects of his tea.c'oincf thali in the .rti.rriu:l.eo he gave to the 
:m.o^e rortl2ot1.o ß1(ä.E' oi' Fpy3t:? c1am as developed in his ì.3o?'rori>3 in 
the C oF:i.c:les and. in his poems. BIB influence, together ith 
that e:' Richard of át. jF; ol:or, dominated mystical literature for 
over ttiro hundred years. 
St. rnard t , mystical t?-%ohin.e : chiefly found in three 
.{ 
of his : nrk . The ore the treaties on Consideration, 
, 
that on, "*the loving of nGoa', and his 
. 
iiermons in the Canticles. 
The emphasis in these works lies on ths love of God. The 
case of ?.ovi.rg God. is Coc? .'ríi.anseJ:f', and we are exhorted to love 
Aim without me a s us° e . in th iv way the soul ma.y for brief moments, 
though rarely, i. n this J.i. fe ,"t;e so uni t ed to God in love as to 
become God-like. (1) Perfect holiness and knowledge of 
spiritual thin?s are achieved not by theological study or any 
of the outward means of grace, but by devout contemplation. 
"Consideration," Bernard teaches, is one of the creatures of 
heaven, and it has for its object deeper insight into heavenly 
things. It is the power of appuication of the mind to the 
search for lomme4. Tt prepares the way for conten lation.1which 
Jitters from Consider.ationrin the mense that the latter leads the 
soul to Pn unerring intuition of the truth .(2) 
(J) rie d.i l:ig:r_c:o :dQO. Chap 10. pages 27-28. 
('w) De Consi:;^r;:t :one Book 2, oha-,-;. 2. 
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Bernard, ho7ever, uee2 th e. two ter= ee if they were synenymous. 
There are three groupe of thin:: e to whieh Consideration ought 
te be applied_ 
Red, 'things above' 
fer eontemplation. 
These are 'things beee!eth', 'things around' 
The third group ia that which ceele 
The aid of ne senees iP not eequired, 
for the thins of God by means of doesideration ere immediately 
peeceived.(1) There are three tyue.s of Coneideratioe. One is 
Ecenomical,in weieh eyeteveetio uee of the senues ate; of sensible 
things is exeercieed in our d tly livee so that we may win the 
f.9:veur of Go; the second is Estimattvelin which eve7Wning is 
analysed and weighed in order that God may .ee found; the third 
is Speculative* in whecn the mind retiree within itself and 
detaehes itself from human affairs in order that the eoul may 
oontemplete Cod. (2) Thus, the higheet operation of the 
eoul, ie to contemnlate God and to rest in Him. Man's highest 
queet le to seek for God end in Him to fine the greateet haepiness, 
ane in thet quest our hearto nuut leet the way. For Coe is the 
best objeet of desireitheuan even our highest attainment may never 
conprehend Him, for however high cur thougee may coar,eee 10 still 
beyond, yet he io never sought in vain. (3) 'xhie theme is 
. . 
e:leborated in De Dingendo Deo and en eermune in the Canticles 
where Bernard deale with the lave oe God. The quest for God 
begine in a Fese of neeeethe need for hee.vineus and a lasting 
wItivJfilotion There are veriouelgoodel, but nern.trd teaches 
thet%Goods/of the eoul are highe'st. Te order to enjoy them and 
to attain them the sou3 mot thirst for "nvine wisdom, BO that the 
min:: being reinforced e. by eLron desire, mAy have 
opened to it new percebtione an intuition that will enable it 
to trenseerd ail outward things and to discern spiritual rea.Lities. 
....ime1744111. 11.11, 
(1) De Consid. "bk. 5. ebeli). 1. bege 13e. 
(2) ibid. Bk. v.1* Chap. 2. 
(4) De lAlinendo lee°, Ch. 2. 
(3) ibid.Ek.5 ChLl.p.11. 
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in this way &lone, so Bezal:Ard teaches, car the spirit of nan be 
united to Gcd . ''Of ell the feelii4;s, aZieotione, zinc. /Do:events 
of o soul, love al no le the only Olit: bj thiCLi te.e reazone.ble 
craturo io alile to respond t a. even fAi JOile sort to 
tholAch not rtpon equz,1 ter= t.e couuneLe rhich it h,e received 
fl.en Hin,"(2) 
Corrupted by in zJICt aelf-nill the eoul loses itz re..,e1Zlbnce 
to the --)tvire Crop:L-2r, tUrtvti, to the lnearnate ..br: by 
cen'rel'oion, it JL1 be reforrlod i 1) Him. 
Thie je acco.mplishe by a frri,,e betwee:e the eoul anc, .",hriGt.(2) 
The one th:In necessary tu that God :. ebbl.)1C4 be loved; He requires 
that ao Lord, he shall bi feared, tiB Ikther, heLouired, but as 10)2iLLegroon 
loved, 
But there are degrees of love, aì ki iL behoves the eu3. Lo love 
in the highest decree. In the first p171.0e, !!!fl 1O35 hinteelf 
for his own sake, than lovk; of self Y-qy van-24 into loe rJf one's 
neihbour, ten Cod L4,ey be 3 ivea Jec!-: of benefit2 receied, that 
is,bee:luse o.; Piz oodneso, i:'eurth hisheet deL;ree iG to 
love, CO( -becau.,,e Eu 1 gorrl. (.3) Ti s last tlegioe is nritical 
love, and love of eelf i$ in love of God. Tho fourth degree 
of love iv, rarelan,3 it leads to ecstr.tic union Goc', himself. but 
Berard Leaches it can never really be finally accomplieAnd this 
life. (4) Tn tio momente of eost-tey peace and rout are attained. 
It is death to thin r;s present ... ..- being dtvested not only 
of desires for, but fag oleo of the t.rzttin taas ana imace%-. 
things cOrpoxen1 and inferior, it.. tie soulv may enter into pure 
relations with thoue in which the imse aqa likeness of purity .1).5) 
(1) "tel.nnons in Ce,nticee. al 4. (,) fOr t: the 
Church s;..i the Pride, yet it is the indivf.u'soll, that he exhorts. 
(3) De Diligendo Dec Chap- S. (4) ibid. Chop. 10 pace 27. 
(5) 3ermons in Canticles. Di.era. 5. 
Thus., :God is sought, not by movement of the feet, but by 
of the hurt; and when a soul has been so happy its to find 
sacred desire is not extinguished, but on the contrary, is 
Thus is the human mill changed from evil to good, and 
50. 
t sires 
Brim; that 
(1) 
incren s eda 'ì 
life is 
rene, ;Jed, the change being made manifest in outward behaviour. 
In these ways, Bernard sets forth the manner in which the human 
soul can experience transcendent reality. Strong believer as he 
was in the authority of the church, and in the efficacy of the 
sacraments, he remained convinced of this polsi oilit a of direct md 
intimate relationshin with God. such experiences moreover, as 
we have indicated1 are to be marked by practical effects, 9 though 
contemplation agfl.in is the highest spiritual condition. Throughout 
his works there is a marked devotion to the person of Christ, and 
in all these various aspects he h- s left a deep impression on 
succeeding ogese 
(i.) Germons in Canticles. 84 p, rae l 
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The influence of the "Ji ctori ne:a. 
'',mother main line of influence is 'ihot which come through t he 
teaching of Hugh of St. Victor (1097-1141) ;grid his pupil and 
contemporary, Richard (ob. c.1173) both of whom taught in the 
Abbey of $t. Victor in ?aris. The influence of Rich-.rd9 a 
Scot; w.° s probably the more profound. Hugh, a Saxon, though 
his writings contain a vein of mysticism, mns really a sch?lastiti 
philohopher. -y him mysticism w s given a place as a recognised 
department of theology. (1) 
The scholastic passion for clossif icati on and ollegory is 
evident in all their works. Their ma 7 n importance lies in the 
fact that thro;gh their works., especio 11y those of ich-rd, the 
Plotinian- Dionysian type of mysticism was transmitted to the 
meo.i. ev:_1 world, and this had its effect on English mysticism. 
Translation of various works of Richard, such as "Benja i 
e'r 'Benjamin Minor, are often met with in English 7,111 th and XiV th 
century manuscripts. (2) 
'Hugh teaches that the philosopher is a lover of wisdom, but 
L e love of wisdom is the illuminiition of the unaerstand.ing hind 
by tr e Pure 4 i sdom. The human mind is recalled to '.risdomi s self 
in order that its study of the Divine '- 3isdom9 and its friendship 
with the pure !Divine Mind9 may be consummated. In the process 
the soul iü impressed with the character of Pure Wisdom fynd is 
led back to the strength and purity of her true nature. rrom this 
Divine illumination is born the truth of thoughts and specul ations, 
and also holy and pure morality. 
where/are three types of spiritual speculation. s'irst, 
cogitation tales solace when the image of some thing is suddenly 
presented to the #ind. Then follows meditation, or the reconsio.ier- 
-ition of such o. thought. here takes place a struggle between 
(i) Mysticism 7velyn ',nder'f_i-:i, 
(2) ibid. 
appendix page 
'' 
547. 
547 - 8. Pk 
! x. 
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ignorance and knowledge. Ta,tly, there is contemplation 
resulting in possession of wh,t meditation s eks,. The mind is 
then strengthened by a fire of loves end soon all the darknees 
v a.nishes and the eoul is spread out to the contemplation of 
truth. 
'.Ve are brought into knowledge of God in five ways. It is 
involved, as ne learns in the creation of the world. Je tai =.cover 
it in the nature of the soul, then from t: e knowledge of Divine 
speech; from contemplation, lastly, from joy of ecstatic vision. 
The last mode of knowledge of God is the supreme type of 
contem '.tion 'end is only possible to the few. ¡i c l aw3 are 
illuminated by the si,lendour of Divine Life hate sin, cast the 
norl d aeide, nett are utterly united to Gods 
The most perfect contemplation is a brief act in which the 
eoul experiences within itself the fruit of eternal life, but it 
must then turn again to the active life in order to help and succour 
others. 
-Prom this brief account a_ Hugh,s doctrines we can readily 
see hoar much he has influenced 7,onaventura,and ire shall again 
discover his doctrines in the writings of our TLInglisii. mystics. 
Richard of St. Victor. 
Richard completed the work of H3 h in ouildiig up the system 
of rnystica3. theology- In hie writings mystical activity is 
definitely related to mental activity. y reason we can contemplate 
visible nee. comprehensible things rund thence the mind of the c;ont.ers- 
- elative e cerds in orderly manner to the bending of invisible 
things beyond the reach of reason. There are three stn ;:es in 
this mystical life of api)reh -mei on; first, there is the dilation 
of the mind which comes to realise its own capacity for. i. wider and 
more wonderful span of experience I then tt?e mind is uplifted to 
things aiaove itself through prayer; finally it is translated into 
another sphere of reality. This is the ese ence of ecstasy. (1) 
(1) Mysticism, E. Und.erhi il . pages 442, 452, and 504. 
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elf knowledge is an important part of the purification that 
is necessary. The soul is like v mirror that reflects the 
irrvi §ibj, things of God, and only b, purity of heart can the 
mirror be made clear. These two things, purity and self knowledge 
are indispensable conditions for the mystical experience. 
In his mystical treaties on the Four degrees of love, Richard 
a xplies the symbolism of marriage to the ascent of the soul. The 
' ir:3 t stage ins canpa {`ed to the betrothal, alai this '! s nourished 
by meditation in which the soul 78 thirsts for the Beloved", The 
second degree is the marria;e,and it is expressed in the deer) 
intercourse of the C°7ì: er of qui tit . The third degree involves 
a complete spa.render or self- m.ergirz in which the soul no 1 rager 
thirsts for God but into God." Here the soul enters into the 
Unitive Way. The final euegrree is a Divine creativeness, the 
egtram;formin union" in .which 'the soul brings forth its children". 
This is the real object of all that has gone before. Richard 
has worked out very full; the implications of his Symbolism, and 
gives us a key to the understanding of the lives of the great mystics 
Mysticism is more than the mere enjoyment of God, it involves 
spiritual fruits aB a consequence. (i) 
These, then, are the doctrines that have de=eply influenced 
our XIV-th century English mystics. Before we turn t3 the 
study of their tti.-lc.a.in<;s we shall gl,ancí, at the teaching of Aquinas 
in :whose works the influence of _Ari2.totle is strongly in evidence. 
(1) Mystici srra, B. Underhill, pages 155, 166. 
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The influence of Aquinas. 
Although the Platonic influence has been dominant in the writ- 
ings of the mystics with whom we have dealt, with perhaps the 
possible exception of the Victorines, in the Xiith century the 
influence of Aristotle was beginning to make itself felt. 
It becomes influential in the thought of Aquinas, the contemporary 
and friend of Bona entura in the University of Paris. And even althot 
ugh the Platonic tradition remained dominant in Lngland, especially 
Aquinas, 
Oxford where Rolle for a time studied, yet the prestige of 
and the influence of his teaching, were not without 
some effect. In order to do justice to the Lnglich mystics 
we must therefore briefly consider his doctrines in so far 
as they bear on our theme. (1). For Lnglieh mys tioism has 
a philosophic background, as has all mysticism, and we must 
consider the various doctrines that have influenced their outlook, 
and moulded their experience. 
In the Xl i th and XI I I th centuries the most important works 
of Aristotle became available to t he Christian philosophers 
and theological doctors. The task sot fot philosophy was that of 
harmonising the new knowledge with the fundaleental beliefs of the 
Christian church, or put otherwise,, to show that the two views 
of the universe, and r nb relationship to it , were complementary to 
each other. These two viewe werefarom the Aristotelian point of vies 
the product of natural reason; from the Christian viewpoint, the 
product of revelation. Study of Aristotle led Aquinas to the 
position that the limitations of natural reason proved the necessity 
of revelation. 
Revealed truth mutt be accepted without question, yet reason is 
called upon to apply itself to, and to test, such truth. These two 
can never contradict one another, " it is not to be supposed" as 
(1) Books consulted, 'Aristotle' W.D,Ross. 'Reactions Between Dogma 
and Philosophy' biicketeod, espec. Lecture II. 
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Wicksteed points out, " that God would actually put a garrison in 
our minds to defend them from the access of truth necessary to our 
salvation ". 
But Aquinas goes further. The supreme doctrines of the church, 
though not irrational, are supra- rational, and therefore altogether 
inaccessible tc our human reason. Thus the mind must be supernatur- 
ally illumined before such doctrines can be comprehended. For 
man's highest Good is one that will bring comprehensive satisfaction 
to his intellectual nature. For even his emotional nature is higher 
than the appetites of the brutes because of its association_ with 
intelligence, which gives it the conscious recognition of goodness, 
beauty and truth, and all desirable things. It is therefore in the 
life of the intelligence that we nust find the specific human life, 
and in its exercise seek for specific human happiness. (1) . 
Aquinas now raises the question as to whether knowledge or 
love is the higher faculty. Love is positive, since it implies see 
object or other that is desired because it is as yet absent or unposses: 
-sed. In the possession of that object the mind wi71 be filled with 
joy. There are various types of love, but love of God as the 
'supreme and unqualified. Good' is a purely intellectual appetite, 
and in His realised presence, in our possession of Him, is to be 
found our highest Bliss. We may only possess Him by 'knowing' Hip._, 
and it is only through our intelligence that He can be known. 
Nov:, Aquinas accepts the doctrine of the 'Fall', and therefore 
d original sin. Aquinas argues, as does Bonaventura, though not to 
the same extent, that the result has been to weaken, though not to der,k, 
roy the efficacy of our natural powers. The will and the intellect 
have remained good though less efficacious for the achievement of 
their appointed ends. 
Aquinas argues that there are twp kinds of truth, two types of 
goodness, and two kinds of powers by which ;they are attained. From 
this point of view Reason must address itself to two main tasks. 
One is to show that, though inaccessible to reason and even incompre- 
hensible, Christian doctrinos and their implications do not contradict 
1 Reactions Between ogma and Philosophy. Lecture II p.122. 
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reason. Tho second is,that it must dwell upon these, to detect as 
best it can, the connection between truth of the natural domains 
and the supernatural realities embodied by the Christian doctrines. 
Our natural powers, intellectual and moral, enable us to attain natural 
truth and natural goodness, and to that extent they make possible 
and obligatory the p.'escriptions of natural religion. `thus reason 
leads us to a knowledge of sod, and our highest natural impulses 
constrain us to a love of Him. The stimulus and inspiration cf 
physical nature and of social life both alike, lead us to this end 
by eliciting our better and higher natural powers and capacities. 
But besides nature there is Supernature. God transcends nature and. 
all our powers of apprehension. Therefore it is only through those 
revelations and effects which God has Himself iniated that we in any 
degree share in this Supernature, and attain to larger apprehension 
of truth and goodness than that disclosed by our natural powers. 
In the natural sphere God reveals Himself,hough dimly it may be, 
outwardly through nature, and inwardly by His endowment of us with pow4 
ers and impulses necessary for the appropriation to ourselves of that 
which nature supplies. In the sphere of SuperNature God reveals 
Himself to us by miracles of which He is the origin, by the demand 
for a type of Blessedness implicit in our human nature, which acts as 
aan indication of its possibility, but which is only possible in the mane 
-ner° which revelation itself discloses. Above all, He reveals Himself ̀ is+ 
to us outwardly through the Person of Jesus Christ and the historical 
happenings associated with the Incarnation, and inwardly, through 
the work of the Holy Spirit, that is the work of Grace, whereby He so 
illumines and intensifies our natural powers, that not only do they 
recover some measure of their original strength, but they also 
acquire a supernatural intensity appropriate to the Supernatural 
truths they are called upon to disclose. (1). 
Again we must emphasise the necessity for Faith and love. 
Divine Grace will do all that is required, but faith and love 
are necessary, for man must cooperato with God if he desires to 
attain the Vision and to achieve mystic union with God,so realising 
his highest happiness. 
(1 ) ib_ì-c1 pp 140 ff. 
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The union achieved, the soul is in ecstasy, for the natural 
powers and capacities are so enlarged, intenifiod and deepened, 
that tho great Idea of God and all that it implies, fills the whole 
mind and monopoliser the field of consciousness to the exclusion_ of 
all else. 
These then are the main points of the teaching of Aquinas so far 
as his doctrines bear upon our subject; they coula hardly fail to 
capture the imaginations stimulate the mind and reinforce the emotions 
and will of our English. t'ystics. 
General oo++ci ceratior_s . 
We are now P,b1c 4; o corme to a closer censid oration of the 
e 
development of mysticism in XTVt'rn century England. Hitherto we 
have been considering some of the doctrines that, in our view, were 
influential in giving form and coherence to their experience, and in 
stimulating their thought. The English mystics were strong; upholders 
of the traditional rincirlos cf the church., and as we have indicate, 
it the formulation of the church's doctrines Greek philosophy played 
no mean part. Our English mystics were strongly attached to, and in-t 
fluenced by., the church. Independent though they perhaps were in 
certain aspects of their teaching, yet they ar3 always submissive to the 
authority of the church, and indeed., as we shall have occasion to 
see shortly, without the inspiration of the church's doctrines and 
ceremonies, it is questionable if their experience would have been aTh 
all poe.eible. Any study of a group of mystics, such as our four 
English mystics, not merely lust take account of their doctrine alone, 
but in common justice must make allotTance for all Christian antiquity 
as well. 
Some more general considerations may be put forward in order 
to account for the development in England of mysticism of the type 
found in the works of Rolle and the others. Commencing about the 
middle of the :Kith century, a period of wakening had been taking 
place in Europe. This later became known as the Renaissance. We need 
not consider its general characteristics; they are sufficiently well 
Known. But in two respects, at least, it influenced our XIVth century 
writers. In the first place, they became heirs to a highly developed 
and thoroughly well organised system of knowledge and culture. With 
some of its aspects we have already dealt. There is, there ore, 
nothing benighted or childish about the mystics view of life. They wexä 
rooted and grounded in the cultural, artistic and social life of the t ±t 
time. In the second place, the young peoples of the North, who for 
six centuries had felt the influence of the church, were only now 
becoming articulate as the effect of her civilization. This self - 
expression is seen in the development of Gothic architecture with all 
its rich and suggestive symbolism; on the mental side, it is seen in ±ä 
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the development of what is known as scholasticism, and in the third. 
place, it is seen in the development in Germany, as well as in 
France and England, of mysticism. 
Moreover, as we have pointed out, contact was ,maintained with 
the continent, partly because of national interests there, partly 
because of relations with the Holy 3eeignd European travel was 
general . (1) The horizon of our English m.ystics,mentally as well 
as geographically was sufficiently wide. They entered into the 
Christian culture of Western Europe, and possibly through the teaching 
Df the Anglo-Norman monks, they became acquainted with the : orks of 
Augustine, Gregory, Bernard and. Bonaventura, Aquinas and the 
Victorires. Doubtless they were acquainted with many of the books 
written by these greaD church Doctors and Fathers. 
As we might expect, they were also immersed in the religious 
life of their tine. That hard:! y requires to be said. The English 
myF t.i cs were profound students of the Christian scriptures,and their 
works are impressed by its language and imagery. 
The religious and emotional atmosphere of the times, troublous 
though in some reopectd they may have been, was favourable to the 
development of mysticism. There was the influence of Schblasticism, 
that blending of philosophy and theology with its subtle analyses 
and distinctions, its contending; schools of thought. That ex/ei ised 
the minds of all men of culture, and its teaching, doubtless, 
percolated down into the minds of the laymasses by way of sermons, 
expositions, exhortations and hofililies. In one sense, itollets 
writings, as Horstman remarks, may represent on the part of the 
mystical teRperament, a reaction to the logical subtleties of 
Scholasticism, though in another sense, the two types of outlook 
are complementary to one another. (2% . In any case, Scholasticism 
left its impression upon the works of the mystics, even upon one 
such as Julian of Norwich, who often uses scholastic conceptions. 
imalutyxgammyxzekstaxxiorseramm It is also marked in the manner in 
Thich the mystics catalogue and schematise their doctrines, though 
)n the whole, scholasticism is anti- mystical in spirit. 
1). cf. Prologue to the Canterbury Tales. Chaucer. 
,2 ) . i3_i r;rard. Rolle of Hampole. E.E.T. Socv. Vol.TI. 
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The religious atmosphere was fostered arcl spread by the 
presentation of M racle Plays, of which four cycles still .survive 
in literature. This general background was maintained and deepened 
by the spread of Gothic ` ect re 
7 
and the' ilîuminations'of the 
later Middle Ages. Still deeper wa:a the influence exercised by the 
orders of friars, the Cistercians anc? Franciecana, whore zeal took the 
form. of an intense devoti en to the Person of Christ, and also to the 
details of his earthly life. This stream of religious feeling found 
expression í n a cul tus of the 'Holy Name of Jesus'. It exercised a 
deep influence on popular devotion. The works of Rolle, Julian and 
Hilton especially are permeated by this devotional attitude. It is 
one of the pivots on which their nystical experience turns. It is* 
marked by a quality of deep imagination and profound devotion that 
is common to all the mystics of the time. Despite then, the wars, 
social and political upheaval ;,of the period, it is evident that many 
influences were at work stimulating and developing the religious 
attitude of the people generally, ancA t is not surprising that in 
such sensitive minds as that of Rolle and the others, the /i developed 
a mystical type of experience which found expression in wuch writings 
we we have now to examine. 
Before turning to those works it will be as well to indicate 
again the scope and limitations of the task we have set ourselves. 
We are not engaged primarily on a study of the 'mysticism' of the 
XIVth century, and consequently shall not indulge here in an exhaustive 
or detailed account of the mystics writings. That work has been 
sufficiently well advanced by others who have taken it as a special 
field of study. We are only concerned to indicate its general 
character as it appears in the four writers whom we have to consider, 
and their work, after making allowance for indvidual traits, 
sufficiently indicates certain things they hold in common as mystics. 
It is with that we are concerned. It is also unnecessary to 
pursue the theme as it reacpearo in their various writings. Rolle 
repeats himself again and again in his various shorter treatises, 
and it involves needless repetition in a thesis such as this to 
Pursue him through his various documents. shall therefore confine 
, 
ourselves to the more general aspects of tbe??_1' teaC'ii.n;. 
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Our fi ntit 
task, then, is to set down_ the characteristics of English ;.iVth century 
;mysticism, and then proceed to the more impert%;nt task so far au our 
thesis is concerned, that is, to deal with the philosophic cIaraeter 
of English XIVth century rnysticisra, and to indicate ite bearing. 
Our to ps will be phi Io o hJ cai ,rather than mystical. This section 
of the theeis will undertake the attempt to answer the question which 
irmediately arises from the philosophical point of view, thr. t is, 
'what are the conditions, philoeo Ihi ;ally considered, that make 
such experience as this, po:seible'? The answer to thie question, 
doubtless, will be found to be sinilar in nature if the question 
were applied to :almost any group of Christian _zystics. But that 
is just what might be expected, for truth like Reality, is a unity. 
It cannot therefore contradict itself. Where contradictions exist the X5.7 
truth is yet to be established. 
Our interest in the English mystics, particularly, lies in the 
fact that they appear as a sort of first rlovenent of that kind ..n 
;ngland. The long neglect of their doctrines probably accounts for 
the fact that only within recent years has philosophy attempted to 
study ir6,11 their bearings;, the relation of s )iritual values to 
facts, and more especially, to the development of the human personality. 
T__ view of the growing influence of 'Secularism', ', or alternatively 
'Naturalism', in the civilised community 4i which ins are . part, 
it is all the more needful that we should apply all the criteriik 
of which we are in possession, to the etu.,-7 of the nature of 
Keality. The experience o'. the English mystics of the XIVth century 
furnishes criteria with which philosophy must deal. It is the more 
interesting that at this tine philosophy should do so, when scientific 
thinkers such as Profesror Eddington, and Professor J. S. Haldane, 
indicate their belief in the linitati one of physical science, and at 
the same tine, in a mystical religious background of the Univeree 
that is indicated by the deeper impulses and aspirations of the 
religious consciousness. (I). 
(1), '7he Nature of the Physical World'. A. S. Eddington, Cam. Uni. 
Prose. 
(j9 'The Sciences and Philosophy'. J. S. Haldane, H. c,1 S. 1929. 
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That that background is, it part at iea:3t, revealed ir the eaTerionce 
of our ruystic3, i,3 a cug'ici;ent reason for chill present, study. For 
experience is still our only adequate criterion of truth. That they 
have systenatioed their experience in their writings, `en3 f. et it 
down in terns indicating a large amount of agreement arlong themselves, 
as well as with riot other myetics, is an indication that as a 
criterion it is to that extent more adequate as a test of truth, and 
thus of Reality. To a consideration of their doctrines we shall now 
turn. 
... me. .. .._ 
English XIVth Century t. veticien. 
In view of the foregoing we recognise, that in dealing with 
the 'rrritirgs cf the English r_,ystice we mist cli tinguieh between the 
religious attitude and its philosophic context. It is with the 
latter that we are mainly concerned. iior should we be mieled by the 
fast that the mystics are na "'T" with 1 certain type of .o . r c onze e . ed 
priotice than with speculative doctrines. As Miss Allen points out 
in her volume of Rolle, (1) , he his little kinship even with mystics 
that emphasise ' nowledg e, being intensely ;personal, and- sonetines, 
ae in the Melurn and the Fire of Love (Incondigym Amoris) subjective, 
in his attitude. We shall therefore have to make allowance, and 
it is legitimate to do so, for the onniprofience of the 'ideal oven 
if it it not explicitly stated. Bearing this in mind, then, we shall 
not concern ourselves with the details of their writings save as these 
bear directly on the main lines of our thesis. 
Another reason for following tige procedùre indicated in the 
previous paragraphs is that the four writers, whose works we are to 
oonsicler, are somewhat different in mental outlook from one another. 
ï ti n, ;s Accribed to Richard Rolle. 'ope 1 mily Allen, 
Ox. Uni.. Press,1927. 
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They may be taken as representing -1.i ..tine+ types of spi.._tub ity 
Richard Rolle for example exhibits many of the characteristics of 
St. Francis. (1) . He is intenueiy individualistic; i;; unconventional 
in outlook, i s subject to alternL.ting moods of penitence and joy, 
sometines full of song, sometimes in the do th of despair. Like 
St. Francis, he is a romanticist, a Troubadour of God, a poet. His 
inward spiritual experiences are trie Fire of íiove, ineffable >.3lieetness 
and bong. With Chaucer, };ol3.e is of tI,e ks ringtine of English 
Literature. He wrote both in Latin and 1 ngli 1 , in pros(? a_,d in 
verse, Of the :Latin prose treatises we shall consider two, for 
they supplement one another, namely, 'Incendium Amor is' and ' .; : enìatione 
so 
Vitae'. (2) . There are others in English that we :shall consider 
in our more detailed study of i of le, such as ''iihe Form of Perfect 
Living', and 'Igo Dormío'. He ones most to 6t. Bernard and 
Bonaventura, and he is also influenced by the wo =k of Richard of 
St. Victor and Aquinas. Perhaps the Augustinian tradition which 
culminated in Bonaventura is most influential. 
When we turn to the 'Cloud of Unínowing' there is a change of 
atmosphere. The author is unknown. In the treatise itself and 
kindred writings, presumably by the same hand, such as 'The Epistle 
of Privy Counsel' and 'Dioniso Hid Divinity', the classical mysticism 4 
' dato, Plotinus and Dionysius the J reopagito, 844 abundantly evident, 
though signs of a somewhat different outlook are not awanting. 
The Cloud assigns a large place tc the will in mystical contemplation, 
;:.nJ the vision is nog: 'attained. by independent human effort, it is 
'given'. Activities of the intelligence are not alone invoked, 
but the whole rersonality is involved. Less of a collection of 
Practical teachings than the works of Rolle, it is a theoogical 
document that exhibits gifts of a high spiritual order. 
(1) . .I1 UnJerhili's introduction to "The Fire of Love" and 
"Amending of Life", ed. F. I.I:i. Comport 
I,Tethuen, 2nd impression, 1920. 
(2) . T have used fiii2 Coraper 's edition of the "Fire of Love" and 
the "Amending of Life ". Though based on 
f +Ji.s.yn's translation; which contains nany verbal i_nacc;ua'ft.nies, 
yet, the 'Batter' is there, and that is sufficient for our 
purnnne, 
.ialter° Hilton is a w,- : . ,r .V<, d , __ - 
. .. _.. f el+ti,; 
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.., (nat. His writings 
suggest a ¿entier lees aloof person ality than does the Cloud. The 
0Scale of k ei'fec t ion" exhibits c, definite etructure which is the outcome 
of earergl consideration. The Cl nui is a somewhat disccnnecteC1 
series of auggestìon S on a special stato of prayer, whilst the Scale 
of i'erfectiön is an atterilt to ernbra ,o the vî]'_ :2.e es. tent cf the 
spiritual life and its duties, It discusses the réquisition of virtues 
spay of mortification, and the infusion of virtues by the action of 
Cod. Hilton alone o.f cur four r. ̂ .y;stics wrote such a fully systematised 
treatise for the special purpose of giving instruction on the mystic 
ci-'< :`,7 
Perhaps the influence of scholasticism is seen it Hi '_tons 
- od.ical and reasonable analysis of the contemplative life. But 
at the Rtoktime his deeper deft is to the teachings of Augustine, 
Gregory, Bernard and BonaJentura, and Aquinas as well. 
Julian of Norwich, again, in her book, 'bevelations of Divine 
Love' exhibits characteristics different from the others. It shad/Ws 
forth ¿ very loving and lovable personality, Aae writes much of the 
goodness of God, and is deeply interested in moral questions. She 
is interested in the problem of evil as well as the problems of 
predestination. There are scholastic influences at work, and certain 
NeolAatonic conceptions, such as her acceptance of the doctrine of a 
sinless core of personality, are evident. She differs from the 
others in being subject to certain morbid conditions of body, combined 
with a claim to have heard locutions and seen visions and experienced 
other supernatural manifestations. At the same time, her writings 
evince not only virtue and sanity and cnthodox faith, but also a wide 
Charity, depth of thought, and considerable culture ae well. 
Whilst we bear in mind these differences of temperament and 
outlook, it is also true that the works of these four writers to a 
very considerable extent sup-element and cop pl cte. each other. Hilton, 
the most systematic of the four, gives u3 the very heart of the 
doctrine common to each. There are affinities between his work and 
those of Rode. It is thought that Hilton borrowed largely from Rolle, 
F+hilst Julian of Norwich's Revelations appear to be influenced by the 
writings of Hi7.ton. We nuet bear 411 :e1n6 that ehe Mee 
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Lievelations some year2 after the mysteal ol.zperiences hacll beer 
erderene, and they oortain re-rleetions urion these. Hilter, too, 
latAb 
ineorpomtes ne leading ritWta of the Cloud in his trevetise, md at the 
s.re time he is careful to iut against what seens to 
individualistic in the works of Rolle. We shall draw largely 
therefore upop Hilton's work. We shall now turn to the works 
themselves. 
Richard Rolle of Harlp6Ie4. 
Rolle's mysticie may be eacily summed up; it ooneiets in a 
definite relationship of the soul with God, or, with god as He is 
revealed in Jesus Christ, which -results in the transformation and 
transmutation of the mystic's inner life. It is the possession of 
an eternal Good that brings with it a laetirg satisfetion, an inward 
harmony and peach, and ecstatic joy. It is not mainly 1<newledge, 
it is rather a type of life, the perfect life of contemplation, in 
which the participant experiences things celeetial. Having concentrated 
all the affections and desires upon the Yighestfthere 15 given to the 
individual a mingling of super-natural elements and special sensuous 
graces, in Rollets experience 'ogler', 'caner', and 'dulcorl, or 
theatL, 'song' and 'sweetness', that bear 1nwFtrd witness to the 
depth and reality of the experience. Thc,ee special grams were for 
Rolle the tokens of his attainment of the Ultimate Reality. He 
deacribes the circumstances in which he received ter in his 
autobioraphical latin treatise Incendium Amoris. (1). TI,is is the 
theme around which hiE mystical works are wtitter. We may nu-Jr 
trace the various stages in somewhat greater detail. 
M1111.110 
( ) incendium h.moris. Ch. XV. 
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The first necessity is the ccnversien or turning of the soul 
from the things of sense, and the conoentrati on of the affections 
upon our Lord. "Tarry thou not to our Lord to be turned, nor put it 
off from day to day; for oft times the cruelty of death ravishes the 
wretched, and the bitterness of pains suddenly devours them that now 
irk to be turned ". (1). "What is turning to God but turning ,:rem 
the world and from sin; from the fiend and from the flash? What is 
turning from God but turning from unchangeable good to changeable 
good; to the liking beauty of creatures; to the works of the fiend; 
to the lust of the flesh and the world? Not w: th going of the feet 
are we turnc-,d to trod, but with the change of our desires and manners ". 
(2'. 
; i milar? y in the Fire of Love, "Lord Goal, have r ercy on me; My 
youth ryas fond, my childhood vain; ny young age unclean. But now 
Lord Jesus my ;heart is enflamed with thy holy love and my reins are 
changed; and my soul also will not now touch for bÿt terneee what before 
was my food: and my affections now are such that I hate nothing but 
sin ï love nothing but Goa_: not1iing i trust but Aim: nothing 
heavies me but sin: nothing gladdens me but Chroist ". - (3) . Here we 
have a moral motive at the very beginning of the nyutids quest for God, 
l here is the implication oí' an ideal of holiness and purity that 
conditions the moral and spiritual lire, and becomes the basis of a 
deeper discernment between what is good anu what is evil. 
The theme is developed at length in the ïnoendiixu r.r loris and the 
English Treatise, the ' fbrm of perfect living, c.nd to a Jess degree in 
the Ego ciormio. ill three teach that there Duet be this changing 
of the desires and affections, if the quest ih to be consurirnr.tec1 in 
union. There is the :till deeper inplicat:i_o;i of an inward conflict 
in the lives of individuals, a certain disquiet that ar-ieee from the 
struggle between a desire for a final eatisfìc;tion or happinosc one 
that is secure, in which ire cari rent, and the attIlpt to fulfil that 
desire in loner tìß= rigs. 
(1) w e2). / L'rnc:nds,'L.o7id Vitae. {i:-1.J-. F.M.M. Cor3perts Fdit?_^:!. 
(3) . The »pie of Love, Cli. XII. " M 11 
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i °In each sinful man and woman who are bound in deadly sin there 
are three wretchedn_esses, which will brine; them to the pains of hell. 
The first is the default of spiritual : strength. So weak are they in 
themselves that they cannot withstand the ter.ptings of the devil, nor 
can they direct their wills to clic3CO the love of God, or to enjoy 
it. The second is the strength of fleshly desires: for they have 
neither will nor might to stand, they fall in lusts and worldly 
, and thinking them sweet they dwell on them until the end 
of their lives. The third wretchedness is the changing of a lasting 
good for a passing delight, that is to say they exch ar ge endless joy 
for a passing delight %. (1) . AB a result Rolle adds they lose 
both earth and heaven. The first duty therefore, of those who 
would = 'tba_r n. the deepest satisfaction and the highest good, is to 
order their desires and to concentrate wholly upon God. 
.(.olle gives his reasons for extolling the IOVe of God as our 
highest good in the 'Fire of boys; ".nan's soul iL the ;raker of God 
only; anything less than God cannot fulfil it; wherefore earthly 
lovers are never fulfilled'. (2). Foi' Rolle, and it i.i the 
fundamental proposition of all mysticism, God alone Can ,ive to the 
seul the satisfaction and the harmony that it needs, Thus Rolle sets 
all his desires upon God. In the lo-.re of (God 2san f n .s his greatest 
happiness. When the soul is cot or God., and earnestly a. pires to Hi n, 
there results a harmon relationship which ends in tha transformation 
o f the lover into the likeness of that which. is loVCLI Thus, if a 
man be true to himself, he will ; et his love upon the vror ibie.3t 
object of love. This is Rol? e s;3 centr .l dootri n.e, and <<re f ina it 
in the of Per fc of Living, and in the l f o iiorr io, t +.7.nJ it lies 
behind the counsels and dicipli.no s he sets down in the Amending of Life. 
here is more that a rex,i.nieencE of iLugustine and Bernard in sentences 
such as those. "-.'hel'ef irr; for ,OVC3 I long: Z)í3CaLié;3 whom I love with 
all my mind I desirè` to see in Nis s fai.rner3a". (5). ":Prom the 
great »!re of Love so great beauty of virtue grows in souls 'that a 
righteous ar could rather choose to suffer all pain than onee grieve Olin. 
1 , I he ores o Per ect Living, Horstman, Vol .i . pp. 5 . also 
hgo Barrio, 'bid, p.50. "For whilst thy heart is held in love to 
any earthly things thou mayest not be perfectly coupled with God" 
(..j') 
" 
6g. 
This io Rollots conception of true greatness. "ihe: or'e if 
our love ù: pti'-.', n;? perfect, -.hi,tea'r o,r, . ?.or:;s _ _.r; God". ( } heart `,,,^ 1 . 
God, úÌiGnf i3 tile highest ;%,'Od than men can set their 1 Z..,.i hearts upon. 
In they will find a lasting sati.sfl'.ct?-on and happiness. 
2n {Jr ae?^ to train Lt_ C.Z3fJ`ir'88 to this Fl Í 1-`r:G.:=::)ï^:î.ol i1`j love of God 
which r.' es_i1t6 in celestial joy to the 1.ovr: 2, stern dïciAine involving 
ascetic practices is T@CeS3£2j There is a strong E12.'o7i of 
?á.scvticism in the writings of the __ ITrth l;eYit+'sr';i r1ysticó The world 
and its lusts mast be forsaken; Rolle advises r':? tlrsnont into 
solitude. it .=as only irb..lit.de ±h,t he could .3?zf''icientiv c,.a.centlate V 
'13 Will and affections upon God. In 2n`3nd-à t1.o?1.F3 '_î6 J_'E _ , íi 
th., need for e rac ? n g poverty, and n?31 practice ? n Drayer, reading, 
and meditation. Solitude is nÉ3cAtl5ary, for even I-1 prr,y`3r, as he 
teaches in the Ego DQrnio, it i. easy to let fC.-J: thCuEhti3 ;7andFy' f 
and if that ha-opens the prayer till be of no avail. The soul nUst 
'be 'wholly turned :r ̂  1 the world and the things of the world (2). 
I. further point distinctive of Rollo t5 .iy Stîci3i2, 1.3 that 
rtivi: 1.t j is synonymous with Jesus In the Form of Living, he tells 
2,3 :i2'Iíi e-73d ._c', does in the Firs and the i;go 2Or'i1io, and again in 
his latin treatise ciî.e n;1Tg- Un the Canticles (3) devotion to the 
Holy Fama of Jesus 1`.:3 ;essary condition of mystic union find 
ecstatic cGntt;:°'pl',tii t7n of which, for Hells, í,.!3CsúeSij-os3 of the "llrìnort 
is the ¡ J t i _J L Y mark. The object of this devxtior to 
induce contemplation or intuitive _'n2046`led6elCoTA[:71nt;d with mystic 
union. 
There are three dugre -L,s of love -;h8 : _. progressively }.o the t 1 t, 
GfI the dL'_y]2i'n-...tu.'1 --ife and its S-olrr'itual tC)';(?r1:3. 
purged the desire's by ?a ri !J'1R forms of iL3.vii'i__-' ^..ecF t1.c 4Ji'ci-.Jtilce3 
f 
such we find in the Lme"f_CiatiCne _'.1:SI scattered tiirt:l.é,'Sí various 
other üL .;o.t? ".,e:..' the life ii nci.' tJY.:.f y i7rz itself aï'ci1fC: tYî _F<.3'i'o ri11 of 
Je The y'4:! t 'í ir t.°S s of h?:i'i. lZ tr' _.:". '. love '1r. v6 tr;t;-_r, 
e.. :;.1ishoCi, and i.'rtr, 3i2: of ßelf i&Ì_ 7:rzdo or r331`° 1oVe l,:^,eY"i 
eXFuY:sed. The wi%..3. ?ë'_a¿in8TJiG.1 are no>" c1E'a Zsáad, ard by 
:f i+,<iiYir, thGU 'ht been rF-17tir1.;ie(1 or.r ;ï it9 
(1 ) . Fire, Bk.I . r;h.1 g. 
Ce?). >>eo Judi.ca ne Dour). ( :"rTi.tirfgs ascribed to : ich- r;. olle by -4ritr i;. hllsn, ch.T also Fir;, (Co.x1-,rr)%j 
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Persecutions, such as he mentions in the M tlum(and hints at in 
the Incendium, and temptations that have been sternly dealt with 
and overcome, have all contributed to that death of self esteem 
which hinders the mystic from pursuing his quest. The character 
has graually and with pain, been remoulded on a different set of 
conce)tions than those which lay formerly at its foundation. Then 
'the heavenly dour' is opened, and the 'Face' is seen. In other 
words, spiritual reality is suddenly revealed.(1) 
The three degrees by which the soul ascends to the love of 
Christ are that which is called 'tfnovercomable' , or in the FORM 
of PERfect LIVING insuperable, '`Thy love is insuperable when 
nothinL: that is contrary to God's love can overcome it." (2) That 
is when no other desire is strong enough to overcome it.(3) The 
second degree of love, Rolle terms Inseparable or Undeparted. 
"Inseparable is thy loved when all thy heart, and thy thought, 
and thy might, is so vrholly, so entirely, and so perfectly fastened, 
set, and established in Jesus Christ that thy thought comes never 
away from Him, never is departed from Him." (4) "Forsooth 
it suffers Him not to pass from the mind a minute ... ... And 
most this name Jesu he in so mickle worships and loves th<..t it 
continually rests in his mind." (5) 
The third degree is highest and most difficult to attain. It 
is termed Singular. "Singular love is, when all comfort and 
solace is so closed out of the heart, but of Jesus Christ only. 
Other joy lists it not. For the sweetness of Him in this 
degree is so comforting and lasting in His love, so burning and 
gladdening, that he or she, that is in this degree, may as well 
feel the fire of l.v e in their souls, as Thou mayest feel 
thy finger burn, if thou put it in the fire." (6) 
(1 ) Fire of Love. Bk. 1, Chap. 15. page 70.. 
(2) Form of perfect Living. Chap. 8. Horstman Vol. 1, p.-).ge 31. 
(3) Emendatione Chap. 11, page 236. F.M.M. Comper. 
(4) The Form of Perfect Living. Horstman, Chap. 8, page 31. 
(5) Emandati one Chap. 11, p -ges 230 & 231. 
(6) Form of Perfect living, Horstman, Chap. 8, page 32. 
See also Ego c:tormio, Horstman. Vol 1, pages 52 to 58. 
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Then the soul is filled with the ineffable vision and is ravished 
by love until it is full of sweetness and song. This is Rolle's 
doctrine of contemplation, its marks are these spiritual experiences, 
sensuoym 
asl.y felt, . canor, calor, but the mark sistinctive 
of mystical union in contemplation is that of ̀ canorá 
The third or Alighest degree of love is not to be easily 
acquired. It is the gift of God's grace, and he bestows it 
on whom he wily (1) But once attained, "then is Jesus 
all thy desire, all thy delight, all thy joy, all thy solace, 
all thy comfort, so that of Him evermore shall be thy song, and 
in Him all thy rest. t3 (2) 
In other words, the passion for the ultimate reality is 
satisfied in fullness of knowledge. By means of mystic 
contemplation, through purgation, the soul is entered and 
possessed by the Holy Spirit of God, the mental capacities 
sre enhanced, the purified desires are satisfied, union and 
harmony are attained. The whole soul is filled with the 
vision. 
in Rolle, a 
exultant so 
The result is an inward joy and happiness, that 
n. tural poet, it must fiznd expression in song. The 
(3) 
ng of God's love is the very soul of Rolle's contemplation 
Certain definite results follow. The heart is wholly set 
on heavenly things; the soul has been served with the satisfaction 
of its deepest need, the attainment of The Highest Good. The 
thole personality,in all its aspects of thought, feeling and will, 
has been transformed. Rolle's mysticism, like all true mysticism, 
is not merely a type of emotional theism, even although passionate 
feeling seems to predominate in his writings. Allowance must be 
made for his warm, poetic and emotional nature. An intensely 
._ 5861rmall9p7;g4-k9' 
(3) In the Fire of Love, Chap. 155 Rolle gives a detailed analysis 
of his ecstasy. The three lation works, "Libor de Amore Dei, 
Contra. 'mstores !1[undiÁ Incendium . moris, Emendatione Vitae 
go explicitly into the details of Rolle's mysticism. See 
Writings ascribed to Richard Rolle, H. E. Allen, Chap. 7, 
See also English works, Ego Dornio, The commandment, and The 
Form of Perfect Living. 
1),0 
D íu4.:6) - s (.I vet . 
et L L L, 
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active inner life is obviously implied. Rolle's insistence 
on the neddEor solitude illustrates this truth. The will is 
s=trenuously involved, end profound thought is likewise required. 
If Rolle writes much about love, we must bear in mind that 
the whole function of feeling is to reinforce thought and action, 
and thus the higher the object of the love, the more passionate 
its expression, then the more intense will be the resulting thought 
and conduct. Love is an emotion, but it is more, it is a 
sentiment, as ahand points out in his Foundations of Character, 
and it embr :,:ces all the qualities of the mental life. As such 
it is the great reconciling principle between will end intelligence. 
.Again, the soul is set free from the power of evil desires, The 
Fire of Love as Rolle teaches is a cleansing fire, and it burns out 
all evil and unworthy desires. Other goods, goods of body, and 
even of fortune fall into their proper perspective and are judged 
at their true worth. The mystic who has thus attained, is in 
possession of a complete standard of values. How it served 
Rolle is seen in his sane attitude in recommending a studied 
moderation in the practice of mortification and of f sting, and 
even in his preference for the sitting posture whilst engaged in 
meditation and contemplation. 
Further, while it is true that Rolle never hides his 
preference for the contemplate life as against the active life, 
for "Truly, God that is the Beholder of the heart, rewards the 
will more than the deed. The deed truly hangs on the will, not 
the will on the deed," (1) Possessed by the ideal, it suffices 
him, and all other contemplatives, yet, he is saved from one- sicledness 
by his sane practical sense. He sought to let the love of God in 
him, be seen in the ordinary relationships of life. He felt 
compelled to preach, to gather disciples, to write to those who 
were willing to follow him in the illuminated waÿ to Gods to 'stir 
others to love'. His love for God is seen in his love for his 
(l) Fire. Bk 1, Chap. 21. 
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neighbours, and his deep oft.:tated desire that the se _Living in 
deadly sin Weould tern themselves to God. 
Rolle's mysticism is thus seen to be essentially a certain kind 
of life, a certain moulding of the personality in a definite direction 
It involved self- transcendence into the very life and Being of 
God, but in its highest reaches, in the consum'1ation of the process 
little or nothing is owed to the individual himself. &e Rolle has 
stated, what is needful on the part of the individual, is P. definite 
ordering and purging of the desires; Divine Grace 
the rest. In this way, man can reach to eternal 
contemplate and enjoy the ineffable vision of the 
will accomplish 
truth, can 
ultimate reality, 
can be transformed into its likeness, for in the process the soul 
is endowed with the heavenly virtues, the adornments of the spiritu,.l 
marriage, and whilst subject here to the limitations of a terrestrial 
life, yet his conversation is in heaven, he is the citizen of the 
celestial city. Such in brief outline areth.e doctrines of 
Richard Rolle, hermit of Hampole, 'We shall find that they are 
duplicated and supplemented in the writings of the other three 
English mystics of his century. 
C -oud of Unknowing nd E istle of Privy Counsel. 
These two books and their kindred writings exhibit the 
influence of Neoplatonic 
temperament of Dionysius 
conceptions as seen through the 
the Areopagite, There are hints of 
Augustine and Richard of St. Victor, yet the teaching of Dionysius, 
especially that of Ehe Mystical 
the work of this unknown author 
so predominant in the Dionysian 
stream of mystical thought. 
the two most important works of 
Theology'is predominant. Through 
the conception of the via negativa, 
writings, came into the English 
e shall concern ourselves with 
this author, and as in the case 
of Rolle, give a trier resumé of his teaching. These works 
are The Cloud of Unknowing, and a short trey. tise:The Epistle of 
Privy Counsel. 
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Like Rolle, the author of these works teaches thet ir.ysticisn 
is a life, it is the growth of the ecul towards God, and the result 
is a transformed arid. perfected Lersonality, one that exhibits likeness 
to Christ. (1) But ;ñ nce God is transcendent, far beyond our 
powers of comprehensions we may only reach Him, not by the ordinary 
proceäses of thought, but by pursuing the Via Negativa. This 
conception runs throu;h, the whole of these works. "And look 
that nothing remain in thy working mind but a naked intent stretching 
unto God, not clothed in any special thought of God in himself, how 
He is in Himself, or in any of Nis works, but only that He is as He 
is 9 Let him be so, I pray thee¡::nd make Him on no otherwise. Seek 
no further in Him bgr subtlety of wit; but that belief be thy ground(2.) 
All our concepts fall short in our attempt to describe God. as 
He is in himself, what we have therefore to do is to confess our 
ignorance and seek to attain Him through perfect love, thus con- 
-centrating the will and desires upon Him. Je may by this means 
attain Him, " for the high and nearest way thither is run by desires, 
and not by paces of the feet. " (3) The Guest of the mystic then 
according to the author of the Cloud, is the journey of the soul to 
God who is transcendent and incomprehensible. It results in a 
perfected life, one that is endowed with heavenly virtues. Since 
God is so far above thought and knowledge we must put behind us all 
the powers and processes of the discursive reason. The intellectual 
nr.ocess must be simplified. (4) Abo ne all we must love Him, for, 
"By love he ce.n be gotten and holden, but b,-.' thought never." In 
the Epistle of Privy Counsel we are taught that the imagination is 
to be held in check; the reason, busied with meditation, must be 
silenced, the soul is to rest content in the simple apprehension 
ef God's Being., That is, the soul and God are to be r edr ced. 
to the simplest conceptions of unity., that unity may be attained. 
(1 Clnuc. of unknowing. Chap. 
¡2, 
?+,pi::tJ,c.° of Privy Counsel, 
1 3 
(4) Epistle of Privy Counsel, 
Cloud of Unknowing, Chap. 
16, (The Orchard Books No.4) 
Chaps . 1 & 4, °° 
60, page 145. 
Chap, Q, 
IB i9 aá q 
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This is the essence of contemplation for this author. 
Like Rolle he insists on ;h3 preliminary purgation of 
the soul, not only from sin, but by a pro :cessive abstraction 
from the things of sense. There must first be this desire for a 
definite change of the direction of character. (1) But tI;o quickes.6 
and beat way to get rid of sir and all unworthiness is to turn to 
contemplation. (2). All such obstaoles must be removed. 
There are two aspects of this process and progress towards 
God. The first or negative part is the wort assigned to the 
individual himself. The will being distracted by many things, 
is purified by their removal, so that nothing remains but the 
'naked intent stretching out towards God'. All that is here required, 
but it is central to this author's doctrine, is that the will 
should be continually exercised in love towards Hi.:. All its 
impulses, auto, or 'stirrings' must be oonoentrated in this one 
direction. "Agood will is the substance of all perfection." (3). 
But tho most important part of this exercise of the will, 
that is of the individual's effort, the one groat condition of his 
success, is to set out on the negative way, until no !Wing is 
left but a will motivad by love for God; and the attainment of> 
the ineffable vision. 
There are three nain stages in the progress of the soul. 
These are discussed in some detail . (4) . In the active life the soul 
is busied with external works, such as works of mercy and charity,. 
then it passes to the first stage of contemplation, when it cor_centratet 
its thoughts on the Passion and Name of Christ, and the various 
attributes of God. But in the highest stage these things must be 
set aside, and God is to be contemplated in His own Essence.(6) 
( i ) Cloud, Ghs. .x, xi, 
n 
2 ) 
(3) 
(4) 
Ni ::. . 
fi 11 xv7,: 
11 91 lip.. 
ft s ;iii, xvii.i3 xvii, xxi, x vi i i . 
(5) it " x:lvii_i, : :xx1T. c& Epistle of Privy Counsel, Ch. ix. 
(6) Epistle of Privy Counsel, Ch. vi. cI Cloud, xvii. 
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As Rolle teaches concerning th& third and highest degree 
of love, se the author of tho Cloud teaches with regard to the `t 
third stage, human effort :ere is of no avail. .:19 cannot pass to Ys 
the third and highest stage, that of attainment or union, but by 
the Grace and Gift of God. The positive aopects of contexnpl atiai 
depend upon God. "And. if thou aeá m.e by what means thou shalt come 1 
to this work, I beseech Almighty God of His great Grace and 
His great Courtesy to teach thee Himself. For truly I do well to 
let three know that I cannot tell thee. AnO,hat is no wonder. 
Because it is the work of only God; specially wrought in whatever 
soul He liketh, without any merit of the same soul . (1) . That is, 
even in the mystic way, there is no bridge from the soul to God. 
By purgation, meditation and prayer, through submission to the 
doctrines of the church, in the practice and acquisition of virtue, 
he may draw near, but attainment of union aní3 harmony are the 
gifts of God's grace. "And yet He giveth not thi- Grace, nor work - 
eth this work, in a soul that i e unable thereto." (2) 
Man has his part to play; it consists in a stern process of 
purgation of the will, the reason, the imagination. It involves 
what has been termed an act, or ratl-.er it is a process, involving . 
self -simplification,' and a concentration of the will upon the 
ighest things. Consummation of this work, which ends in a trans- 
formation of the personality, rests with God. But the vision 
being attained, even though it means entering into the Dark Cloud 
of Unknowing, involving the humiliating confession of our own 
ignorance and inability to comprehend the things of Almighty 
God, the soul is immeasurably enriched. " Whoso had this work, 
it should goverw them full seemly, as well in body as in soul: 
and make them full attractive with each man or woman that 
looketh upon them. Insomuch, that the worst- favoured man or woman 
that liveth in this life, if they might come by grace to work in 
thio work, their favour should suddenly and graciously be changed, 
so that each good man that saw them should be fain and joyful 
to have them in company, and full much they should think that they 
were pleased in spirit and helped, by grace unto God in their presenci 
'I 
Gla-A d. + ì f,,(" fig C04,4.141 , 4 v, f iíí 
3) aio, 
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The effects are experienced in the interior life, and are borne 
witness to In outward conduct. Asceticism, as we have noticed, 
plays s part, but again, like Rolle, our author s one-sided.  tA. r<o  c, 
Body ai well as soul is to benefit. It is the whole personality 
that is transformed by the rnystiû grace cf contor_:plati..on, and the 
resultant participation in a supernatural life. 
Walter Hilton, 
In the scale of Perfection, Hilton's most important work, 
we have a fully systematized treatment of the mystic way, Like 
the other English mystics, he is interested in expounding the 
principleshy which a perfect life may be attained. He is convinced, 
that given good -will on the part of individuals, it is possible to 
all who truly desire and seek it In his writings we have the 
core of the mystical doctrines expounded by Rolle and the author 
of the Cloud. Hilton is influenced by Gregory, Augustine, 
Bonaventura and the other Augustinian writers of the previous 
century, and also by Anselrz and Aquinas. 
The question that Hilton sets himself to answer in this 
systematic fashion is, " How is the human soul led to perfection, 
and by what means ?14 Or put otherwise, 'How may the human personality 
attain union with God ?' Like the other three English mystics, 
Hilton answers, that union is only attained when the whole soul 
is moved by love. There is more than one path to God. We may 
engage in the active life, and by fulfilling the commandments, 
performing works of mercy and other good works, such as the church 
en /toins upon us, so be saved. (1) But to choose the way of 
contemplation is to choose the better part. There is more merit 
in contemplation than there is in action.; its object is to 
enjoy the vision of Divine Truth. 
In the first few chapters of Book I of the Scales Hi lion 
deals with the characteristics of contemplation. It is essentially a 
knowledge and vision of God that is experienced by the soul which 
is wholly concentrated coon Him. 
F onz ect_. on. ,'771.a á a e orchard flmri?si l'o, 1 
(1) Scale of 
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But there are differences in degree of contemplation, and 
Hilton ;Torkt3 there out very carefu :_4; . Thu first i o intellectual 
in type. It "lieth in kno ins of God and ; hootly things gotten 
by reason, by teaching of man, and by atvdy in Hol$ Writ, without 
ghostly affection and inward savour felt the special gift of the. 
Holy; Ghoot ". (1) Yet: as he adds, this is but the shadow of true 
contemplations though as far as it goes,, it is good. 
The second is what may by ter..ed emotional contemplation. 
It: lieth principally in affection without light of understanding of 
Ghostly things: and this ie commonly of simple and unlettered men 
which give themselves wholly to devotion" (2) It too, ie good, 
but there is a betters the third and highest degree. In it both 
cognition and feeling are involved; the whole personality is 
engaged.(3) Tranquility both of body and of soul are necessary, 
together with cleanness of conscience, if it ie to be enjoyed. 
There must have been and here, we have a strong rerninescence of 
Rolle, much meditation upon the name of ;sous, so that the affect- 
ions have been clustered around it. In this degree there is 
perfect knowledge and loving of God; and the sovi id oenforiied to 
the likeness of JeEus and f. filled with a blur ntn love and jio -ÿ`. 
For brief periods this nay be experienced on earth, but only in its 
fullness in heaven. (4) There ie a true inwardness and spiritual 
depth in this third type of contemplation that is lacking in the 
tethers. The Understanding is illumined, and the whole body is 
filled with light and wisdom and heavenly joy. It is not attained 
by human effort, but of. God's will. " This part of contemplatiori 
God giveth where He will, to learned and to lewd, to men and to 
women, to those occupied in prelacy, and to solitary also But it 
la special and not common, and though a man which all his life 
is active have the gift of it by a epecial grace, nevertleless 
the fulness of it may no nan have unless ho be solitary, and in 
( 1)Scale Ch iv. 
(n)tt 
c ZT vii. 
(3) 
u " viii. 
( i 
`-F 
) t4 74 
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(5) 
vt " ii>. 
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These gifts, therefore, according to Hilton, though 
possible to all. are granted most to solitaries and conter^.plat- 
ives. The first two degrees, though not perfect contemplation, 
are helpful in enabling the soul to reach the third stage. 
Hilton is very careful to distinguish this third stage from any 
other forms of mental or spiritual autinity. He devotes chapterE 
to showing that it differs from pious fervour, which, excellent in 
itself, will hinder the work of true contemplation. (1) Nor is it 
a function of meditation or work of the imagination, (2) nor 
should it be confused with certain types of sensible phenomena 
which at times accompany it. (3) And, as we have seen, it is 
not a work of intellect alone. It involves supernatural Grace 
and union with Super- Nature. In that alone it finds its true 
characteristic. Here, perhaps, the influence of Aquinas is very 
marked, 
But as Rolle and the author of the Cloud teach, so also 
Hilton points out, if we are to achieve the Supernatural vision 
îßi' God, then we must be prepared in soul to receive it. The first 1 ; 
Stage is that of purgation. There are two sides to the experience. 
Man must co- operate with God if the consummation is to be possible á: 
at all. Again we have a strain of asceticism. He stresses the need 
for solitude; in order to secure the necessary tranquility of 
body and mind all worldly occupations and pre -occupations must be$ 
set aside. We must choose with nary the better part. A 'stable 
intention' that is to say, ' an whole will, and a desire only tix: 
please God' is needful; certain ascetic practices, exercised with 
discretion, will dispose the soul to the highest type od contem- 
plation.. (4) Thus will the heart be cleansed from sin, and a 
positive degree of virtue be acquired; the soul will be disposed 
into Jesus Christ, the goodness and grace of His Godhead will be 
made the more readily manifest, and the whole mind will be led on 
tie-the hi hest de ree of contem la,tion. 
1 scale, Bk I. Ch. lxxva Bk.IT, Ch. xxix. 
(2) 
(3) (4) 
( 5) 
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The acquisition of a positive degree of virtue is the most 
important of the works that prepare the way for cuntempL4 ion. In 
this Hilton is in agreement with Plotinus, 'for only the clean in 
heart will see God' (1) Hilton deals with this at great length. (2) 
The gist of his teaching is that not :erely must passions and 
unworthy desires be suppressed, but other worthier passions and desir 
es must take their place. The vices must be purged out and 
replaced by the opposing virtuee. These latter muet become part of is 
the very fabric of the Personality. The Bride rust be fittingly 
adorned when she meets the Bridegroom. If we are to attain that 
fullness of life we c.esire in union with God, then these are the 
essential conditions. 
Hilton is mainly cone: tined with this preparation for union. 
The various stages in the progressive purification and enrichment 
of the Personality are the rungs of the ladder by means of which 
we are to ascend to God. He sets himself, therefore, to teach us " 
flow best to accomplish the transformation of Personality that will 
result in our conformity to the Image of God. Since the deepest 
desire of the soul is to escape from itself, to be lifted out of 
itself, and raised above itself, we must study the means whereby this 
is accomplished. The desire itself is an indication of the possib - 
ility of its fulfilment, for it is true to our deepest moral 
and religious intuitions and aspir4g=teN It is the more true 
as we reflect, as Hilton teaches, on the truth that we were 
created in the Likeness of God. Through sin we have fallen, 
but the desire to win back the Divine Likeness and intimate 
communion that we have thus lost, still exercises us. 
Hilton's answer is that the way of salvation lies in a 
tendance of the soul to Christ. (3) . The most wicked will find 
salvation hore.We nust concentrate every desire and affection upon Itt 
Him and His Name. 
muet seek it until. 
(4) . The Image of our Lord has been lost, and we 
we it asin. Since the common root 
(1) 
( 2) 
Scale, 
tl 
}3k. 
It 
T, Ch. 
it t! 
_Ecesees 
xv. Bk. U. Ohs. xxxvi- xxxix. 
Y - :dill.  .
( z) tl tt M tt xliv. 
(4) " " xliv -li. 
of all sir iS an inordinate love of self, all our energies 
must be bent oi, destroying lt. Until t t be destroyed we shall never 
esc .po from ourselves, or be lifted. above ourselves. 
We begin the work of reforming i:he soul into its Divine 
Likeness every time we seek after Christ. (1) During this process 
we shall of receseity endure much pain and sorrow. Bet if wo do so 
to shall pass through the Dark Nigh-: of the Soul into ti e 
Brightness of Divide Light. The i.nrar conflict can only be 
resolved by the utter destruction of the Root of Pride and self- 
love. But it just here, au Hilton teaches, when we have reached the 
requisite frame of Mind, that God comes to our aid. Again we are 
taught, the work of reformation of the smu1 cannot be accompli shed 
of ourselves. Our part has been played, now Divine Action replaces 
our effort: the Grace of Cod begins to !work in our soulil. The 
recognition of our inability will beget in us the requisite 
humility that will most enable God to perform His Divine Will 
upon us. 
There are two stages in this process whereby self-107o is d6s4 
troyed, and the Image of God renewed within us. These Hilton 
names 'Reform in Faith' and Reform in Feeling'. The latter stage 
is higher than the first. (2) Reform in faith is-the method that 
may be used by beginners. It is not the perfect :method. It 
consists in the destruoti on of self -love b:,- the growth of charity 
and by engaging in such practices as are enjoined by the Christian 
church. (3). 
But the higher method is that which cons oto in destroying the 
roots of sin by replacing them with the Image of Christ Himself. By 
pursuing this method we shall. as Hilton teaches, attain the highest s 
summits of the Supernatural life, though full cons ur.nation to 
only final in heaven. In the first stage, reformation in Faith, the 
struggle is active r.rìc external. From this point of view we may say, 
that the more meritorious an action is, the less is it an action 
of a human rill, though from the side of the ind.iv?.th..al, the actions 
of a rcre nearly perfect spul are more intensely- willed than the 
(1) Scale, Bk. I. Ohs. lii., liii, liv. 
(2) s+ tt II n V* (3) 11 n n n vi -xii. 
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somewhat ee fiaa and connetrated acts of one that is imperfect. 
:Reformation in faith is seen to be the a.t tampts of a soul aided 
by grace to conforia to what it believeo, bet does not see. Refor- 
- niation in feeling is far deeper. it is accempiished when the 
soul i ; totally possessed by God who than worke in and upon it, not 
only through and by it. We are prepared for thle higher stage 
''ihen pride is replaced by humility, and -self love, by the love of 
God. As self sinks more and more into the background, so Christ 
more and more takes possession of the eeul until He is at last its 
Mw3ter and Lord. (1) 
Our desires after Grad and the things of God are in this way 
etiinulatec, and enhanced, until all elee iu lost sight of and sirs 
into oblivion. There does the o eul pa us through its Dark right, , 
and reaches the dawn of a more gioriou, day. (2) The renunciation 
of all that pertains not to God becomes more and more complete, and 
to that extent the goal draws ever nearer. Suffering and derelict 
-ion, as3 we see, are invoivea, for everything else that is dear to us 
must be abandoned, the erlrtying cf the self must be complete, but here 
Divine Aid is the no e present as we are made to realiee our own 
,eaknebs and helpless -ness, and gradually the final :gunge of the 
ladder are climbed, and the goal is reached. (3) 
The whole spirit ie then filled with love for God; our mental 
faculties are expanded; the soul is filled. with a fire Of love, 
sometimes° accompa1 ied,aL in the case of Role ¡ -rid Jul.ia.n, by oensible 
phenomena, ark, the last remnants of Sin are d.estroycd. The gifts 
of the spirit to the soul that has thae attained are 'Wisdom and 
Underatanding, ana the Lift of Wwzitemplation of the :supernatural 
Truth, Beauty and (zoodnees. The whole personality is full of 
light, (4) and in this ineffable unioa, is clothed with all heavenly 
v1_rtucs. 
Suoh ic the ladder we mue i e:i.i.S..á if the soul is to ee reformed 
into the likenee5 of its Maker. 
( 1) fecale, 11. x.xx'v. . and xxxv 1 < 
( 2 ) " 110 xx iv . 
" 11. xxxl l - Ilv l . 
!41 11 . xl . 
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Julian of eorcich. 
Ju:lian's nystioisu can be s mme( up :In a phraeo, it ._e, 
'The love of God', and her highest hapoincee io to be found in 
devotion to Jesue Chriet, His io Her ke even. Tie two thoughts 
run throughout her entire '':Pork and express 7.er :.nnermeet experience. 
She wrote down: the record of her revelations, not only because 
of ber experience of union with God, but because they al sù ievolved 
certain ceeniunieati arch on spiritual matters. this emereunication 
took three forms; She saw visione, heard wcr'de spoken, and in the 
third place, there was a 'formless enlightenment'. this took 
place on a single day, but she meditated o.eeply on theze ratters for 
over twenty years. The result is a very beattiful little book. 
"And fro the time that it was showed, I Gees ed often times 
to wit in what was our LE4rd's meaning; and fifteen year alter and 
more î was answered in ghostly understanding, saying thus; '::hat? 
wouldst thou wit thy Lord's meaning in this thing ? ;alit it well; 
love was his meaning. 'Jèilo shewcth it thee ? love. :nerefore 
sheweth he it the For love. Hole thee therein, thou shalt 
wit more iu the sauce. But thou shalt never wit therein other 
wi t11oLá.t end." " Thus was I learned that love i: our Lord's 
meaning. And I saw full surely in this and in n,ll, that our God 
made us, he loved us; which love was never blacked, ne never shall. 
And in this love lie hath done all his works s and in th :iu love 
he hath made all thing prof i' able to ue; and in this love our life 
is everlasting; in our making we had beginning: but the love /herein 
he made us was in him fro without beginning. Ir? which love we 
(1) 
have our beginning. And all this shall we see in God without end. 
Julian finds God everywhere. (2) ¿ehe possesses the 
Neoplatonic sense of the all pervading presence of God, and because 
she finde God everywhere, she finds good everywhere. In Julian 
the spirit of medieval christia,ni t;y :i e..CC:i'vGti ftxil expression. NurtL' E 
by, and deeply loving her church, caught in the uatholio doctrines 
of í"oo. Incarnate and crucified for love of sinful creatures, oho 
feels the pulse of Divine ;Leve beating in nature and manifesting 
itself through the varied experiences and relationships of life. 
(J 6..a ;0w, 4 fl w%-.i L.,.- , c4_ L ,(x E - k a fr.. f-e"" L ° " - - 
t 
e LQ . L e tr%.` -d 
) 
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She has therefore a deep concetti.or of nature as well as of 
her own special rel tionship 
v 
the sriritura ,orba.. Her love 
it.t1' Geddxaó ÙUd' Lo. ì, :.07 Tyrell piîni e c u. in hie .7t.Lro'ittotion to 
the Revelations 
; 
may well have been awaserted by those doctrines of 
the church. But thus awakened it sought more. She could not 
rest in mere knowledge about such things, she desired to experience 
uni ín with God Himself, to attain to Him, to be nog sessed 
entirely by Him. This desire, she teaches, was reinforced by 
representations and visions and symbols of that deeper trans- 
:subjective reality she ardently sought , and she could not be at 
ease, or find ha, nines; in less. For this is the cause which 
we be not all in ease of heart and Soule: for we seek here rest in 
this thing that is so little, Where no rest is in: and we know not 
our God that is all mightie, all wise and all good, for He is verse 
rest. God will be known, and Him liketh that we rest us in Him. 
For all that is beneath Him cuf i"i_ceth not us. And this is 
the cause ehy no Soule ifs in rest till it is naughted of all things 
that are made: when she is wilfullfe naughted for love to have Him 
th-ìt is all, then she is able to receive ghostlie rest." (1) 
This was result of her fivst group of visions in which Julian 
saw ti.e esf ferings of our Lord on the cross, and occasionally heard 
words. Her realisation of these sufferings is vividly set 
down in her book. She thus cause to realise the depth of God's 
love and as we hsve noticed, it called forth a deep response in 
her own hearts 
The one thing needful is that we should first come to a 
knowledge of our e i n-_' nl condition, rd how much we require to 
huge restored in us that Divine Image in which we were created,(2) 
and then to set all eur desires upon God. Realising this we must 
seek him urgently for "the continua) seeking of the soul pleaseth 
God much; for it may do no more than to seek,suffer and trust. " (3) 
(1) Reve1.e>tions of Divine Love. Chaps. 5 end 26. 
2) ; " u Chad). 10, page 
k 
3 
i 
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Ass when we fins Him, the sou:. is filled with joy. By t'ieee three 
meals, Julian teaches, all souls coixi to heaven that shall oe saved. 
Julian has much to sa.r about sin, and more generally about the 
problem of evil, although she does not solve it for us. Her 
ultimate belief is in the goodness or God and all that is. How 
them are we to account for sin. !? Methought, if sin had not been, 
we should ail have been clean ... .., and like to our Lord as he 
had made us. Assd thus in my folly ... ... often i wondered why, 
by the great foreseeing wisdom of God, the beginning of sin was not 
letted, for then metho ght , all should ha ve been well. (10 
She then examines the metaphysical aspect of sin. It is 
nothing real or positive, "But I saw not sin; for I believe it 
had no manner of substance, nor no part of being, nor could it 
be known but by the pain that it is the cause of. But she was 
assured by Jesus, lit is true, that :yin is cause of all this pain; 
but all shall be well, and all manner of things shall be well. (2) 
in is the greatest harm that ever befell mankind, but here the 
grace and goodness of God are seen to the best effect, in that, the 
occasion of Adam's sin is taken by God in order to bring about a 
greater good. (3) This 3s accomplished, in the incarnation and 
passion of Jesus Christ, And thus Christ is our way, us surely 
leading in Hie :Laws, and Christ in his body mightily beareth us 
up into heaven." (4) 
The Neoplatonic strain comes out in the etran .e doctrine 
that there is a supreme point in the soul that never sins, there is 
a goodly will that never gave its assent, and through this goodly 
will we shall be at last united to God, though the redemption of man 
by Christ is needed. sAll this is in line with her teaching that 
the human soul has a natural affinity to God. 
;one'. _72T Rev .01 Chap. 17. ¡' t C ti: . 
-0{ OE 
^ 
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She also teaches a triple origin to faith. 'Our faita comath 
of t .e natural love of the soul, and of the clear :light of reason 
ana of the steadfast mind which we have of Gcd in o4r first making." 
i'alt:2 is thus an activity of 'ine eLole pe:i.-eonality, and when it 
is rendered perfect the indwelling preeeì:ce cf God is not c cnfined 
to tiffe eoul alone, bet ales to the wo.ily senses as well. 
Ver Julian, as for Rolle and the others, the mystic way involves 
purgation, a eleansinl; from sin, a ce:rtui: üirectiru of the desires 
upon God, wherein we are aseisted by the inward working of God's 
owns spirit, and it ende in the transfermation of the personality into 
the likeness of the Divine Trinity. Hior all is good but sin, and 
naught to evil but sin, end when we give our intent to love and 
meekness , out the works of mercy and grace, we be made all fair and 
clean. ili 
God's :love for his creatures is behind all His efforts on their 
behalf. All that is required ie our response. Prayer allied 
with a sublime trust in the goodneee of God will bring us near to 
him, making it possible for that gn ,ce and mercy to work in us. Then 
°'suddenly is the soul oned to God whe;i she is truly peaced in herself; 
. o . , ... . when we find in ourselves no contrariousness in letting." 
Throughout the whole proqess Julian discerns the love of God, 
a love that seeks us out, in many and ,wonderful ways beckons to us, 
awakens in us k; the workings of His spirit, the desire to respond, 
and as we discipline our desires, purges and renews us until in 
complete harmony of our lives with the will and purposes of God, 
peace and a lasting hanpineos is attained. There may be 
ecstatic moments when the soul is pervaded and elevated by His felt 
presence, when it is united to God and possessed by Him, but the 
mystics, and Julian among them, are cogniscent of the fact that such 
moments in this life are rare, that the experience is of brief 
duration, _. moreover i c enjuyed only by t he few who attain to the 
highest degree of contemplation. Th e, therefor e, can hardly be 
1 ,j i1.-;'v eläi.:ivì1e , Chape. 4:; cG 4':) . 
1' 
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tho at whlch they aim, Tho true aeT.n ict 1.1-wt 
concord. of the yrholc persona1it7 with Croc.92 1101:7 dfl, -rr. IrJe outcome 
of the irystir. union In its -leecr sere iz hartony of th oui, its 
enrichment in overy df.vfic itue. and the complc:tn of 
a711 lts desires. `J'hfl effectr.1 of this union are 1A,-1.0e:1'eed. So we 
find wiz.' B4711.11 myìc st:ek.:1,1g, 11710ny not only with God 
and wit7ain t1-.emse1ve21 but with thei.-? =Nith nature 
and the varfvld elreats of life. 
,"ect.ion 1V. 
The pïailosorhic Character of English ;,'.1V th Century '!Tyst:i.cism. 
Generai. 
Development of a Teleological point of view. 
The mystics experience .»i v.i..ueü e 
. :tntui tion and contegplation. 
E. The nature and fuz_e ti «n of reason. 
F. The na tur e of ;he will. 
C. immortality. 
H. General conclusion. 
lYE:iÁi 1 %..J. 
ii1G.y 21ow swill-Lai-lee iri 6ent?ï.`i1..% i:.crY:..4 these wapvc ̀4s :1.`t. the 
mystics teaching that are Co;ïpilt?ái i:^. all al tilwiA, d,Tld then proceed 
to the further question of its :;igi:i.tiaaauce p_lilospp:ly. In 
general, our mystics are agreed as to the t3kiri tue.i rat c of 
reality. The lVeClß,icttoxzin7' Ì,s9 following ott the wain lines of 
Plato's thought postulated the systematic structure oi reality aria 
maintained that it i5 spiritual both in nature a.r:d in origin. This 
thought: is we have seen, wau developed a.zzc. à.eepeneci by the 
Atgustirz;ians 9 reaching its culmination in thc: teaching of Bonaventura . 
and through them it coloured the ou4:took of our own group us mystics. 
Roll has been called the English Bonaventura. Juliah too is 
p 
impressed by the all pervading presence ox God. Everything that 
is made symbolises his love. They do not erccurs3e confuse God 
with nature, but seek for Atm rehind, and beneath the s ymbolisw of 
the senses, for the:y are imprei d with tie transcendence of God. 
Their mysticism is therefore objective in outlook. They 
conceive of their quest in the manner of _ onaventura, as a journey 
of the soul from things around us, t o that which. is above us. ï'hey 
are moved by a passion for Absolute Truth; they are convinced of 
its existence, transcending our powers of unassisted reason. Yet 
they are also co vinced that it can be known, and that they are able 
under certain Conditions, to attain union with it. As Alas 
TJnd(;rhi1:I. joints out mysticism., 'is the expression of the innate 
tendency of the human spirit towards complete harmony witn the 
transcendent order: whatever be the theological formula under which 
that order be understood.' Like Plato, the mystics o.-n only fin {:: 3 
final rest arid. satisfaction in what is eternal and immutable. Once 
attained, however, as with Julian and the others, the world around 
becomes a mirror which reflects the Beauty, '!'isdonï and :Love of God. 
Their powers of perception are deepened, and they live in the 
consciousness or the all pervading presence of the Divine. 
l:itß, 'they live, ailú ::hove, and have their tieing.' 
In 
88 . 
On the side of their our personality the English mystics 
have been brought to realise, again, we believe, under the 
teaching of medieval conditions, riifc the goods of the soul rank. 
highest. .;r the Plss,tonists and Liie great CYr zstia:« fathers 
taught that human conrtuct ic a system of pt:ros7.ve behaviour 
directed to tne a.ttai:zLYlc::c.t, of ends. Here the element value 
is involved, for rar; so taught the Creek :L e.h, ra, and also 
the í.'hur+;ks. Theologians, seeks ar.dEtcrr:a,1. Good. Man is thus the 
bearer cf a mr:zra1. vocation, .tihicn., as cur mystics have shourn, in its 
highest reaches involves a.nd outlook of the genuinely 
religious spirit. 
Fror t_'e point of view of Platonism, indeed, 'í`.hn good is to be 
attained by unassisted huma.; natzxr?. Bvt tile treat Christian 
philosophers, and in pH.r_ t.i.úi7l¿A.r tlLLr own ;X`o;:dp .'):L mystics, have shown 
ti:.2,.t 'illumination' is required, t'ri.p,t man can only .accomplish so 
much, but that Virtue, or Goodness must, á.n its richest, deepest 
aspects, be 'infused' through the workirig of God's Holy Spirit. The 
doctrine of the Incarnation has as 
we find it in the Christian schr.:ne of thought. 
In the las tpl.ace, and witl^, tr..e mere mention of thi.., point we 
.. v the ' i , n ' - , .r. .., sh2la. pass to the consideration of L1, z:.1c,soi.... ..-;.a.; ,_.s of 
English. XIV th Century mysticism, our mystics, like the '?latonists 
too, if we take into consideration nF3pt:Gi.<"tll.g Plato' â t"r'aoh.Lil ; in 
the gyrsl3osiuxn and the P31:,e.'drus, and the Phaecio, make much of love 
to God as the motive poTver by which they are driven to Him. .L:ut 
love is enhanced desire, as vie have swan. :_t is a s;entiment that 
involves :reason and will as well as feeling, anc; every desire is 
therefore fundamentally rational, fur it implies a judgment of 
value What is desired, in any lE:ve3. o: /'.f.A .;.re, _s for the agent 
a'good'in the possession of w3;.ic1; he be7.ieve, he F:ttain a 
measure of satisfaction. `,ye are thus lanft tip the consideration 
the Ontological status of rí úuaJ. valued, and the part ít they 
play in the moulding and perfecting of our personality. Mysticism, 
generally, has a deep ocmtribution to make to this aspect of 
philosophic thought, and as we have already pointed out, what other 
mystics have done for the thought of their respective countries 
89. 
E?1;iiH h mT,'s t;t í;i sm /299 done for 101f0 ano. - .i?U'' they claim to have 
atta,int.d that union with spiiir:n_+. :.r,-al+t,f *Lich i.,:e thereupon 
revealed itself in v t,.ansformation of their !ives more. '.:.T? Con.. 
-t',t.mpla,t:ionfwá.t:h vhit.n we snail also deal, they .:.ay claim to super- 
-natural Knowlecge:.fiíe snail require, therefore, to deil with that form 
of intuJ.tiGnal. '.'s:tinixi-g trTa,t the mystics name contemplation. Other 
aspeota and points bearing on their doctrineo will be dealt with as 
they arise. 
The question we have ßet ourselves to anf3"'{91' from the philosophic 
point of view is, 'wh-.`,'t aro tr.F' CO2'+.(F : t 3 n1"1e that make s 1Ic h experience ..._.....r 
as that of the wstiu, nose:i.ble? i 
require a large camfao., in order to 
with the vertone problem raised. 
?co answer this question we re shall 
deal in a oompreheneive manner 
There is, ofcourse, the 
eI?1.]jer)tJ.vi_et anowE:á g!-:3T?.!?r'c'.Lly O.Ve:ri by the p.`.fchC`lbgifdl:H, that the 
are subject merely to t i i t ril¿r,.,'. os rc, ,..o th+:. jart?ect_o2t:3 of their own com:ci oüs fi 
-n49st3. Modern c1.t?vYlopm;;nts in the psychology r}Z r;'licZon attempt 
to explain all religious belief e5Y1(;. experience on w purely subjectivist 
basis. This does violence to tue subject natter of such experiences 
More;over, such e . position leaves the subject-matter of moral 
philosophy and aesthetics or the sacie plane. Those who attempt to 
e;:p.l:ä,i 11 our GC1:7 sC7.e?13ncw9 Of C`sCi:, or sin, or of moral and aesthetic 
? C:`'e.l;3 as being f;iCre.ly_;royf:ctJoTlsR or ~C(?T.^.ij1!::{'es f;zY'E' .I.ike an intending 
trave:iler abort to eet out on a long journey, who a,ttempt,:s to pack a 
tremendous amount of ."E C!.g e in a very e yY l l attaché case. 
But consciousness ray be aú least tGntatively defined as a unique 
kind of syrOhesi.e of tho ?ife-forces of the osE°eniam,and the nature of 
its environment. That is, in all consciousness, there is a subject- 
-ive and. an objective rfereYace. iY,j -, may be applied to religious 
exnerienr.e as 'veil. Tn ether worde, oe a ;ainet all, not merely 
psYcholo. ists, who maintain the .ubjectivist point of view4 tJe shall 
contend that the grounde of religious belief so far from being 
eu jective in character, are not so, but objective; and further, that 
the objective condit.ione, in ever:= cane are the conditions, that make 
the experience roseibletnot merely where the content of that belief is 
90. 
concerncd est also of the human cspaoity to know it Item our 
studiee in wyoticism generally, end in os.r English mystics in particule; 
this position would seem to be warranted, 
Cur more ge=ea seetto n therefer : Sat Eature aa use 
the terns I thC:: w1riet 15 OP 4 bl 14 Et PrIq r? 3 4; 0 include iioerensture. ...Le. eeeeee ,
is bound ur with theonnSitions that mske kneerlelLe of Ileamoible, 
auck in particular that Universal isiritusl Valuee deerminirw 
leert in the oT:nerinpeof tse T?siverse, Ye are thus 0 the aide of 
the Platonietsv and the Sur7uctintans eepac:!elly, anct in general 
agreement with the views expressed in Bonaventura'e Itinersrium 
mantis in Dem., which was influential in elnuldiee: tSse outlook of 
Rolle ane the other X1V th century nyeties. 40 do not forget our 
debt to the Aristotelian Aquinas, but wt sit) accept from At2 teaching 
on the nature and function of reasonf esid its relation to revelation, 
will not be foued to conflict with, but rsther supplement what we have 
to say la supooTet of this position. 
A further preliminary consideretion is nccecelary, and that is with 
regard to the term 'experiencef. -ethat eught we to imp], by'experiehi 
The 7-111iglish mystics, no more than their more philosophic pre- 
-docessors Platonist and. Christian, eold find any evi.i.ence of God's 
existence, or attain to knowledge of, ana union with, Him, in and 
throughlieensc experience4alone. it is only after the siiiritual 
capacities have been illumined that they were able through the senses, 
to discern in nature, the footprint of the Uncreated ';Jisdom. Within 
the term 'experience' eee must therefore include, and it is legitimate - 
to do so, 
well. 
by way of 
man's moral 
Obviously, 
the senses. 
ana spiritual csacities and experiences as 
more enters into the human spirit than what come 
There are ideals of character am conduct, 
aspirations and intuitions, that seem to have but little relationship 
with the phenomena preeented to the senses, the moro 50 since these 
ideels are -7esreJ cheractor, and. Hs'e net e:seoified in detail. Mere- 
-.over, we ase 8wec. from subjectivism once ogain, by the reflection 
that'exserienoe, away s implies two thine, or rather that it possessee 
two aspects. There is on the mental side 'experiencing', on the 
subjective side,Ithat'which is experienced . Put oLherwise, there iE 
91. 
/awarenos0 nr too rontal oldo, and ;he obje,tive aEmoot is tttt 
two 
of which ,To mre ro;,00n. ile,lure to dioctigntsh these/no:pact-) 
oolthin the corct lexpo3'ience9 has often issued in s oubjeotive 
interprotation of noral an religioos experience, and oven in 
such thorough-goinj scepticion zAc that of Hume. AS Hant has 
tauo,ht in his oNeotivo doOuctior of the categories, all consciouoreas 
lu corsciouoreoo of objects, and all awrenoso ic awareness of 
oleanino'. orly so is exporionce possible at all. Thic leads 
U6 to oor rain position which we ho.ve row to justify, that tWoturol 
in tho wider senso of tho ter!1 aloeady indicated, at io, au 
loc3u0i-g ILAupernaturet, is bow(' up with the conditiono thut 
"norledge of it possible, and from the nore special point of view 
of the myotfoo enablns 112 further, to cone into the clooest 
possible relationship with i. Ye are led by pursuing thin line 
of thought to a position thot is inpliod ir tho reality of the 
the 
experience of all christian nystics, including that ofAIVt!) 
century mystics of .England, a position that iosueo tA.eolooical 
view of the universo, Again we re-loci ourselves of the infuenco 
the r'octrires of the Ircornation, and salvation by Divine Grace 
had unon our oystion. The Neoplotonists conception of teleooLor 
was not sUgfiaiontiq deep, just because thoy sought to attain union 
by their own unaided efforts. As we shall see, in the ceo,6 of the 
lOnglioh riyotico revelation io roouirod reaEon iN ausicteCI 
throughout to the knowledge of God, an the personAlity is possesse6 
by an ineffable Relity that,under certain corditiono, which we 
have already notod, socks it out. 
Devolopmentof a Tcleoloical Doint of view.. 
The problan that now suggests itself is that of method l of 
interpretation of the data at our disposal, in porticilar the 
ezperionco of the nystics. In passing, we ray note that the 
problen of method has been in the fore-front of philosophic theory 
since the tire of Bocon o,nd Desoarteu. Our method ia the attempt 
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to exolair the tloworl in terms of the t7o13Theot, the nortioular 
ir termo of the universal. In So doing wo are ir lino with 
what is best in the platonic pl;ilosophy. In choosing this 
method ph.5.1osophy muot difter from. ocience. Perhapo for that 
reason poyohologys claiming aa it doco to be a special acionco, 
fails to 60 justice to the nystic experience. Foo the BUCCOB 
ofscience depends on it ability to abotract- from the wholo of 
reality thot part it is desirouo of otgdying. In oo doing it is 
acting legitimately, but wit phil000phy it is quite otherwise. 
The problema of phil000phy are non-isolable. in giming an 
answer to any one of ito problem, it must, tentatively at least, 
formulate such an anower as win be relovant to the whole. In 
oo doing it muot take reality as R whole for it; province, oince 
. 
it seeks not onlo to dis6over tbo nature of God, or tho corditiono 
of a particular aspect of human experience, but a:to tho ground 
on w7olch we can maintain that our scientificw morals aesthetic, 
and religiouc judgement are valid. 
TI)io is an exceedinnv important point, ard it hao a central br 
bearing on our problerl, Innt qo we have pointed outs every desire 
implies a judgement.of value. The Lnglish ;-;IVtli century myotios 
stake much or the ordering of the deoires upon God. The deoper 
question for phil000phy involves a conoideration of the grounds 
or which we nay eotablish the validity of valuos. It is t]7erefore 
incumbent upon us to show how these judgements are valid of reality, 
to make clear the philosophic Lirlicationo of English Z.Nth century 
mysticism, and attain the end oet down in the introduction to thi.c, 
thosis. That is, we shall attempt to mto good our claim thgt the 
values whichhave called for a reconstruction of lifo were brought 
into the fore-front of human thought under the otinulAts and 
dicipline of medieval conditions. Such inveotigation ohould 
afford us insitht into the nature of reality, which we, perhaps 
to a lesoer gogree than the myotico, directly experience. We may 
now cf:.,oe to closer grips with our attempt to develop a teleological 
point of view in order to account for the axperienceo of the myotico. 
01 1'1.U1"')n conduct J-'' ?'st%rp!J:i.il..ve ir character. We do, ac, `,=1 
matter of foot, oe?t ideal ends before ourselves, apart fror r.3,ttor"'i 
of routine, F?nd . direct our activities to tïle attainment of such 
end," Ne' other category adequately at;Couni,s for the piïctl2iï.lr 
cha7'actGrlctics of human nat3ire, ßxcept that of purpose. 
Certainly it io characteristic of the ingli.sh r?yot ios tc. a very 
1.1.:i.gh deF;r'e,e; All kinds of d? c1.-r.aiinE,.3 and f,p iri tla`b1 exercises are 
v.ndertake,:n in order to reinforce their 1.zrpos=:, fr-:ï to;rfuiE the 
attainnyrt of- th,ar end. But even on a wider scale the category 
of purpose can be applied to the ftivactiono of the church and t'le 
state, e?Ciucfat i Ora1_ and economic; institutions us well ",t?, to the 
1. ä.vezi of individuals. 
Ir s";.î°i:Ì,3.a:[° manner the GatE)i?,ory of purwiodiE_? roust be given a 
universal reference R:: tell, though not quite in the samt; tie3îFie, 
in. which *:t iu applied to human conduct. But the reference in this 
wide sen:3e is l_i.t',h regard to the 'meaning' of the ccisni.c process 
as interpreted ..n the light of our specific hu.,o.rî 'r':no;9 1 c,ù,f,.> and 
ex'?aeriE.rce That, of course, roans re lnL?.3t fLtLc3rlpi; to i nte9r;7ret 
the nature of the Whole in vhE'A ,,}ít of our (';:>pertc?noe of the part. 
But this `s1oeE1 not involve us in any insuperable difficulty, for 
all scientific investigation has pr'oceectieci. in xike. manner, and UB 
re uh<:Lrl t3ee, it is the very n<l,ture, and fi,ction of reason itself to 
proceed ir. t1:li.. way. 
`..'.?lo central idea then, in u . teleological explanation muck is 
t.1.,at af'pl.rrpo,Fa', but it â.k, plain from the fore-ooi.ng trr,,t we cannot 
apply that ooncerti!n in a popular oense as involving a c1.1.ot_i_ncti.on 
between 'ream' ti.Ltd. 'end'. For in considering the re:!ation of a 
whole to its component parts, this diet:.i.nct:?.or? vaninhe8, anC4. its 
T'lace3 1s taken by a conception of the wor'ld. in which t1`?e 'whole' 
appears as the nece.esa.r,r unity of Ito colll,onents, and the components 
as the necessary differentia of the thole. Thus envïcc,gecl, our 
true principle of e;xtalealZad on i;:3, that the True is the 'whole'. 
We nay take as an analogy price of .usi..c. auch as the overture 
to first act of TAnrnl.tausor. The parte aro organic to the 
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whole, and cannot ho understood out of teir contet. An experienced 
oar may detect the two varying themes of the Venusherg music', and 
the ()ng of tho Holy Pilgrims, but still, those are in harmony 
witi . the entire overturn, and trith each other. The universe 
likewisq, we may maintain, is rational through and through, and hence 
scientific etudy of it In possible. By Ipurnose° therefore, wo 
mean the significance of the universe as experienced by stkoh as the 
mystics, affirmed in their judgements about it, and narked in the 
conformity of their lives t1:3 the revelation of its deeper 
significance. 
We have neVto take into consideration a further mystical 
Postulate, and that concerns the human personality. The mystics 
claim, and ir our examination of their works we have seen how it 
worked out in their lives that this 1.eality even in its deepest 
and richest sPiritual aspects can be known by the human mind, and 
that the human mind can attain union and harmony with it. now, 
from our genera] standpoint, the claim rust, be made that Personality 
is one of the hcessary differentia of thw khole which we have 
postulated. 1f heality i 'One', than Personality is rooted and 
grounded in the structure in of the universe. Hodern developments 
in biology can be Nt juNt: cited in support of this position, and 
the generally accepted theory of evolution but affirms the 
statement. To that extent our study of the mystics experience 
wil' be the more deeply justified if an account can be given, 
stisfactory to philosophy, yet one that does not conflict with the 
teaching, of science. 
Wqflay therefore insist that all the rich and varied data of 
personal experience, in so far as it is systematic and coherent in 
expression, enables us the more adequately to deterrine the 
character of the Universe in which the individual is placed. 
This position is reinforced by the fact that only throu01 the 
activities of human reason is science possible at L11. Mit, in our 
study, we are not to be confined to one aspect of human activity, 
namely that of scientific investigation. We are tal,ing into 
account evidenced deeply by th ,xperience of all mystics, the 
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moral and r'eli.;?'2.e)11`: vo{'.:lt3.on of all mankind, `:;nd ae we 1).avt3 seen 
this in its },,.ïz ':' reaches involves the experience and outlook of 
t,.,e genuinely rAl2l ou> :30? r.°it. Á . condemn these 1.:Ytter.° aspects 
of the human nvç i t as illusolv and unreal a l o implying 
that the historical evllli of of such institutions f the church C1
:r.°.. li ke3'."i tie the result of illusions, and to maintain, as >SOf1f9 
7.4tt..rali:3ti cra,:tly rl:inc?ec'. thinkers would appear to do that having 
served their purpose such institutions will be sot aside, is 
indicative of a21 unwarranted and perverse way of examining the - 
facts. aCts For ethical and religious principles are bound up with, 
fz.rï:. embodied, in, these institutions. ' 2.>i.ich a view a:'s t11 , 'at
briefly indìc.ate;c, is on a level with the equally untenable view 
of the nature of human reason as being able to M;ttpp1y unassisted 
in any way, from its own resources, r:l á the necessary conc?i tïors 
for the deepening of the life of .the soul, and. more generally 
for the, betterment of human life as ?;ell a:: the understanding of 
the nature of things. 
In opposition. to all such teaching 1wish tO rF4'i nt;,:tn in the 
fil''s{:, place, th,l t the moral and spiritual values implied primarily 
ir, the experience of the mystics we have considered, and flore 
generally in the ethical and religious nature of man, can be 
Esta'r?1i::7he,d, on the same footing ac the logical criteria admittedly 
considered valid, and holding universally, by e3cientiL'ìd thinkers, 
ar.d also the upholders of a Secularist view of the tiniveP;3e 
generally. The discussion is bound to take this wider reference, 
for continuity is mnuch i.r.dicated in he3ality, an is its 
rltzlti dudir3otas variety. Only so can we rnai ntFìin. the rationality 
of the Real, 
Secondly, i shall seek to car:vgL?e that these values which 
represent the highest type of e"ie3terrdc known to us, and which lie 
deepc, t in human ri.. ture, will aff'ord t,-re real clue to the 
teleology implicit in the cosmic process, and as such, t,'ill be 
í:'ound to offer agerltiane basis, open as the ny.7ticr .have: 
demonstrated, to empirical verification, for christian theism. 
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take us too fr afield, but we nay briefly indicate the importance 
of this qoioi 2or c lijlosophic interpretation of the universe 
on "Jeoliet linos. 
Licientilic judgements claim absolute validity, that is, they 
are valid of reality. ,:ince .70 claim prity of treatment for our 
ethica7, and aesnic 3udgementg, and I include the higher 
P 
rellous and spirAtual exneriences, then theory of .vnowledve 
becomes of parameunt importance for philosorhy. rie question 
that is raised is briefly this. ("an we fornul-te a theory of 
knowledge that still offer an adequate interpretation of the data 
at our disposal, which will also harmokise that aspect of our 
practical adaptation to the ITorld, as deterilined by our sense-datn 
with the r3s*,I1ts reached by scientific investigation, and still 
perpit of t'le formulation of juderItints that LIM uni1Teraiiy valid 
of reality? 
We may argue, in t:le ligit of present day scientific doctrine, 
Nature hap given us existence, and in the courr;e of o long 
period of oxperimenttion and preparJtJon, bas endowed us with 
SOTS° orans -nd instinctive dispositions, and oaracAties,which 
enable us to adapt ourselvos to our environment. in the course of 
so doing, the capacity for conte/Iplation and scientific investigation 
has also deveTororl. 7271Thil n'7hr reaches the hect stage where 
-r v7 4 
ho is enabled to 6.i.Bcorn Beauty and Goodness, and ir the 
light of these absolute Valuos he may even set aside pressing 
practical needs and aspecto of hita existence, and reorganìe his 
life on a different level. This is precisely what the rystics 
have done. It is the rebult Of their deeper insight into 
spiritual reality. 
By meanc of the fundamental categories, bound up with his 
awareness of space and tine which he directly apprehends in terns 
of sonse.experience, man is enabled to transcend the 'immediate' 
and view it in the light of the universal rum/11bn such categories 
embody. On this view, we are ale to regard Reality s integrally 
bound upnwith the conditions that make knowledge of it possible, 
in bringing about the inowing mind. TreAing the date realistically, 
C. 
4a0.4- 
we reached an idelist view of Reality 
/ - 
b7 interpreting the strictly 
naturalistic and practical orgin of our 1)O(2o and capacities, 
in the light os. the conditions that gave them existence. 
The universal featdros of Reality embodied in our approhension 
of time, bpace and the categories, enable us to transcend our 
subjective and planetary limitations, and in so doing, to 
formulate ucientific and logical judgements which are abaolutely 
valid. 
::he main position inadequately and sketchily stated above, 
is capaIle of full demonstration and argunont ( ) and it enbodi 0 
the inportant point foP Our inrIediate purpose, that our judgements 
of value are similarly grounded. We shall work this out in 
somewhat Ereater detail. 
We are likewise endowed by Nature with instinctive and 
°notional (-mantles of mind, which give ri:;e to those idealistic 
tendencies that are so deeply rooted in human nature. This 
may be zirofoundly illustrated ir any survey of the developlcient of 
civilization from savagery and dark superstition down to the 
comparatively high degree of enlightenment obtaining in our own 
modern tines. 3iren the average humanity df man no oemplified 
in his bread-wirning, law-abiding actttitios, involves at every 
step self-dicipline and self-sacrifice and the renunciation of 
lower selfish impu/ss nr. lead to the formTtion of natural 
virtues. The sense of responsibility is gradually widened, and under 
the growing recognition of standards of value, idef-.C1B of justice, 
Of truth, of generosity and right-dealing come to be recognisd ad 
guides to conduct When we take a more comprehensive sweep the 
same aspects stand out. Great soc:44 and religious novemEnts 
have been popular because they were °notional in character. This 
is exemplified in the wave of religious fervour that swept the 
country under the preaching of Wesley, and which saved our land 
wrxem VIMMIIIMMINION*10. 
(1) It is fully worked out in Profensor Kemp Smith's book 
"I'rolegomena to an IdealiSt Theory of Knowledge". 
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fron being overwhelned by thf, horror s of rovouton. Jinilar 
movements have recurred. In isolated districts fron tire to tine. 
Yoverorts euch ns t!lese, have been cRracteriaed by an '1-tnee 
enthusiasm for the well-being of hu-lanity, and carry with them 
ethical implicr.tions that strike deep into the roots of human 
Character, transnutirg the rare selfish and egoistic tendencies 
in human nature, into a tend'' re3ar3. for, and solicitous care 
of, the good of others, I oreover, we rust adnit that the human 
mind 12 endowed with these carcitie tiley are native to it. 
It may, of course, be argued, that euch movements enender 
blologicallY necessary illusions whic play a trnnsient part 
in fitting u. into g more comfortable adaptation to our 
environment. Mut it is eas77 to show, and.here the rystics arain 
come to our aid, that ac a matter of fact, such ideRls have very 
oft6 n.. taken the olTrosite direction. The mystics, lArd very often 
te average indiviewal as well, appear to be anythirg bpthappy 
or cOmfortble when ncsaild by a Ober sonso of si1 and other 
unworthtress, under the illumination that religious conviction 
can bring. Perhaps hero wo find the inner meaning of that part 
of their ex,26rience they call he Dari Night of the Soul". 
.::flat3t saints have been those who were -,ost conscious of 
o7n u r unwortl-rine32. Yet, as often happens, nnd again 
tLo ,,7:11er1ence is manifested in the liVes of our nyntice, these 
whose strug*les are greatest against temptations and. physical 
frailty, aro aroused and possessed to a greater extent by the 
Supernature thue revealing itself, than are ordinary individuals. 
And cleSpite tho.trial and pain of tbc conflict they have such inward 
j v and Quiet confidence in the ultimate goodness of jeality that 
they are un7averi11 j; in their rsolution to pursue their quest. 
In mairtdining the absolute validity of le gical 
it i ìp1ieci thnt 7r.noyledge yields insijht into the p:enuinely 
1a1 , and truth therefore is ol-,lectiv5st in.character. This is 
t7.7e reasn why the Thoory of 7nol7ledri..o central in Idealist 
Philosophies. Otherwise, it would be impossible to naintain the 
absolute validity of spiritual values. 
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ne 1' .' :rther aeon 
that the charactenistic type cf self-transcerdende involved in 
scientific judgenents is bound LID with the typo of capacity that 
Nature has gifted to us, that Nature is intimately bound up with 
the capacity for knowing it. It is becauso universal features 
of realityapprehended un such in Bpacc, Tine and the fundamental 
categories are -involved in all krovledge that 7e are enabled to 
transcend our limitations and formulate judgements that are valid 
throughout ReU.ity, are like zuliverf.3a1so also valid of Reality ? 
that is, possesoing a genuine objective status in the Rena, 
Involved in our j71dgments of value? In solving this problem 
we shall have accomplished the main part of our task. 
We shall include the achievements of the human mind in the - 
arts , as well as religious, mystical and moral experience. 
For the Gothic cathedrals are as much a mystical expression of 
the religious life of the tine av are the experiences of the 
o 
mystics thenselves. Perhaps it rill be beet to set our answer in a, 
large context aty] examine the data offered by a general survey of 
primitive beliefs. Ever here W9 find that fun6enental categories, 
possessing permanent value for all that is be;lt and deepest, and 
most 1'11.31317 vnluod In our cOnplexly conditionnd modern life, 
already play an Important part. Values are recognised and embodied 1 
in the moral and religious practicef: that mark the distinctive 
features of human personality. The Blood Feud Code, for ozample, 
enbodies a strimg moral sanction, and exorclaes a. restraining 
influence on the indiscrimimt*m taking of life. Our modern legal 
penalties for offences of a like nature, embody a nimilar concoptn 
kolygamy in an advance on polyandry, and that likewiso indicates an 
increasing respeot for the rights TNvested in hunar beings. 
It nay be legitimately argued that such values awake in us, 
by appealing to our social instincts, our feelings, and outiromotiorb 
a deepening sense of the rtchness of their own ponnibillties, and 
in to far as Ihey do so, they have a eontinuing validity for the 
ultimate and irreducible *.spects of humin nature. A nore 
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searching scrutiny of the history of these -erimitive eop.e tan 
tttat e:ttempted here* would reveal to an even ceater extent their 
deep appreciation for the values that lie deepest in our experience. 
The truth ie, thats ao in the field oi knouledges ee in regard 
our spiritual religioue and moral voction, all tit ia cf 
characteristic human worth involves, if not for the aeent, at least 
for tee human influence t surround him, a io and coetly 
elaboration and preparation, which requires centuries of civilisation 
to, come to full fruition. 
As Baron von Hugel points out in his ssays and Addreeses on 
the Philosophy of relation, the acquisitive instinct, in this way, 
evelopes into the altruistic impulse that is manifestd Lathe 
generous help of others, and ths combetive inatinct gietws into a 
turning lave oi adventure* expleration, and rational-earviee. 
Recognition of the big'iler virtues is thus scan te depend on a 
rowing recognition of the higher value. Even knaeledge of 
vices as sech, pride, selfiehness and the like epends on the 
appreciation of ideels thieh indicate the actual orasence end place 
of the value We Oall GCJ,Djaefil >:;:.; far as it eears upon the developmenl 
of moral character and personality. Hoe otheriee io the exper- 
-ienee ef the mystice explicable it ie just a deeoening realisatior 
of the presence and. constraint ef the Holy Spirit o God that comeli 
them firet to recognise their sinfulnees and thee to seek the sub- 
etitution as Hilton enjoins, of the opposite virtuee in place of 
self-will and pride. From the maze strictly philesuphie point of 
view we may argue that here Nature ia being revealed as L,uper-natuie. 
In so far as we do se, and view our dependence as creatures on 
the apprehension of ideals of value, that are in this way creative 
of a transformed personality, we are ping frcm an anthropocentric 
view to one that is theocentric or Oristo-centric as tat: case may 
be, veld thue such values are tkie baeis.of an adequate theism. 
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Thought here, .s in tne chEInginn aspects of scientific 
seeke the permanent behine the flux of historical a..ec1t f.cm, 
like science, fits it ir the universals that give etrncture and 
coherence to cer hunren exnerience. .e :re et the sene time, by 
meane enabled to transcend the peculiar limitatione of our 
eeenturely exietence and to eentemnlate tne netnre en. richneee of 
ultimete Reality. The oreni-eresence of relieeion in the humen race 
Ì;.i a eymbol of tlee sten, from the finite particul-re of the eenaas to 
the universalrof thought. To put it otherTioe, philosophy stedies 
men in hie natural eettinn, and as we see, tnough human personality 
if:; rooted nd grounded in pby1oa1 and Bocial conditions, yet 
philoeophy is bound to refer, for an adequate explanation of the 
?Into, to the steer, richer, deeper, sniritual reality which has 
given birth to the human -ners-nality with all the eistinctive at 
mari:s of ite religious end moral vocation. And in this wider 
refenenee 1:w.tient thought and systemntio reflection, brinee into 
view the fact, that, oennlex as it is, tatimete ie not 
chaotic, but is ordered ene coherent, noesessing a definite structure 
! 
which is progreesively rveal as human insight, deepens. 
Particular are found to be everywhere conditenee by universals 
Ench ju4gment lies in a rich ad complex context; fundamental 
categoriee are bound un with al/ human exnerieace, an seieetifio 
thinking pnd theue universals e-e are dependent for our criteria , 
of Treth, 73eauty and Goodness. Such universals prescribe the 
nossibilities ns well as maintain the actualities of peroonal life. 
They are revealed to us in the progreesive revelation that is 
made to uu as our intellectual ane spiritual powers are awak9aed, 
enlerged and quickenen. Thus an idealist viewpoint, which is 
likewise truly realist, involving as it does the ansertion that 
though limited by our personal perepective and cireumntances, in 
sense-experience, as well as in the aspirations anti desires of the 
religious life, togetner with its emotional reeponsiveneee so much 
emphasised by all mystics, tì the influonces touchirg us, we hive 
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a direct, face to face aeprehension, of reality in its Yetral 
and Supernatural aspects, such a viewpoint finds the clue to the 
rich and comDrehensive .weture of Reality which surrounds the 
person, aed te the ultimLte problems of human life and destiny 
in thus interpreting the values that are so integral to the 
development of mral and religious character and personality. 
aesert, therefore, that we are justified in contending that spiritual, 
as Well as intellectual values possess absolute validity, and yield 
insight into th complex nature of the independently Real. 
Aa Professor Pringle 2attison say 6 ih his Idea of God, "To 
frame an ideal a].0 Pursue it means the presence of antinfinite in 
the finite experience, or from the other side it is tie mark oZ a 
finite being who "Xi the partaker of an infinite life." Or to 
quote Baron von Hugel °as aur l'erieval of objections to the reality of 
an exteraal world neeessarily este.blishes its reality- for us -be- 
-cause there is the vividimeion, tho sense of a tranehuman 
reality all around us, which clamours to be takes., as it gives itself 
and WY.c'e. was only refused to be thus taken because of rthese object- 
-ions; so now oer removal of objections to the reality of the Super- 
-human iteality ne(Jesarily estab1ish4its reality for us - eince there 
again, is the vivid impression, the sense of a still deeper, a. 
di-aerent, transhuman Reality which penetrates and sustains ourselves 
and all things, and clamours to ee taken, as it gives Itself. "0.) 
Philosophy then, from an idealist standpoint, having regard 
to the spiritual and mural ae,prehensione of the average individual, 
still more when it comes to the study of the deeper reachee of the 
human apirit as they ara mmnifested in the experiences Bet down by 
the mystics, is bound to hold that man's personality, the instrument 
of ail his deeper and fuller aprehensiona, is constituted by tie 
presence and harmonising influences of spiritual values possessing 
universal valiaity. In their absoluteness they, at one and the same 
..w.rwmeran,rovrzvecccorm.rwm.vms."4....,-,-..ar 
(1) Essays and Udresses. First series, p .ge 44. 
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time, create in us our deepest moral religious experience, and 
also, deliver us from the limito,tions of a strictly aaimal eistence. 
Dut it nay be objected that .oe come to an appreciation o:J: the 
-Heautiful and the Good by means of sense data vtlich have physiological 
and physical conditions. This, it is held, that these tre relative 
and contingent. zor example, the deep appreciation of the grand 
music in ao Operatic Overture may on a aligh.t alteration in the 
structure of the inner ear, become desire to escape from a madOeninv. 
jumble of noises. Tioreover in the sphere of art there are 
different canons of beauty. -itness the outcry against euch a 
group of sculpture as Etzteillb 'Rimaor "aghti'. Again, it nay 
be reasoned that our moral codes appear to be bound up with historica7 
contingencies. i-or example, re are bound to appreciate the debt 
that Hebrew Theology owes to persecution inflicted by enemies, the 
long and tryinr periods of exile domination by the Babylonians, Mees 
and Persians and others, the scatterina cf the nation throughmt the 
world. 
Obviously the objection is not cogent, for on ouch a subjectivial 
view, the reality of the ohysical world can nB readily be called in 
question as that of the iritual realm and. ûi God. It wr, Se 
argot on this view that everything ia contingent ana illusory, that 
there is no permanence in the Real, or if there is we have no basis 
for inferring it 
The anster to this asteot of the objection hoe been sufficiently 
indicated in or discussions alike of the strictly cognitive as well 
as the spiritual date te have at oux disoosal, for to hove sten that 
Reality is integrally bound up with the conditions that make knouledgi 
.)f" it possible, that enable us to attrehend it. or the co. ¿:e 
and capacities that we undoubtedly ptosess enabling us not mereay to 
adapt ourselves to our physical environment, are of such a nature, 
that e are enabled to transcend the strictly natural, but az we find 
oe can only do so, in so far as tho terms anC. materials Vequired for 
the o-oartion of such poloara and faculties are given to lus. 
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pass, therefore, to tLe real question raiaed by the objeotion. 
It referF4 to tqa lmea,ningl of values. -a Tte.y adnit that UTte 
very nature of raligiou3 and moral exerience, even in repot of its 
chief eviences, renders th clear ex-)lication of its content and 
siftnificance infinitely more difficult than is the analogous task with 
regard to the physical wtrla. That in one reason why the mystics set 
down their experiences in symbolic expressions difficult for the yverak 
to c=orehena. - 1'ne /Ivatios thenzeives are on..y too well aware 
of their inability to ex=ess ceri y the thine they have experienced. 
Julian, it is la formleos enlitenmentl. The author the 
Cloua of Unknotiing, and t-:Le others, it included lutter warnines 
ozainat any who have not received the Gall to attempt the arauous 
A 
n.:tic way. Rolle can only express hLwelf in terms of Calt,r,canor, 
17 
.aulcorp And 311.01-i must be the c:tsa with every advance into the depth 
&It rct.:^,,,,s of any subject-matter of this atture. 
,e nay argue, hopaver, that the actual experiences,the date.with 
which ,a start, are near sinly Lnpreosions uhich are e3d; t) 
subjective at the time of their reception. AiNr-t.'s there is involved 
o subject - object rel-Aion in which the two nutirt.Ily condition one 
other. Kpntlo ::thalysis as set dc,an in hi: de6uctions o the 
c;tteories has oade this abund ntly clear and it must be taken into 
acca't in an,;j theory of knowledge, also in the study of aesthetics, 
and morals, -ihere the trans-su'oje,Aive worlds of the True, the 
Leaotiful and the Good, are necessary presul,positions. Only st axe 
our ju,cuerts valid. 
Let us now appro-,,ch the proble-1 more cloely. ths first 
plIce, we must 'oe careful not t:) identifyinaaningl, with tau vehicles 
thr:h which is ex-oressed; it is altras relatively independent of 
its embodiments. A meaning, simil-r to that expresed, say in the 
Taiinhauser overture, can also be expressed in the ppintlng of any great 
Extist, as attb picture of 'Hope/. Tbr spiritual exaltation 
ffpboode,a in t3e imposin: Gothic cathedral, can receive expre-3ion in 
/;pic p-Jetry Of -the _iltcnic type. 
possesses an universal element. 
r.L'his LI, so because Ineaninzi 
Itsfunction t,s time expresed, 
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is to carry us beyond the inriedite to ifile rich contt 
partially revealed itself as it were at the one point, aril in so 
doing, e are offered in.iications of still greater :ossibilities 
that 112 oehin,1 it. e :),re taereoy enabled to reach the indepond- 
-ently Real,and the ripeni experience that normally comes with 
increase of years will disclose still greter flU rieher possibilitie 
to cy.a. reverent gaze. 43;/in vJe have the witness of the mystics 
to their experiences of the meanings revealed in their mormntaiof 
ecstasy and union. ;o great were the ossibilities discloseu tht 
one aLd ail they ctec1e wIly in the fuller life lying beyonu the 
grave could. they even the:'_ L1Hrtiade4uate1y nter into them. Whey 
were im:pressed by the tra ,.lendence of God and hence their warip 
devotio.h to the .ncarnte hrit. 
Just as sense-data form the starting point of the scientist, 
and afford hja clues to the nature of their physical conditions, so 
feelincs conations, desiTes L,'id aopirAions afford uc clues to 
tie values that conaition and occasion them. hey are the media 
of oomething more t-nttn the urely phicaJ. constityt on of n-itnra, 
and thr.',ugh them the deeTaer asects :Jf our environing aeality in part 
reveals itself. Scientific investig,ition itself proceeds on the 
assomption that the universe is ratiunal thugaout , anc: such 
investigation of whet seems to be most contingent invaria-oly r-eveals 
the deel,er at1oi'ia1it which 1-1L.s there Eanif,;,sted itself. ";:lar. must 
rationalise and valuate in fulfilment of his moral vcc,tion anL beti 
re necessar;'e to cive neanino t.) life. .F4eason, suojeccIve faculty 
of the i.:,dividual mind though it be, implies as the condition of its 
con possiility rationality in the nature of things. Only as 
Reality cooperates with the individual iz3 relsoning -DossliJle 
at all. 
-oiritua.1 values therefore, of Goodnes, 'Love and 7eauty, h']ve 
a determinl..g voice in the ordering of the universe. As ,.ve linTe 
tried to show, they are the very values twat constitute what le of 
most end.uring worth in human personality. Ihe univc,rse from every 
point of v1e-4 is a purposive ic±it in whio the crentive activiti.;s 
of these values work in ax,d through us9 and as we respon.l. to their 
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influence, they educate ane, coerce us intù a deeper arC: fuller 
knoylediee of themselves, transforming, our :eersonality in the 
process. 
l'hi s is the main valu e. of the witness oO or mystioo from 
the point of vie -o of philosop That efoourse, might be tru4' 
said of all 4tic. But as ce !:V3v e. pointed out and as noted: 
by others (1), signific ance of the mystic experience from. one 
point of view, io, that no matter where it appears, Cr in what 
loariod of time, it conftrms to tne saLle general type. e have 
therefore chosen to deal with the issues raised from a philosophic 
ppint of view tbat in a manner covers not only the spiritual 
exercises and. inspiratiemof the m-ystica alone, but these as they 
are related to mornl and religious experience generally, f we 
believe that the one can at light on the otber. Further, it 
can be argued, that the experience of the mystics does net represen1 
a experience different in kind fron that enjoyed by the average 
individual, but rather one that involves deeper insight and a 
greater sensitivity of a7erehens1 on. The difference therefore 
is one of degree. Hilton,undoubtedlyiin his deale cr2 Perfection 
addresses himself to all meA and women of goodwill, for whom 
therefore in his ooinion the mystic experience is possible. At the 
dae time in justice to our English group of mystics it must be 
said that they issue warnings to those who would attemIrt to err6er 
into the experience without the constraint of God's suecial grace 
upon them. 
,e have chosen therefore to approach the m.ystic experience 
o,s it is manifested in our English mystics; through consideration 
of the nature and status cr2 spiritual values. For the path of 
value ìs that which leads the soul to God. Our consideration of 
the nature an function of spiritual values has led us to a teleolog 
-ical view of the universe. The mystics quest is one thrt is 
objeetive in nature, a tl we have seen reason to believe that values 
are constitutive ef l'eality, and therefore in their o;rn rilat, are 
regulative of experience. In both of these aseects our account 
ie juired, for only so coul the mystice lortioular experience 
(1) Mysticisri E, Underhill, Appendix 
mela...111...21111warsusf, 
hove been pose ible at ail 
Their quest ie for :Reality in it; aeest aepots EJno, in the 
vie ion of the Ineffable Beauty and Goodness t'oe quest fcr to ea care 
to an ends but it accomplished for them als o a transformation of 
claracter and outlook. For it brotE.ot the o the r ealisati on 
that not by any effort oi the ir own could they build bri e to 
Gods -Out they also realised thoot Gods in viho ra are vo,sted the spiritua 
value, a of Beauty and GoIne i eking then o. p and as they 
opened their spirits to his Soirit sand pnrgod their desires for his 
rece:pti on, Hi o spirit could and did possess s transform, and illumine 
them. 
The ti 0 O exo eri en o e of v alue. 
Sin oe we have stated our conviction that th i1ih vgs tics 
exp erience of the spiritual values that eon4ti on huaan Pere onalit y 
in the hijtest as-oects it can reach ,so far a z :e con tells in this 
VTOrld in so far ,:ts we hir e s t at ed that experience to 'oe due rather 
to O.eopth of i ns Jot and enis tivi ty o:47 impress on thou to cliff el'eno e 
Ki WO- 
1$4imIte from the experi ence enjoyed by the average reiiE,riously minded 
individual, a further question no rik3 es It is the question 
r elati rig' to our statement that modern valo.e s whic have c e f o:o. a 
r eco t:::.ucti on of life,: first brought into the forefront co 
humon thought under the stimu1u3 an,.1 d is ipline of meal evol c ondi ti ons 
statements 
The aillattaatt °Monroe, i thos e terms involve a wider field 
of di sous sio n than t 1-t allowed 'by the subject of this the for 
other tch mystics played a part. But we hold that the rise of 
mysticism towards the end of the 'addle Ages is significant in this 
elati wash: p, and --oe aoyroaoh the s tat ene nt from this angle . The 
question i p ho did the se iriviul s o orle to 'oe thus endowed.. ? ht 
is the c reat iv e power that is at work ? The answer will "Oe found 
to reinforce our central contention. as to the status anì operation 
of values in a teleologio,a1 reference. 
it 1y be ho i&. that they ware spe ci ally end.owt,. d indiv duals who 
titiv 
posse;,,3 sed a creat iv e power of 'oringing to light S 0.13.G thing genuinely ine 
not merely ai--s regaras form' s but also content as we.11. 
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If ee, then their poeers are inexpliceble exeept on the 
aseumetion that tneir inepiratien is a eupernatural endowment. But 
to Ieaintain this attitude is te raiee e.ore iecoblems then can be 
solved, and any attemtt at philosophic eeneideretien of the data 
ueele soon ne breegat to e. stanckstill. 
.ilnet.her point of view is 'ooeai,le ac more feasible. It can 
be eintained that tee mystical geniue as ee have It in our XIV th 
Century group ei writers ic creative 'enly as regards) the 'form' of 
expressien given to the truths it seeks; to rfoke plain. Thnt is, 
the mystic poseeeses an unuaual capacity for reeeDtien of all that 
is best end deeloest in the envirening influenoee ti-ì..t surroune him, 
awl e,i6901Ange upon him. Hence the necessity for our introdeetory 
mater te thi. thesis. The X17 th centurie English myetics were 
fertun, tely Teln.oed es regardz histor-sr at the end of medievul anu 
oerieningt . m od. time. They fell hetre to a very rich 
inherit nce of teaching and aC thoue't. They weee reeted and 
greue6ed in the religioas eocial ana intellectual atmoSphore of 
thejer times. '.'hey benefitee fron the hiu:hly develepel 
ecetrines of the church rz.d. the emetional ferveur ef the Trenciscan 
movement, they werel4mersed in the language aee teaohinge of the 
Christian scriptures. Theee and many other influonees played 
upon them. The meet outetelldine heve been briefl;¡ n3ted. 
Stimulated by the exeeeple and (ioctrthe o the greet mjetical 
doctore of the peeceding century, with whose werks teey were for 
the moet part eell ecquaheted, rendered sel:s5tive bz' theLr own 
ascetic prectices end by tleir cipecty for seffering, the;, becaee 
intensely receptive of tee influences that suerounded them. Theste, 
they assmilated and fused in the fire cer: their aun glewire ardour 
for the possession of ultLeate truth e.1.7 eternal god, and what in 
this way was azaimilated was given e, fresh embeiment and expri.oli: 
More important from our point of view, is the implicetior 
cpt.e4ed by the foregoinz account of the English mystics, the impli- 
-cetion that the real creative agency is not to be found in a speciaL 
endorment cf the individual apart from a high degree of sensitelvitv 
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it in tne environing conditiens thyt s:rreunjecl then. 
5:he general life, so righly and 30 comoienly conditioned, not 
only by treditiens conserved in institutiens wee: embodied in the 
ecatare oi past generations . et te.i sape tine, .profoundly modified 
by minute vare_tions and changes e:ed experiences that are taking ple.co 
in the lies of the individuals that compose each succeeding generat- 
-ion. Lach hanan individual strives indetendently towards his own 
ends, and seeks to orgsnise aad master his awn life. xo that 
extent he modifiee, even if in infinitasima ways, the coTemon life. 
wcnnges, therefore, in feeling aid in theught sTesees of 
inaividuals pTefoundly influence society as a who 
As we have argued, mane personality is organised read eonstituted 
in a more than natur,11 setting. C:uper-nstare, lemolving the 
regulative influence of spir1tu,L1 values must also be taken into 
ace aunt And .1PJ1312;e!S, ae esrery Platoniet would tench, rea?.11, 
seerchee for en eternaicodi one in which a lasting satisfaction is 
to ee found. Duch is the ieeelic,eti)n cerried by the judgment of 
value implied in eAch of his .fsesires, even if he does seek for its 
realisation in wrosp places Teld unworthy objeets.. He io stimulated 
into his quest for that Good by the se.9ernatural influences tht are 
at work witin him. 1rom the moee general point of view thel-, eer 
me:: of geniuf are just teeose who, more receptive of such int'luee,ees 
than average individuals, en7ze sensitive to the influences at work, 
not merely detect such influenoes when they manifest themselves, but 
seekir also to understand the cauees which have initieted ane_ 
sustained thele, enable their ase to u.eeratand and act upoe such 
influences and powers whieh are thus oredetertining the goal towards 
which humanity, in the mass, is tending. They are the mouth pieces 
through which the spirit of the age becomes vocs1 ; they are the 
conscious spokesman of what has been enconsciouely loved and souE:ht. 
But what in the end really counts, is tee atmosphere, Social, 
cultural, religious, in v:te.ceL they live, They themseltes are 
explicable only against the background which hes 'etiNetlated them 
and expTessed thaw, itself through them. 
o it is with our group of ie at of a 
greet mystioal epoch in which they V(13 outshone by some of their 
greater brethren on the Continent. Lut .ete, tae movement. 
Tiret they were of sensitive mind is readily seen from sese of 
their writings. Rolle, in his earlier works, complains bittaely 
of the misunderstanding of those from whom he expected sympathy. 
He lonl:s for a friend Who w1 stand by him. Selitary throuh 
ge was, there io always the feeling that had he been received he mtle e 
have un:tertaken the work oZ preachig z,ald teaehingp A5 it is, he 
writes nuch, surely not for himself alone, but for the sake of heleing 
others te hio awn point of view. 7.--timilarly with Hilton and Julian, 
and their are L-Ants of the same desire for social inteecotese in the 
Cloud of Unknowing. 
Ihere are hints, too, of theiY. --toaclt7 -ee-?° suffering an. 
therefore for deep feeling. t was- followiee upon a serious ielnes 
emdeuetedly brought on by he2 desire fer mystical experienoe that 
Julian received her revelations. aton and the author of the 
Cloul warn the reader that much pain and ouffering may accompany the 
itlest for ineffable vision. in the bnckground of their thought 
L. is always, tliough not tc tee same extent aí íi other myeties, 
the Dark Wight of tle Soul. 
Thus in Enelaree, as on the Contineect, the 3ieir3of the ageo 
expressed itself. The;; appear at toe end of a period cf hich 
thinking ne.d great endeavour. The church we,s e:rov.iY4e in 1;owtr 
the elystical impulse of the Franciscan movement was spreading weot- 
-wards, the minds of men and ,eomen everywhere, (4p ,cilly anon?: the 
younger natien s of the -Test, were beinr; subconsciavav stic'eelnted 
and di:rected taeerds the higher values of life- Through trie myeticE 
all thie becaue articulate. ..4ht vas nerel.:,7 confused in the thought 
of the masees became oleer to them. Thee sought both to know the 
Good to realise the tiltimute issues of life, a.er', to find themselves 
Ja harmorri with it. Their myetical geniuo, therefore, is a 
phenoenon of great secio2og1cal and sitial significance. 
Intuitton -rnd Contomnitio 
It in true, to mystics 'ore not philosophens given to 
abstract sciertific reasoning, but the apprehension of now tmts 
and fresh 1dea14, at least, new and frenh to the gc) of society 
in which they lived are not the products of reflection, tht ie of 
scientific reasoning, thy are the outcome of particular inttitions. . 
For new truth, or rather fresh truth, presents itself in the 
concreto netting of such intuitions before its contents are explored . 
by coneeftul thin-ldng. Hence we noted that in our study of the 
mystics experience we hdd to male alloimnee for the 'idea even 
where it was not explicitly stated. 
LTysticism, in ingland as elsewhere, lo tho outcome of insight 
into the nature of Ultimate Reality resulting from this consciouncos 7 
Only from this philosophical point of view car Ire unC_erstanfl their 
im,istence on the contompla%06life as beirs the highest type of 
roliious experierce. Intuitional thinking is equivv1fAat to the 
apprehension òt3 concreto reality, and thus it is more conplox 
than abstract thinking. That is why it,J results can oup,ay for 
,bstract thought almont inexhaustible mterial. 'As such it cannot 
be reduced to more fooling, or to puro cognition, but co7iplex 
in wllich both depth of feeling and thought are involved. 
Our point of view can be reinforced by consideration of t70 
,a4ality which they sou,sht to apprehend, are to possess. They Were 
Eee'in to conte-Inl,..to the Perfect 'qisdon, Beauty and Goodness 
of God. No wonder thotr experience tool,: mystical form. For oven 
from the point of vie-7 of philosophy, rre carrot define the Good or 
the True, or the Beautiful excrt in terns of themselves. We nro 
thorcfore led to postulate in the case of the mystics, an intuitional. 
consciousness as the around of their insight into the ultimtely real. 
This they foutOred and developed by v-trion.s mystical practices, 
by purging the desires, by intense longin3 and 7crayer, and by a 
requisite bumality of spirit. One and all confess, that in the 
end God, whom in thooe ways they seek, though in part revealed, 
remains innar rehersible stIll s Plotinun 
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transcends thouEht and knowleog:e. But unlike Plotinus, our 
mystics find rest and satisfaction in the concoct° manifestation 
of tho Godhead in Jeeuo, and in devotion to His Person. 
From these points of view our study in 7J,ng1ish nyeticien is 
a study in that branch of the religious consciousness in which 
are revealed depths of meaning that lie concealed from the ordinary 
consciousness:. These mystics, so far ao we know, were the frist 
in Lngland to reveal such depth, and we night have been saved froo 
sore of the excesses and insufficiencee of Deism -centuries later, 
had their testimony and experience been more fully taken into 
account. 
Our teleologioal point of view, wioi we maintain is inplied 
in the experiences set down by the mystics, is reinforced by these 
considerations. For, apart fron the seemingly necessary nio%Ctices 
and desires reouired on the hunan side, Reality is the sole source 
of the mystics inspiration, and likewise of their tronsformed 
leason itself, whether considered from the point of view of intuitionadL 
coneciousness or that of reflective thinkingla subjective faculty 
of the human mind, implies R8 the condition of its own possibility, 
rationality in the nature of things. Only as 4zeality co-operatie 
with the individual mind is reasoning possible at all: to be 
subjectively possible, rationality must be objectively real. In 
this wider reference, truth is Reality cone to u consciousness of 
its own meaning through the individual nind. Tho myetics have 
contributed to the sum of knowledge that whibh has inspired their 
own peculiar typo of genius. Tho sole distinction between them 
and the average individual is found in their greater sensitivity 
to the revelations and meanings of which Reality a full. The 
power which dirocts all progresS, either in the religious or the 
secular tcal, is thus neon to lie beyond the individual in the 
Universe to which he belongs. Reality, acting upon hin, and prmang 
through him, reveals, under certain conditions it nay be, to hir 
its wealth of meaning, and so consistently compels him to develop 
those ideale that are in harmony with and give expression to itself. 
Before passing on to consider one or two outstanding prints 
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raiseby our study of the nyvtios fron this phil000phical 
point of view, it will be advisable to strenAlhen our main. T)0Blisiall 
by the critical exaination of two somewhat different viowstboth 
of which may be tracbd to one underlying but fruitful source of 
error. That we shall find to be in connection with the nature 
and function of reason and ito relation to faith and revelation. 
The first view hs that represented by Faulsen and Bergson. (I). 
maintain that the characteristic aspect of hunan octivity 
is purposiveness but without fore-siffht. Beroon expecially 
hi;J boon inpressed by the ,.11 pervasive aspect of duration, and 
philosophy owes him a debt for hi c exposition of the nature of the 
dureo. Tho teleology of tho process he characteriseo aB one in 
w7,ich the world in creatively advancing into novelty. The 
elan vital yields U5 driving fore. it differentiates itself in 
structure, but offers no inforntion as to our on1 . .3trango1y 
enouh, Derson seems to ono ir thisfot an omen of better things 
to co 
1 
no but does not seen to realice that also the worut might 
happen since there is no indication aB 411- the direction in which 
we are ultimotely going. 
Our seeoing lideo1s9, so concretely intuited by the nysties, 
when roalisedloast the :,1.rage of their possibility hack into the 
Twnt; we have never really been in possession of then, but when 44 
&tau vital has reached a certain position we imagine that we 
possessed fore-eight of the goal now reached. Paulser's position 
is trllar though differently stated. 
Let us now coripare this statemert with that of Bertrand. 
Russell in hic essay 'A Freeman's 'orshipt. "Liar. is the 
product of causes which had no prevision of tho foal they were 
achieving: his origin, his growth, hic hopes, his; love, ]is 
o'rief9 sre but the outcome of collocations of atone: no heroism, 
no coorago, no irtensity of thought or feeling can preoerve the 
individual beyond the grave. an belongs to an alien and inhuman 
world. A2cre amid hoStilo forces, what is man to do? The God who, 
(1). Intro. to Philosophy, Paulsen, pub. Kagan Paul, also . 
Creative Evolution. Ber.- - 
(2). l!ysticism and. Logic, Bertraml.Russell. Lhon. 
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oioto cannot bo good: the God whom 1Je oan oorship is the crootion 
of our cyon conscience, and h.í no exiotence outside it. The free 
an will worship the latter." 
Both of those statements fundamentally nisropresent the situation. 
it relly is. Bergson's position is unsatisfactory since it irplies 
that there is no definite structtre in :000lity, only the increasing 
LLfferentiation of the elan vital as it proceeds on its way like a 
strean that rises ever highevrthan its source and gathers novolty ao it 
Passes On. In other words, Bergson has no satisfactory theory of 
utiversat or values, and the sane nay be said of his view of the nature 
of reason. Ho tends like all erpiricists, to ignore the presence of 
ideal foo'tors which condition human experience. 
The nyotico of XIVth century ..ingland in their teaching inply 
to things. These are that the vision they attain is Reality. 
Cr from the philosophic standpoint the v&lues apprehended are 
constitutive of the Real, moreover, they are also regulative of life. 
heir nyticion is coway of life, true, but it is way of life that 
depends on the things apprehended. 
Te»:4ature and Junction )f :(Wason. 
Tho deeper ouestior raioed by tbeF,e writers hao a direct bearino 
on the subject matter of our tlioois. it is this. Can reaoon, 
un--so:toted in any wayfdevolop out of its on reoonrceo, through 
intuitive al-Treheneithi of mtional prinniT)les, the true standpoint 
or religion and rorl? Thl s view of roo,son is utterly flee ¡ and is 
not only in conflict with the result obtained by scientific inveotigationo 
but is also ir direct conflict with the 4,1pirical evidence. 
.Oo nay admit that the subjective linitationo of human beings 
prevent complete fore-eight fron being possible, but the preoeooe 
of universal values enables us to forIlulate ideals to the realisation of 
Which We can bend our efforts. O;uch idools by their very nature, 
are not detwAile0 OP hi;Thlyspeoified. They are form' in character 
and therefore flexible and adaptable to new situations as ouch arise. 
r 
far as we do aperehend those ideptlo tho' influence cur 
ectivity. They reveel the presence of values which utart as ideals. 
The indiviOual for example is aroused by the 'goods' to ellich his 
efforts are directed, 1.nd such native powers and capacities as he 
possesses are ctiriulated into activity by these spiritual va)ues 
which supply the driving force neceseary to achievement, Ti nature, 
.and stpernatureirevealed Re valuesico-operate to further the 
realization tn of our ideals. 
have here an indication of the answer to BortrandRussell'e 
assertions as to the sebjective standing of our ideals and religious 
beliefs. in such asoortions an these the mind met be regarded 
creative 
as possessing Quite extraordinary/capacity. (reativeneso in the 
artist, t'he eocial and religiouo reforeer, and the i:Alglish mystic, 
is more or less so in appearance only. It is certainly not 
.creetivenees in any absolute seneo. Rather, we maintain, creative 
activities work through us. Our efforts depend on the values which 
take poseeesion of u;., which appeal to us in many and diverse ways, 
stirulgting our thoughts and eeotions at ti; to the white heat of 
repturous e,bandonment to the course they indicate for us. Such 
indeed was the experience of the ftlglish mystics, !.nd such has been 
the ex-oerience of the great leaders of religious novementg of nartyre, 
of great statesmen and outetanding social reformers. They were 
possesses by a spiritual reality not native to them. They were the 
shadows cast by a reality greater than thenoelven. 
Here we find the secret of human perconality Rnd the key to its 
nature and deetiny. The spiritual valueo of Truth, Beauty and 
'oodness bave brought us forth, celled us to our nora 'arid splritual 
vocation, have diciplined us, preocribed our ideale to lie, and the 
actuel inetancen reelised ir experience are bit indications only of 
still greater poosibilittee which await fulfilment in our lives. 
The poseil-le instances of aetual w:ieting universals prescribe our 
ideals to us, and in oo far gs they do uo, they at the same tine 
yield to us that amount of insight into the future which to necessary' 
for the coherent and constructive ordering of our experience.. 
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The view of the nature and furction ollieeeson implied in 
Bertrenei Ruseell's Eesay, Ana found in other naturnlisticelly 
minded thinker n as well, le thus neer to bo at verience 
with the empiricel evidence culled from the nore general fields 
of arti-)tic ano neral achievement and outlook, no loon than fron 
consideration of the Vieion and lives of our nyetioe. In its 
place we muet Put what nay be terrlod the Hintoriocl or 
institutional view. That io, experience is neoceeary in R11 fioldo, 
and moreover, in the disciplining of reason, the accumulated 
deta of past generations is required in order that reason night 
come to full- fruitier ae an instrument whereby we can obtain 
insight into the nature of the Re-lity that has born, u. 
If we take - wide hietorical sweep from our own particular 
point of view, we may aay that religion always brings with 
it organisations and institutions. Tht o is at once a source of ntree 
th and weakneos; strength, booause what is nost precious In ezeeri, 
once ane 7now1edge is thue conserved. and functions in the 
enrichment of the eituaeion into which the new generation is 
berm weakness, because the dead hand of authbrity or 
misinterpreted experience, tende at tines to become erected into 
non scientific: dogma. Here we see olearly in ite true light, 
the nature and function of reanon. Reason is only capable of act i. 
-ing as it, is fructified by manifold influences that lie 
it 
beyond the scope of the individual, thus 5.0 aseisted throuehout 
and the experienceo which asoist it are not connon or natural , 
to all men, thiough there is in all Men a capacity of. aseimilatiO 
though not of acquisition. 
In every generation specially endowed individuals, in the sensi 
in which our nystion were thuo endowed, are reouiredjin order to 
acquire epiritual experience in its deeper forme. Institutione 
are necessary in order tn preaerve for later generationa what is 
thus gradually acquired. Personalitiee, epecial/y seneitive to the 
truths thus preserved, are again necear y as media throu 
the stored experience may be transmitted to those lene finely 
which 
tempered than theneelves. And again. from tine to tine certain 
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individuals are, by thoea InstiteAtional and Personal influence: , 
themselves so aroused and raised above their individual selveo, as to 
be able themselves to contribute to tde store of social and spiritual 
experiences, and so to ehrich and further develope the institutions 
that nurtured them. Ui this contributes to the development of the 
indkvidual. He is diociplined an d. guided in a development of his 
beliefs, and in the acquisitien of hie fundamental sympathiee. In 
thle manmr tne powers, influences and inspirations of the Spiritual 
Order creetet from the materiztl of the morl life, as we find it 
in nptural man, the deeper and finer perecualities exemplified by 
such as our mystics. Two points claim our attention heee. The 
first ie, that reasen is fructified by experience into apprehension of 
what is rational or permanent and abiding through the flux of the 
temporal series, and the natural powers of reason clarify experience 
be means of the ideals presented by the possible inetanoes of univers- 
-als thus brought into view. Thus Religion, as Baron von Hugel 
points out begins, and proceeds and ends with the Given, with 
existencee, realities, which environ and penetrate us, an which te 
have always a-new t Capture and to com:bine, to fathom and to appre- 
-hend ... as stimulated and suetained by re tenacious conviction that 
are real, if dim, confused knowladiee of reality 12 wit uo already 
prior to all our atterents cIeerly to analyee or completely to synthes- 
-ise it. 
Peveletion, in exeerience, is the dynamic force that coerces us, 
MI6 
into reeognition of our fundamental dependence upon it for our 
enlightenment and guidance. Faith, there:fore, is not blind; it ie 
a discovery of the universal s-oiritu lvalues, and the conviction, 
that in the development of experience, ever deetens, that in throwing 
our lives widely open to the reception of zLe values indicated by our 
ideals, we are attaining to Jur true destiny, ef-J,d realisine our ivue 
nature. 
The secen, point is, that the Augustiniens all along, end they 
have hed the deepest influence on our group of mysticstheve insieted 
that illumination is required, that reason must be aesisted. Se we 
find in the English mystics this saele insistence. The human soLa. 
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m 'y -eroceed jus t sc far, indeed it mue t, for the ota must be mede 
fit fr the reception of the highest trut ane Goodness, bet in the 
end, everything depends on the Grace and ,ill and Self-revaletion of 
Goo. Truth and Virtue come net oy merit, but by Grec e. rltimetely 
they ere matters not of choice,but of predestination and necessity. 
From a wider Point of vie;, we een now understand more fully tee 
ehenomenon of the appearance of a group of mystics such as ours in 
centur-L7 
X1V thAlngl;Lnd. Lovers oi the church, with ell its conserved 
experience, its mystical Jogmee, its promises ane its potanciea, 
.banerd in the doctrinee ana ineniring teaching of the Christian 
scripturea, :leeply devotional bi ne,ture, 9S they seem to have been, 
-.-rnest searchers for trute, conecious of tee weaknees and diecorus 
of taeir own nature* aria that of those aroune them, inspired by the 
eritings of great Christian -ehilosephere nee_ teachers, whose 
example snet also have inspired them, they too were aroused out of 
theoselvee ana reiaed above themeIve î that which waa above thes,, 
CO Eìfl in their uritings, un*ittingly it my have been, they sought 
to enrich the institutionsthzet ha d nurtured them. That they (,.id 
not entirely succeed is no fault of theirs; in some ways perhaps they 
'7ere too far ahead of their times But wnet they did do Was to 
asimi1.te ard reformulate some of the thought of the Middle Ages, 
and ito richest discaveriee, en,f. to make at they had thus aesim- 
,ilated, accessible to teefr oen age. In se deiner, they set the 
very value s thet ceal for a reconstruction of life inte the fore- 
-front of medern thought, havin first demonstrated the slime in taair 
own transformed and deeply spirituel livee. They sought to teach 
by their manner of life, as well tee by thei itten works, how a 
deliberate purposive life is meee possible to a.L1 m-,nkind, and how 
his 1-tepitiess is secured. They shoed the frmer to be possible 
yow 
through the perception 3f the ultimete vetluee, e:lnce these Rs 
objects of deeire, le2d us to their definition as ends t t.Le 
In the iniT4 era harmony and peacefulness of their o en transfo rme 
lives they made the 1,ctter, plain. But they did more than tha4 
es ee study their writings ,444 eeek t - visualise thee against 
the background of thz,:ir own times cert fn othe.r things stand out 
as well. 
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They were fully conscious of thee problem of evil. Julian of 
Uorwich in her -seautiful little book devotes much spaee ti it, but 
she tennot Solve it for us. Our four mystics however, are agreed 
on this, and it throws light on human suffering, that a hedonist 
conceystion of life is one that is totally inadequate for human 
iiorsonality. To hold that pleasure is the end of life is a view 
that is out of harmony with the facts. Only by interpreting 
the nature of the Resaity that gave us birth, in the lightsof 
absolute values of Truth, Beauty and Goodness, together with all 
tile other aspects Gf Benevolence, Justice, Generosity, Mercy, and 
Lave, that these bril:g into our view, do we fin,i the clue to the 
nature and destiny of the human personality. Ando as we have 
already noted in cosnection with the constructive relation such 
values bear to our character, a totally different conception of the 
Good must be accepted, one that indicates righteous and holy lives 
as the true goal of human personality. 
In that case suffering may weil Play and importaht part The r5e, 
English mystics, as we have said, do not tell us much of their 
suffering, yet indications are not wanting to show that they too 
knew what suifering meant. .ts Baron von Eugel points out, and 
his witness is in harleeny with that of most great mystics, .4Christ- 
-ianity, lass from the first, iamensels deepened and widened, it has 
further revealed, not the exPlanation-whicS srever existed for us mene 
but the fact, the reality, the awful potency and baffling mystery 
of sorrow, pain, sin, things which abide with man across the ages. 
And Christianity has, fram tile first, immensele¡ increased the 
capacity, the wondrous secret and force which isaues in a practical, 
living, loving transcandence, utilisation, transformation of sorrow 
and pain, and even of sin.... Christianity refused these theories 
(Stoicism and Epicureanism.) not by mean of another theory of its 
own but simply by exhibiting a life and lives which continually 
relive, in their essil9se various lesser degrees and ways, such a 
combination of gain in giving asS, of joy in suffering. Christis- 
-ity thus gave to souls the faith and strength to grasp life's 
nettle..... It is to Christianity that se owe our deepest insight 
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into the wondrously wi.de and varied range throughout the world, as 
we know it, of psi n ff suffering, ev? 1 g just as to C pnri y-cx äni t:, we 
owe the richest enforcement a:i. the fact, that, in spie of all this, 
God is, and that He is good and lying. And this enforcement 
Chri ytiRdni ty achieves at its best, b,, actually .} nst:iring soul aft so 
soul, te believe, to love, to live thde wondrous faith." (1) 
Fcr the ilinglß,sh mystics too, sin -,-ncu suffering but drive them 
back upon God. Consciousness of sin drove them the because 
they realised that their sins were ezi.ghti er than -t~ze mr, elves, and 
tuat the aid of a poter higher then themselves was required to give 
them cleansing 2N,.i selb -res-;j eot . They found, too, that without 
suffering, there could be no real w.e^Wth in their ex; erienee of God. ' 
That is why Juliara prayed for a serious illness. 1rI would 
that that sickness were SO hará as to the death... arad this meant 
for iefee l-1 be purged by the mercy of God because of tnat 
sickness. For l hope that it might have been to =7 my reward 
when T should hsve died, for idesi.red to h...vß bene soone with my 
God .and _Ma.ker. ^- (2) By suffering the soul is purified. We thus 
surfer because, in fact . í: a. -ee do communicate with realities other 
than ourselves, an., hence that these realities so impress and 
effect us thet only bt a pn infu1 effort can we violently and 
artificially, treat those realities ^.s mere fanciful projections 
of our awn.. ° (3) 
Over all, is the belief of the m ;sties, that for the good mnn 
the very feet of the presence of evil within is but the greater 
incentive to overcome its and thus, attain to new heights of spirit- 
-ual exi.eri.ence Thus God makes evtn evil has minister of 
righteousness, and in the end, °all shall i be went. Tho rn we 
cannot find the solution of the problem of evil in our mystics we 
shall. do well to rest with what we have since moral and religious 
experience testify to the victory of the good over the bad. 
(1 ) E vNcj8 Sd A J .i eUbi p , first ss Liac e Paper V l, Jy ç ry y E eL iL s to 
religious belief. pot 
(2) Revelations, Ch-3.7o. 2, page 5. 
(3) Essays and .Addresses, Ppper on preliminaries to religious 
belief. pages 114 and 115. 
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Tee neteee C E iïÏ, 
The feet remeine with az of the imeerfection of our reelisetion 
of valuee. Deere is no compulsion on ee ehereby ue muet attain the 
reelisatioh of ideals. Eut if ee acdept is it full imLaieetiore 
what the myetice have taught us, ee seen maintein that all existenne 
natural and human is creaturelj. The will is secondary; we cannot 
juetify freedom by asserting that the wiLl ia a type of entity that 
ace in independence ef other form of determination. The feet 
that we are creaturely -eeinge, and that tho date of experience, 
rigoroualy interpreted, involvesthe telief thet the univeree at 
largeolike hunan uersonelit, is divinely conditioned, enables tic to 
assert that we have been endowed by God with the capacity to respond 
to spiritual influences and values which aepeal to us at all stages, 
and in different and manifeld ways. In so far as ee do respond, 
we are raieed from the level of a M020 or less animal existence to 
a spiritual plane that is rkah in blessing to our 
values are spiritual. They enlishten us aed appeal to us, 
inspiring us to respond t, their influence. They even influence 
cur bodieetas may be exemplified in the work of the artist and 
sculpturp and we heve seen that the Middle Ages were rich in Kama 
Art and architecture. The Berkeleian view of the self as being 
uelf-explanator-, is f r to simele. 1-)ereeeelity is too deep and 
riqb and bas far too many ise)licatione for that view to be true. It 
raises, as we have seen, all the problems of philosophy, and when we 
take the most comprehensive viee, of the data at our dispoenl, still 
more prebiews arise. $ince, then, men is a oreaturely being, we 
muet regard the will ee secondary ana we find that our true freedom 
is seen in our capacity to reelooncL lerogrossively to an ever deepering 
ever widening ever rioher revelation of Coe. The English mystics ' 
have taus :ht us some of the depths of revelation that still lie chead, 
and the ecstatic joy that results from alserehension ef them. 
Immerteliy, 
Light bas also bcen thrown an the aJlied problem of immortalit,y 
for the myptics teach that apprehension of, and union with, God, 
cien on/:r be partially realised bere P-.111(Y. omeilmaation lies 
in the herenftFr. As Dean Inge remerlcb in his 'Outspoken 
;Assays', (c .n-fessT o f2ctex ); 10relxgio;n is the faith that gives 
substance to values, nrac>. philosophy aims at giving them their 
nroper place in c; coherent echeme of reality. It is only by 
the path of value tit vie r..°.ay.Li. Go,:, at all. ThÌ,9 the or`;nni: 
union of ethical and religious conscicu.sne`:e is achieved by 
spiritual religion which finds in Go:; the rational groun.c of things 
and the Moral Governor of the universe. Since we maintain 
this dependence of the or entu.r e on the Creator, we the.r efcse assert 
that the immortality of the soul will depend on the Spiritual 
Reality which will, we believe, enable it t continue and com.plete 
its quest, and will therefore continue to ra.intain end uphold it 
.Nor do ;','e need to postulate a mystical Absolute in which ell 
distinction is loÑt. Rather we n;aintain thet Gon is bound up 
with Hie creation, n.s ye have tried to demonstrate, nnd is 
Sovereign within it. That is more in line with true my:aticism 
than is the transcen.dent, one o the Neop1at,orists, and moreover is 
more in accord with the English mystical terrrreerament. They 
sought to do justice both to the transcendence- and immanence of 
God, for thef! worshipped the Transcendent One but discovered Him 
in Jesus Christ and in their own souls. 
So too, we muet abandon the c onee?3 ÿi o3¿ ef Ge.: az a changeless 
and self-sufficient bein.g. "If the finite world means anything 
to Gonq, t"rs.e ideas of activity and pur :ose are indispensable. God 
is either active in the pi oce,as, or Re is no more than an Ir;tern á 
Dreamer. " (1) Surely, this concept-:on of God as active in 
creative relationship to the world is borne out by the evidences 
offered by Christian religion and Christian mysticism. Further, 
it is more congenial to the mystic temperament with ite categories 
of Gre.ae and Divine L ve. God gives. himself ,s it. were, in the 
process of bringing humeri personality to birth, eYSn Tie creatively 
uphold: it through all the vicissitudes of life. 
(1) The Iden of !'o,f. Frofe.,sor _Pringle PnttiecT, 
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He hns created 1169 and i ti1ï seeking us out, is upholding 
us; nurturing us, ,eeticuleting and beckoning to ue, arousing our 
desires, ana ineniring us int ever deepening acquaintance with 
Himself. 
General conclusion. 
le may no, proceed to a general conelusion. In so doine one 
eneral point remains to he noted. -e have eought to maintain 
throughout, that the *English mystics were influenced by Platonic 
concentiond. Certainly, nlatonism remain apreee in the 
philosophic realm until the time of An4nin Aquinas, when account bì. , 
to be ten of Aristotle. In Lnglanu, remained the dominani' 
figure so far as philosophy and theology are concerned, but the 
influence of Aristetle made itself felt on the Continent. Hie 
influence is most clearly s.een in tne emphesiaxx that Coninentel 
myetics ;lace upon the contemplatb6 life as against thOective life. 
e;n intereeting point ie raised here, though we shell not enter 
into a detailed discuesien of it. iristotie certainly emphasised 
the superiority of the epecnItive Ranson as against the Practical 
(1 
Reason. The emphasis is clererly seen in the Nicomachean Lthics. 
He who pursuee the life of theoretic weed= enjoys the ideal 
life, for hie attention io directed to the loftieat o'ejects. 
This over eenhasis of iristetlels may have been due to hie own 
peculiar temperevient and circumstances. He wee not n citizen, 
and took no nart in public life. (2) Hie Aacenonian connections 
perhAPs eiede him an oOject of suspicion. In any caea, that 
aspect of his teachin empnAing tae supremacy the sideculative 
re-ion cay have disturbed the bal nce in the minds ef Later 
elhriatian myetics, betle-een the claims of Vie contemplative life and ; 
the active life. Certainly, had they followed the example of 
Aliuutiae, the active life would beve reeeived a greeter share of 
Petention. 
(i) Aristotle. i. Ross, ..:thics oege 217. 
(2) 0 Chap. 1. 
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Plate, on the other hand, though he makes goed tne claims of 
the speculative reason, never destroyed the talance. The weight 
of his teachine;, hie devedoped doctrine, would hve served to 
preeerve it. Hie exaltation of the speculative reason was 
qualified be other considerations. His own great iueal was that 
of statesmanship. 50 he confeeses in his later writings, ana his 
punenit of this ideal can be seen in such works as the Republic. The 
rulers of the ideal city were undoubtedly to be men of ohilosenhjtc 
ability, but that was becauee they would aloe be the more able to 
apply tee principles discovered by speculative thought to the needs 
of all cleeses of the statepand so secure harmony. The ideal 
defined by reason were to be applied in preetice for the wellbeing 
of the human soul, and the various institutione of the state were to 
subserve the same moral end.. 
It is interezting therefore, to observe, that though our English 
mystics never hide their ereference for the contemplative life, yet 
the characteristic of the greup is its practical temper. Rolle 
felt compelled to teach, gather Disciples, and stir others to love. 
20r he believed that it was reasonable for all men to desire 
hanpinees, and that no reasonable meri should be without love in this 
life. He desires theet our love of God should be seen in ail the 
relationaheps and duties of life, ana holds with Hilton and the 
author of The Cloud that those who lire well the 'active life' are 
on their way to the ¡contemplative life. But there is sufficent 
praise of Mary az againet the m)re practical Mertha, to show that 
tee emphasis lies on the side xr contenplation, at least in theory, 
ig not altogether in practice, 
Their practical temper is seen also in their attitude to tIle 
TAonysian teaching vJith regard to the vi4Cegativa, Rolle is almost 
untouched by its influence, at least in the extreme Dionysian form. 
The mystic way fer him is a concentration of the will ana the 
desires upon God. ee heve not tilivest ourselves of the 
attributea of our personality. They have to be transformed by 
the indrelline of the Holy Spirit. God is not conceived in 
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Dionysian foshion as aisoolicity, that is as unity. Though 
transcendent Gou is revealed in Jesus Christ Who is at once the 
mystics object of worshiD,and their example. 
More strongly marked is the influence of this NeoDlatonic 
teaching in the Cloud of Unknowing, but even here there are 
safeo:uards. The writer simply means that we must not allow 
anything to interfere with the concentration of the will upon 
God. He certainly does not mean that we have to divest ourseivi 
of all virtues and concentrate upon simplicity aS Dionysius 
teaches. "A man may not be fully active, but if he be in 
part contemplative; nor yet fully cantemplstive, as it may be 
here, but if he be in part active.39 
Put otherwise, virtues must first be acquired, since e can 
only behold that we ourselves, are. Rolle emphasises the 
sane troth in Tao Amending of Life. That being accomplished, 
we sre prepored for the Beatific vision. Then 0 "look that 
nought work in thy wit nor in thy will but only God. And try 
for to fell oil witting and feeling of ought under God, arii tread 
all down far under a cloud of Forgetting. And Thou shalt 
understand, thOA thou. shalt not only in this work forget all 
other creatures than thyself, or their deeds or thine, but also 
thou ssolt in this TI-Jrk forget both thyself and also thy deeds 
for God ss well as all other creatures ond their deeds.4 
This is the authentic note of Dionysian influence. 
Hilton, too, ia influenced to sme extent by the teaching of 
Dionysius, though it is -Probable that the influence came by way 
of the cloud. But again the teaching is 1-a.111 as Dean Inge 
p:ints out into a stage on the mystic way. is but an 
aoproaoh through the night to the true day ana will end not in 
the negation of personality; but in its transformation. (2 
In the last plaoe, though we have been drawing out the 
oohilo oohic implications of XIV th century English mystkcism, 
The Clou(i of Unknowing, Cha). 43. 
Christian mysticisms In2e, Doge 200. 
127. 
we are aware of the fact, that the English rivstice themselves, 
were interested in tD.e religious experience for its own sake. 
Their quest, like tht, of all true mystics, began in their sense 
of need, the need to resolve an inner conflict. The conflict 
p..enerated the desire for, and the energy to sustain, the quest. In 
the moments of mystic av:terience the discord is ended, ai union 
and .nrmny Are attained. 
Their personal experience of values i therefore deeply 
rooted in feelinp', though the vrilues themselves .1.e objective. 
It is in feeling that such values are conserved, for feeling 
is the conservative elemett in human nature. That, in part, 
explains the pain and struggle, undergone during the -process of 
tr[,nsformation of chracter. ':4It has in ttle past been t7':ius 
conserved, including Luch, according to the mystics themselves, 
that was unworthy, h-d to be uprooted, as it were melted down in 
a fire of love, before a different set of feelings could take 
their place For feeling is to the individual what an institut- 
-ion is to .soc.etn® 
But the ex7perience does not as we have seen, e.Ld in feeling, 
for the other function of feeling is to reinfrce thought and 
action. intitate consciousness of God, in the ey,erienee of 
the msAcs, was therefore followed by intense tho'llght anti action. 
Although the mystic may not begin with ret,son, it does not 
follow that his experience, and the object of it, are not rational. 
it ii.pIie e have tried to indicte in the concluding 
section of our Thesis. 
ts the outcome of their aymerience their worsip becomes more 
objective, tht is, it partakes more of contemplation of God, His 
goodness, His will, His kingdom, than any pleadinp.: for spec J. 
benefits. The f et is the benefits pre already there, the 
sense of ail Ternomnassing love, of forgiveness, the lack of any 
desire :,hich voulL led to terptation, for the mind is overwhelming, 
-ly filled with gratitude. 
128. 
T.hen the deeper experience has passed, there remains the 
sense, that we are known of God rather than the sense that ie 
know Him, that His faith is retained for us, rather than our 
faith bei.n2: reposed in Hira, and that more tan our love grasps 
Him, Ais love ßut,n auic surrounds us. 
llodern values that have called for a reco.nstruction of 
life were thus brought in to the forefront of human thought 
under the stimulus and discipline of medielva conditions. This 
in rur view, was the chi c!f contril;ution of faediev:-1 life to 
modern civilisation, and it exactly consists in this deepening 
and transv,auation of th,2 standards f value. Hence our 
n;rilish mystics ha.ve, unconsoiusly it -42ay but none the 
less certainly, played an impotunt _:LIrt in seekinc to deepen 
the thought and theology of the church. 
gr,nora".0.11hWIM 
cotont ourselves with giving a brief F1:0count of the 
En.glh.oyyAico o7y1 their rior-3. 
Rolle of 
oot of ne given are taken from. Horstmeres 
very full introduction to hi collection of Relle'B jjí- 
Tritirgs an,:3_ from liss hllen's hook 'Writings Ascribed to 
Riohard ;:olle of Hampole!and raterial for his bioffrarhy'. 
Richard jolle was born near Pickering in Yorkshire in or 
about the year 1290. Hi 2 parents 1Tere well to Jo, and apparentl 
of Fertle birth. It is believed that his father, Rolle, 
in some way a dependent of the great family of Nevillo; 
certainly, after receiving a primary education at boric, he was 
nt to Oxford by riTho7as Je Hoville, who afterwards became 
arChjeacon of Durham. There Rolle came under the influence of 
scholasticism which hac reoeiveJ a great impulse fro' the teachinp; 
of Duns Scotus. But c1iri found little, to attract hin in the 
intellectual atmosphere of schola2ticion. ,He discovered something 
more congenial to his teMperament in the works of Barnard, 
the Vitorines, and Boraventura, 
in his nineteenth year he suddenly left the university 
and returned to his father's house. i.vidontly he had nade up 
his mind to adopt the profession of a hermit. 'je learn that 'he took 
two of his sister's tunics, which she brou6.ht to :;:lf)71 in a wood, 
and made of them a dress like a hermit's. Ho then left hone, and 
WRB supported for a time by Ear John de Dalton, a friend of hì8 
father's, and himself the father of two Bono who had been. Rolle 's 
fellow students ttt OXford. During this period the development in 
spirituality took place which he .has himself described in hio 
writings. Several years later he moved away from Dalton' s estate, 
and roamed from place to pLA.ce in search of solitude. Finally 
he settled at Hanpole, near Doncaster, and here he lived as 
director of a convent of Cistercian nuns, and here he died, 
perhaps of the Black Death, ir 1349. He wrote both in Latin 
and i3li3h, in verse and prose. His poetry is of genuine lyric ' 
ouality, often expressing tho rlood of the moment. A full list of 
ArDendi&s. 
his work; is sivon in the second volune of Horstman's 
HanPole". 
Th.e autor 02 'The C7lou0: of Unknowing' is unknown. The 'Olou' 
itself is commorly assigned to the early part of the second half of 
the fourteenth century, that is after Loner and before. Htltons 
It thcYc, the translaticn of the Iriystical Theology of 
Dionysius (;7:1e 1:1om the same hand that w-ote the 'Cloud'. Other 
works that P,P0 condidered to have been written by this ort13e author, 
"The Inistle of Prayer,. The Li;7istle of Discretion in the '::;tirrin4 
of tO-le The 1.4listle of Z'rivy Con el fvd The Treatise of 
jiscorning of 60irits". 
Tho writer's calling is also unknown, though it is :qesuned 
t7lat he was a :flor.k. "Verything points to their ('ylio works) 1)oing 
the work of tr. original nystical genius, cf strongly narked 
character and. great literary ability: who, whilst 71e took the 
framework of his psychology'fro:1 ilichard of Viotor yet is TM? no 
sense a mere initntor of thee maoters, but introduced a genuinely 
new elenert into ri2edieval religious literature". 
Walter Hilton. 
1a/ter Hilton was, it is thougt, a canon of Tburp:arton in 
Nottinghamshire. He die6 there on Maroh 24th 1395. He WV,8 thus a 
corter'florary of ChmIcer. Besicles to 1,d(Aer of Perfection' 
wrote many other spiritual zr13 .any teatises by hill are to 'he 
,und in nanuscript in college librariE of Oxford and Caribridge, in 
the British Euseun and also in several libraries in France. 
The 'Ladder of J:erfection' ltko the 'Cloud's and nuch of Rolle's 
writingv4, was originally written for. the guidance of a oinie 
friend of the Author, probably an ancress. 
Julian of Norwich. 
1::no7 littn also or Julian beyond what oho herself tells us. 
She was born in the year 1342, and she lived in a cell which was 
built against the Cl_:21Irch of St. Julian in Norwich. Her reasons 
for writing have already been noticed, and ro nore-need he acltde 
here. Zle 'evelations of Divine Love' is a noct fragrant little 
boot, rl,r! It reveals F, lovable persorality. 
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